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ABSTRACT
Situated ~20 km northeast of Haast in a remote part of South Westland, New Zealand, the ~65 km2
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region had not been mapped in detail prior to this research. This study provides a
detailed account of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region’s geology and shows that it is dominated by
metasedimentary and igneous basement lithologies, but also comprises a minor component of the
Cretaceous-Recent South Westland stratigraphic sequence. It is also shown that the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region has a complex structural history, with evidence for at least two separate major episodes of
tectonism: Cretaceous extension and Cenozoic transpression.
Greenland Group metasediments are the dominant lithology exposed within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region and consist of a tightly-folded and indurated metaturbidite sequence composed of interbedded,
quartz-dominated, immature poly-cyclic psammites and pelites that have been regionally metamorphosed
to lower-greenschist facies. Due to emplacement of the Whakapohai Granite ± additional concealed
plutons to within 2 km of the current level of exposure, much of the Greenland Group within the Bald HillMaori Saddle region has been contact metamorphosed to biotite ± andalusite ± cordierite hornfelses. At the
southeastern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, situated between the Alpine and Wrong Faults
and juxtaposed against Greenland Group metasediments across an intensely mylonitized décollement zone,
the newly defined Cattle Track Gneiss consists of a poorly-exposed, amphibolite facies, mylonitic
paragneiss equivalent to the Greenland Group, which was uplifted from the mid-crust during formation of
the Cretaceous aged Maori Saddle complex. Hosted within Greenland Group metasediments, the Maori
Saddle Granite, the Whakapohai Granite, and lamprophyre dykes constitute igneous basement rocks in the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Incorporated as part of the Karamea Granitoids, yet separate from the subsuites, the 384 ± 3.5 Ma, weakly fractionated, calc-alkaline, peraluminous, S-type Maori Saddle Granite
exposed at the southern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, was generated at the obliquelyconvergent paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana in response to crustal thickening associated with the
Tabberabbean Orogeny and is most likely affiliated with similar plutons in Eastern Tasmania, Australia.
Exposed as a stock midway up the Whakapohai River and as several pegmatite dykes between the
Diamond and Wrong Faults, the newly discovered, highly-fractionated, calc-alkaline, peraluminous, S-type
Whakapohai Granite is geochemically comparable with Karamea Suite plutons of the Karamea Granitoids.
Thus, like Karamea Suite plutons elsewhere in New Zealand, it too was likely generated in an extensional
environment associated with slab-rollback/abandonment or a one-off delamination event at the obliquelyconvergent paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana, during Mid-Paleozoic time. Two sets of lamprophyre
dykes crop out in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region: alkaline lamprophyres in the Maori Saddle area; and
calc-alkaline lamprophyres near the Munro Mistake-Whakapohai River confluence and in Mistake Creek.
Alkaline lamprophyre dykes are Mid- to Late-Cretaceous in age, crosscut all basement lithologies except an
intensely mylonitized décollement zone, and are affiliated with swarms of alkaline lamprophyre dykes that
intruded Western Province rocks elsewhere in New Zealand during Cretaceous region-wide extension.
Calc-alkaline lamprophyre dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region form a north-south trending en
echelon array and have a strong subduction-related geochemical signature, which implies an emplacement
age coincident with when the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was last affected by subduction: during the
Mid-Paleozoic. Consequently, these lamprophyre dykes are separate from all other known lamprophyre
dyke swarms in New Zealand. Capping the summit of Bald Hill, the lower-member of the Otumotu
Formation, the oldest unit of the Cretaceous-Recent South Westland stratigraphic sequence, consists of a
flat lying/gently dipping fanglomerate deposit dominated by locally-derived quartz and Greenland Group
detritus. The Otumotu Formation is Early- to Late-Cretaceous in age and infills extensional half grabens
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that formed within the detached upper-plate of the Maori Saddle Complex. Additional exposures of units
constituting the Cretaceous-Recent South Westland stratigraphic sequence consist of: an Arnott Basalt
feeder dyke that crosscuts the Otumotu Formation near the summit of Bald Hill; an internally faulted fault
slice comprising Tauperikaka Coal Measures; Tokakoriri Formation Porphyry Point Member, and Tititira
Formation; internally structurally complex Tititira Formation and Tauperikaka Coal Measures that
constitute part of the vertical limb of the Coastal Monocline; and a thin veneer and a series of terraces
composed of Quaternary aged alluvium, colluvium, paleo-river/glacial outwash, shallow-marine, and
glacial moraine/till deposits.
In Cretaceous time, following the Rangitata Orogeny, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region underwent
region-wide extension and the Maori Saddle Complex formed. The Maori Saddle Complex is an
extensional complex with metamorphic core complex affinities, which, like similar complexes elsewhere in
New Zealand, comprises a ductilely deformed, high-grade, lower-plate (Cattle Track Gneiss) that has been
exhumed and juxtaposed against a brittlely deformed, low-grade, upper-plate (Greenland Group) as a
consequence of mylonitic shearing along a low-angle décollement zone. Due to Cenozoic tectonism, the
Maori Saddle Complex has since been overprinted with Cenozoic structures, which add complexity.
Cenozoic tectonism associated with the Early-Miocene propagation of the Alpine Fault Australia-Pacific
plate boundary through New Zealand and the Late-Miocene to present transpression across it, caused uplift
of a 10-20 km wide belt of Western Province rocks between the Alpine Fault and a steeply dipping reverse
fault in basement rocks beneath the present-day coastline. As a result, the overlying Cretaceous-PaleogeneNeogene sedimentary and volcanic deposits were folded into the Coastal Monocline; of which, the flat
lying/gently dipping Otumotu Formation at the summit of Bald Hill forms the upper-limb and the steeply
dipping deposits along the adjacent coastal section form the vertical limb. Such Cenozoic tectonism also
produced a series of northeast-southwest trending fault zones that crosscut the region, including the newly
defined Mathias, Diamond, and Wrong Faults. Along each of these newly defined faults, the fault block to
the southeast has been uplifted relative to the northwestern fault block and rocks from progressively deeper
in the crust have been exposed. Ongoing transpression across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate
boundary has uplifted ~740 ka paleo-river/glacial outwash terraces, deposited by the Haast River, by ~400500 m. Likewise, 123 ± 7 ka paleo-shallow-marine terraces at Knights Point have been uplifted 113 m.
Based on the ages and elevations of these terraces, average uplift rates in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
have accelerated from ~0.55 mm/yr (~740 ka to 123 ± 7 ka) to 0.86 mm/yr (123 ± 7 ka to present) during
Mid- to Late-Quaternary time.
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Chapter 1:

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Study Outline
Very rarely does the opportunity arise to explore uncharted territory and discover what
secrets lie within. Investigating the geology of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was one
such opportunity that I could not pass up.
The West Coast of the South Island is home to some of the most remote locations within New
Zealand. Given the difficulties associated with access, terrain, and outcrop exposure, many of
these remote locations remain under-explored and little is known about the geology. Prior to this
research, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was one of such areas. Although the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region was included in geological maps published by Wellman (1955) and Mutch and
McKellar (1964), it had not been mapped in detail. The only detailed geological maps that
include portions of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are those produced by Nathan (1977; and
references therein) and Bartlett (1993). However, these geological maps concern the adjacent
areas to the northwest and southeast, respectively, and only incorporate small portions of the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region at its fringes. Thus, this research is the first to investigate and map the
geology of the wider Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region in detail.
This research focuses on two fundamental priorities: 1) establishing what rocks constitute the
composite geology of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region; and 2) unravelling the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region’s structural evolution. In regards to these primary focuses and by means of detailed
geological field mapping, petrography, geochemistry, and geochronology, this research aims to
answer the following key questions:


What metasedimentary lithologies exist within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region forming
the basement geology and how extensive are they?



What characteristics do such metasedimentary lithologies exhibit, what metamorphic
conditions have they experienced, and how have they been affected?



What age are such metasedimentary lithologies and from what are they derived?



What igneous plutonic lithologies constitute basement rocks in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region and what is their extent?
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What characteristics do such igneous plutonic lithologies possess, when were they
emplaced, how have they evolved, and what affect have they had on the surrounding
geology?



Are such plutonic lithologies associated with plutonic suites exposed elsewhere in the
South Island of New Zealand and if so, which suite(s)?



Do lithologies of the South Westland Cretaceo-Paleogene-Neogene stratigraphic sequence
described by Nathan (1977, 1978a) exist within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region? If so,
what lithologies and where?



Are lithologies of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence in contact with basement
rocks via an erosional or structural discontinuity?



What structures exist within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, how did they form, and
when?



How have past and present tectonic regimes influenced the structural evolution of the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region and how has the distribution of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region’s geology been affected?

1.2 Location and Setting
The Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region consists of an ~65 km2 area, located 18 km northeast of
Haast, South Westland, New Zealand. The boundaries defining the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region are illustrated in figure 1.1.
The Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region possesses moderate to high topographic relief, with
elevations ranging between 20 m and 920 m above sea level. Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region, Bald Hill, at 850 m altitude, exists as the westernmost peak of a northwest-southeast
trending range that extends from Maori Saddle to the coast. Throughout the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, dense South Westland rain forest covers ~95% of the topography. Open areas
within the region exist along the banks of the Whakapohai River, along moderate to large creeks,
and at the summit of Bald Hill. Elsewhere, recent slip scarps and scree slopes provide the only
other areas free of forest cover. Due to the more sparsely distributed vegetation, such areas also
coincide with the most prevalent outcrop. The Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region receives high
annual rainfall, which in turn promotes rapid erosion. As a consequence, creeks and streams
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draining the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle area are typically deeply incised into the surrounding
topography, forming steep sided valleys and gorges (figure 1.1).
Due to the dense forest cover and steep topography, access into the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region is limited and most easily achieved via the Whakapohai River Valley and its tributaries; the
Haast-Paringa Cattle Track to the east; Cole Creek to the west; and by helicopter to the summit of
Bald Hill.

Figure 1.1: Satellite image of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region with the defining boundary line shown in
magenta. State highway 6 is shown in red and the small white patches are cloud. Image sourced from
Google Earth (2010).

1.3 Regional Geological Setting
1.3.1 Geological Provinces of New Zealand
The geological foundations of New Zealand have been subdivided into the Eastern and
Western Provinces on the basis of contrasting ages, metamorphic characteristics, and source
protoliths (Landis and Coombs 1967; Bradshaw 1989, 1993; Mortimer 2004). In the South Island
of New Zealand, the Eastern and Western Provinces are stitched to one another by the Median
Batholith in Nelson and Fiordland, and are separated by the Alpine Fault in Buller and Westland
(Landis and Coombs 1967; Bradshaw 1989, 1993; Kimbrough et al. 1994b; Mortimer et al.
1999a; Mortimer 2004) (figure 1.2). As a consequence, basement rocks in the Northwest Nelson,
Buller, Westland, and Fiordland regions are of Western Province origin; whereas, east of the
4

Median Batholith
and Alpine Fault,
the

basement

geology

is
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of
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Coombs

1967;
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1993;

Mortimer

2004).

The

Eastern

and
Western

Provinces can be
further
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into

discrete

basement terranes
(Bishop

Figure 1.2: Simplified geological map of the South Island of New Zealand showing
the distribution of the Eastern and Western Provinces, and the Median Batholith.
Note that the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is located west of the Alpine Fault,
amongst Western Province rocks.

et

al.

1985;

Bradshaw

1989,

1993;

Cooper

and

Tulloch

1992;

Kimbrough et al.
1994b; Mortimer

2004). The Western Province comprises the Takaka and Buller Terranes: Early- to Mid-Paleozoic
tectonostratigraphic terranes, which have been intruded by Devonian and Mid- to Late-Cretaceous
granitoids, and, together, form the remnants of a fragment of Gondwanan continental crust
(Aronson 1968; Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Muir et al. 1997; Mortimer 2004;
Tulloch et al. 2009). Constituting the Eastern Province are the Brook Street, Murihiku, Dun
Mountain-Maitai, Caples, Aspiring, and Torlesse terranes: allochthonous volcanic arc, forearc
basin, and ophiolite and accretionary complex lithologies that were accreted to the Pacific margin
of Gondwana (Coombs et al. 1976; Bishop et al. 1985; Bradshaw 1989, 1993; Mortimer 2004).
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1.3.2 Paleozoic Western Province Terranes
1.3.2.1 Takaka Terrane
Situated between the Buller Terrane to the west and the Median Batholith to the east, the
Takaka Terrane consists of an extensively faulted and geologically diverse suite of Early- to MidPaleozoic lithologies (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Rattenbury et al.
1998; Mortimer 2004; Jongens 2006b). Of the three sedimentary belts composing the Western
Province, the Takaka Terrane comprises the Central and Eastern Sedimentary Belts, which
represent a single region of deposition (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989). The Central Sedimentary Belt
consists of Mid-Cambrian to Early-Ordovician volcanic island arc deposits (including all
Cambrian-Ordovician volcanic and plutonic rocks; Rattenbury et al. 1998) and marine sediments
(Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Rattenbury et al. 1998); whereas, the
Eastern Sedimentary Belt consists of a thick sequence of Ordovician-aged carbonates, marine
sandstones, shales, and Silurian quartzites (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992).
This shift away from volcanic island arc-dominated deposits indicates that a significant change in
tectonic regime occurred during Ordovician time (Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992).
However, major deformation of the Takaka Terrane did not occur until earliest-Devonian time
(Pre-Baton tectonic event) (Cooper 1989; Jongens 2006b).

1.3.2.2 Buller Terrane
The Buller Terrane constitutes the Western Sedimentary Belt of the Western Province and has
a contrasting sedimentary character and depositional, volcanic, and tectonic history to the Takaka
Terrane (Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996). The Buller Terrane extends
along the west coast of the South Island, discontinuously cropping out in Northwest Nelson,
Buller, Westland, and Fiordland (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et
al. 1996). The Buller Terrane is relatively uniform and consists of a sequence of fine-grained
quartz-rich clastic sediments/metasediments, black shales, and paragneisses that are mostly devoid
of volcanogenic material (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Roser et al. 1996). During the Greenland
tectonic event in latest-Ordovician to Silurian time, deformation of the Buller Terrane resulted in
the formation of tight, shallowly-plunging folds, a well-developed cleavage, and low-grade
greenschist facies metamorphism (Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Rattenbury and
Stewart 2000).
The Buller Terrane can be divided into three subtly different lithologies (Cooper R.A. 1979a,
1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996). The oldest and most extensive of such
6

lithologies is the Greenland Group (Adams 1975; Adams et al. 1975; Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989;
Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996; Adams and Kelly 1998). The Greenland Group
comprises a thick sequence of interbedded psammites and pelites that form a latest-Cambrian to
Early-Ordovician turbidite succession that was deposited as a submarine fan, offshore from a
sedimentary-metasedimentary continental source (Laird 1972; Adams et al. 1975; Nathan 1976,
1977; Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Roser and Korsch 1988; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al.
1996; Adams and Kelly 1998; Mortimer 2009). In parts of Buller, Westland, and Fiordland, highgrade paragneisses are exposed amongst Greenland Group rocks (Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Gibson
et al. 1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Spell et al. 2000; Jongens
2006a). Such paragneisses yield similar detrital zircon age spectra to the Greenland Group and
therefore, are interpreted as high-grade gneissic equivalents (Gibson et al. 1988; Ireland 1992;
Gibson and Ireland 1996). Such high-grade gneissic rocks have been uplifted during episodes of
metamorphic core complex formation, the latest of which occurred during the Cretaceous,
immediately prior to the breakup of Gondwana (Gibson et al. 1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough
1989; Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Spell et al. 2000; Laird and Bradshaw 2004; Jongens 2006a).
The remaining two lithologies of the Buller Terrane exist within its eastern portions (Cooper
1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996). Of these two lithologies, the Early- to MidOrdovician Aorangi Mine Formation is the oldest and conformably overlies the Webb and
Roaring Lion formations (equivalent to the Greenland Group) (Cooper R.A. 1979a, b, 1989;
Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996). The Aorangi Mine Formation is distinguished from
the Greenland Group by an abundance of graptolite-bearing black shales, quartzite, and chert,
which dominate over psammitic and pelitic beds (Cooper R.A. 1979b). Sediments of the Aorangi
Mine Formation are thought to represent deposition in a sediment-starved offshore basin, where
mudstones are of pelagic origin and massive sandstones are derived from turbidite- and/or grainflows (Cooper R.A. 1979a, b, 1989; Roser et al. 1996).
Overlying the Aorangi Mine Formation, the youngest lithology forming the Buller Terrane is
composed of the Slaty Creek, Leslie, Peel, and Douglas Formations, as well as “Formation A”
(Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996). Together, these
formations bear resemblance to the Greenland Group; however, they are lithologically more
diverse and comprise alternating beds of psammite, pelite, micaceous and pyritic black shale,
thick quartz sands, and, in its upper portions, laminated siltstones (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989;
Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996). Like the Greenland Group, these formations are
thought to have been deposited by turbidite- and/or mass-flows (Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989;
Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996).
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1.3.2.3 Terrane Suturing
In Buller, Northwest Nelson, and Fiordland, the Buller and Takaka Terranes exist juxtaposed
against one another via the Anatoki Fault (figure 1.3) (Ward 1984; Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989;
Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Jongens 2006b). The Anatoki Fault is a major tectonic structure that
formed during the amalgamation of the Buller and Takaka terranes (Cooper 1989; Cooper and
Tulloch 1992; Jongens 2006b). Until recently, the timing of this tectonic suturing has been a
problematic issue due to conflicting tectonic and magmatic evidence (Cooper 1989; Cooper and
Tulloch 1992). Major deformation of the Takaka Terrane during the Pre-Baton tectonic event,
which resulted in the formation of recumbent folds and thrust faults, indicates suturing in Early- to
Mid-Devonian time (Cooper 1989; Jongens 2006b).

Figure 1.3: Simplified geological map of the Northwest Nelson and Buller regions, showing the fault trace
of the Anatoki Fault, after Cooper (1989). Tick marks are on the hanging-wall block of the structure.
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Less severe deformation of both the Buller and Takaka terranes during the Post-Baton tectonic
event suggests that the Buller and Takaka terranes were contiguous by Late-Devonian time
(Cooper 1989; Jongens 2006b). Conflicting with this age, plutons of the Karamea Granitoids
were thought to be restricted to the Buller Terrane, suggesting that terrane suturing occurred
subsequent to the culmination of Karamea Granitoid magmatism in Early-Carboniferous time
(Tulloch 1983, 1988; Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992). However, recent work by Tulloch
et al. (2009) has established that not all Karamea Granitoids are restricted to the Buller Terrane;
some did transcend the terrane boundary. The oldest of the Karamea Granitoids to intrude the
Takaka Terrane belong to the 369-361 Ma Paringa Suite (Tulloch et al. 2009). In order for this to
be possible, the Buller and Takaka terranes must have been amalgamated by Late-Devonian time
(Tulloch et al. 2009). According to Muir et al. (1996b), the timing of Buller and Takaka terrane
amalgamation can be further refined to Mid-Devonian time. Strong inverse correlations between
initial εNd and 87Sr/86Sr ratios indicate that Karamea Granitoid magmas were derived through the
mixing of mafic and continental crust end-members, which are represented by the Riwaka
Complex and Greenland Group, respectively (Muir et al. 1996a). Thus, the Riwaka Complex,
which is hosted within the Takaka Terrane, can be linked to Karamea Granitoid magmatism and
with an age of 383-362 Ma, implies pre Mid-Devonian suturing of the Buller and Takaka terranes
(Muir et al. 1996a, b). Given the tectonic evidence presented by Cooper (1989) and Jongens
(2006b) and the magmatic evidence presented by Muir et al. (1996a, b) and Tulloch et al. (2009),
suturing of the Buller and Takaka terranes most likely occurred during Early- to Mid-Devonian
time.

1.3.3 Plutonism
1.3.3.1 Paleozoic Plutonism
In New Zealand, Early- to Mid-Paleozoic plutonic rocks are confined to the Western Province
(Landis and Coombs 1967; Tulloch 1983, 1988; Muir et al. 1996a, b; Tulloch et al. 2009). Such
plutonic rocks consist of the Karamea Batholith and associated isolated plutons, collectively
termed here the Karamea Granitoids, and mafic-ultramafic intrusives of the Riwaka Complex
(Tulloch 1983, 1988; Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Muir et al. 1996a, b; Tulloch et al.
2009).
The Karamea Granitoids are predominantly hosted within the Buller Terrane. This group of
high-K, metaluminous to strongly-peraluminous, calc-alkaline granitoids forms an ~200 km long
by ~20 km wide belt of plutonic rocks that extend south from Kahurangi Point to east of
Greymouth, where it is truncated by the Alpine Fault (Tulloch 1983, 1988; Muir et al. 1996a;
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Tulloch et al. 2009). East of the Alpine Fault, Karamea Granitoids also crop out in Eastern and
Southern Fiordland and in Stewart Island (Allibone et al. 2007; Tulloch et al. 2009). West of the
Alpine Fault, several isolated Karamea Granitoid plutons also exist distributed throughout
Westland and South Westland (figure 1.4) (Allibone et al. 2007; Tulloch et al. 2009). Together,
plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids provide evidence for an extensive belt of magmatic
activity along the paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana during Mid-Devonian to EarlyCarboniferous time (Tulloch 1983, 1988; Muir et al. 1996b; Tulloch et al. 2009). Based on their
ages and I/S/A-type classifications (Chappell and White 1974, 1992), Tulloch et al. (2009) have
subdivided plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids into five separate suites:
Karamea Suite: S-type, biotite and 2-mica granite-tonalites restricted to the Buller Terrane.
Emplaced during three episodes at 378-375 Ma, 369-368 (bulk), and 354-340 Ma, the
Karamea Suite constitutes the majority of the Karamea Granitoids (Tulloch 1983, 1988;
Tulloch et al. 2009).
Paringa Suite: I-type, magnetite ± epidote ± hornblende-bearing granite-diorite-gabbros intrudes
the Karamea Suite and occurs in both the Buller and Takaka terranes. The Paringa Suite
possesses an age of 369-361 Ma (Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Tulloch et al. 2009).
Ridge Suite:

S-type, biotite granite-tonalites, which predominantly exist hosted within the

Takaka Terrane. The Ridge Suite was redefined after Allibone and Tulloch’s (1997,
2004) Ridge Orthogneiss, by Tulloch et al. (2009). The Ridge Suite was emplaced at 354340 Ma (Tulloch et al. 2009).
Tobin Suite: I-type, biotite granite-diorites intrudes the Karamea Suite and occurs in both the
Buller and Takaka terranes. The Tobin Suite intruded the Western Province at 351-342
Ma (Tulloch et al. 2009).
Foulwind Suite: The Foulwind Suite consists of a loose grouping of A-type, biotite granite ±
muscovite, garnet, monazite, and xenotime-bearing meta-plutonic rocks. Renamed after
Cooper and Tulloch’s (1992) Toropuihi Suite, the Foulwind Suite possesses an age of
≈310 Ma (Tulloch et al. 2009).
In addition to the Karamea Granitoids, the Western Province also comprises the MidDevonian Riwaka Complex (Grindley 1980; Harrison and McDougall 1980; Muir et al. 1996b).
Situated in Northwest Nelson, the Riwaka Complex consists of a mafic-ultramafic intrusive body
that is ~45 km long and ranges between 800 m and 3 km wide, covering an area of ~100 km 2 (Gill
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and Johnston 1970; Muir et al. 1996a; Rattenbury et al. 1998). The Riwaka Complex comprises a
series of elongate sheet-like ultramafic to gabbroic and pyroxene-bearing dioritic-monzodioritic
plutons that were intruded as a layered lopolith into Early-Paleozoic Takaka Terrane
metasediments, along the axis of the Riwaka Syncline (Gill and Johnston 1970; Grindley 1980;
Muir et al. 1996a; Rattenbury et al. 1998).

Muir et al. (1996a) determined that Karamea

Granitoids were derived from the mixing of mafic and continental crust end-members, where the
Riwaka Complex represents the mafic end-member.

This, combined with contemporaneous

timing of emplacement, implies a genetic link between the Riwaka Complex and Karamea
Granitoid magmatism (Muir et al. 1996a). Given that the Riwaka Complex is hosted within the
Takaka Terrane, this genetic link has significant implications with regards to the timing of Buller
and Takaka terrane suturing (see above) (Muir et al. 1996a).
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Figure 1.4: Simplified geological map of the Western Province showing the distribution of the five
separate Paleozoic plutonic suites that, together, compose the Karamea Granitoids, after Tulloch et al.
(2009). Note: the reconstructed along-strike juxtaposition of the Nelson and Fiordland blocks is indicative
only.
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1.3.3.2 Paleozoic-Cretaceous Plutonism
Carboniferous to Early-Cretaceous magmatism at the paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana
produced a magmatic arc system which now exists as an extensive belt of predominantly plutonic
rocks, known as the Median Batholith (Bradshaw 1989, 1993; Kimbrough et al. 1994b; Mortimer
et al. 1999a, b; Mortimer 2004). The Median Batholith stitches together New Zealand’s Eastern
and Western provinces, in the Nelson, Buller, Fiordland, and Stewart Island regions (figure 1.5)
(Bradshaw 1989, 1993; Mortimer et al. 1999a, b; Mortimer 2004; Allibone et al. 2007). In
addition to these onshore regions, plutonic rocks of the Median Batholith have also been
intersected by oil wells drilled offshore, within the Taranaki Basin (Mortimer et al. 1997). Prior
to ~480 km of displacement along the Alpine Fault (Wellman 1955), rocks of the Median
Batholith formed a contiguous belt that extended over 600 km, trending north-south in its northern
portion and curving to the southeast in its southern portion (Bradshaw 1989, 1993; Mortimer et al.
1997, 1999a, b; Mortimer 2004).

Initially, the Median Batholith was interpreted as an

allochthonous terrane that was obducted onto the Pacific margin of Gondwana (Bradshaw 1993;
Kimbrough et al. 1993, 1994b). The inferred tectonic boundary was first reffered to as the
Median Tectonic Line (Landis and Coombs 1967) and then Median Tectonic Zone (Coombs
1985; Bradshaw 1993).

However, Mortimer et al. (1999a, b) have shown that the contact

relationships between the Median Batholith and the Brook Street Terrane are intrusive and
therefore, the Median Batholith must be in some part autochthonous.
Based on the constituent plutons and suites identified by Mortimer et al. (1999a), intrusives of
the Median Batholith can be subdivided into four broad age groupings: 1) Paleozoic gabbroidsgranitoids (10%) (Kimbrough et al. 1993, 1994b; Allibone and Tulloch 1997; Muir et al. 1996b;
Mortimer et al. 1999b; Tulloch et al. 2009); 2) Triassic to Early-Cretaceous gabbroids, dioritoids,
and granitoids (35% or more) (Kimbrough et al. 1993, 1994b; Muir et al. 1997, 1998; Mortimer et
al. 1999b); 3) Early- to Mid-Cretaceous alkali-calcic and adakitic granitoids of the Separation
Point Suite (including the Western Fiordland Orthogneiss) (35%) (Tulloch 1988; Muir et al. 1995,
1997, 1998; Kimbrough et al. 1993, 1994b; Mortimer et al. 1999b); and 4) plutons and
orthogneiss complexes of poorly defined age (mainly in Eastern Fiordland) (20%).
Across its exposed width, the Median Batholith becomes progressively younger and more
felsic towards the west, with granitoids of the Separation Point Suite composing its exposed
western third (figure 1.5) (Kimbrough et al. 1993, 1994b; Mortimer et al. 1999a, b, Mortimer
2004). Triassic to earliest-Cretaceous magmatism, which produced the generally more mafic
plutonic rocks that dominate the exposed eastern portion of the Median Batholith, was generated
by the partial melting of a mantle wedge above a subducting slab of oceanic crust (Muir et al.
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1998). In contrast, the Separation Point Suite was generated by the partial melting of amphibolitic
mafic lithosphere that was under-plated to the base of over-thickened continental crust (Tulloch
and Rabone 1993; Muir et al. 1995, 1998). Therefore, the Separation Point Suite marks a major
tectonic change from long-lived subduction to continental collision and crustal thickening (figure
1.6) (Muir et al. 1995; 1998; Waight et al. 1998a; Mortimer 2004).

Figure 1.5: Simplified geological map of the Western Province showing the distribution of
undifferentiated Paleozoic Karamea Granitoids, Triassic to Early-Cretaceous Median Batholith plutons
(Separation Point Suite is shown separately and includes the Western Fiordland Orthogneiss), and Midto Late-Cretaceous Rahu Suite plutons. The distributions of such plutonic suites have been compiled
from Waight et al. (1998a), Mortimer et al. (1999a), and Tulloch et al. (2009). Note: the along-strike
reconstruction of the Nelson and Fiordland blocks is indicative only.
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1.3.3.3 Mid- to Late-Cretaceous Plutonism
During Mid- to Late-Cretaceous time, the Buller Terrane was intruded by two separate sets of
plutonic rocks: 1) calc-alkaline granitoids of the Rahu Suite (including the Hohonu Suite); and 2)
alkali granitoids of the French Creek Granite and numerous alkaline-lamprophyre dykes/swarms
(Rattenbury 1987, 1991, Tulloch 1983, 1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Muir et al. 1997;
Waight et al. 1997, 1998a, b; Tulloch and Challis 2000).
Plutonic rocks of the Rahu Suite exist in the Buller and Westland regions of New Zealand and
exhibit strong spatial associations with metamorphic core complexes (figure 1.5) (Tulloch 1983,
1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Waight et al. 1997, 1998a, b; Tulloch and Challis 2000).
Such Rahu Suite plutons were emplaced during Mid- to Late-Cretaceous time, temporally
overlapping with and immediately following the last vestiges of Separation Point Suite
magmatism (Muir et al. 1995, 1997, 1998; Waight et al. 1997, 1998a, b; Tulloch and Challis
2000).

The Rahu Suite comprises calc-alkaline, metaluminous to peraluminous, I/S-type

tonalites, granodiorites, and granites, which possess similar yet subdued trace element
compositions to plutons of the Separation Point Suite (Muir et al. 1995; Waight et al. 1998a, b).
Given the similar geochemical characteristics, Waight et al. (1998a) have suggested that the Rahu
Suite and Separation Point Suite were generated by the partial melting of a common source
protolith, with the assimilation of continental Greenland Group crust into the Rahu Suite
accounting for any geochemical discrepancies. Although plutonic rocks of the Rahu Suite possess
overlapping ages and similar compositions to the Separation Point Suite, the close temporal and
spatial association between Rahu Suite plutons and metamorphic core complexes suggests that
Rahu Suite magmatism was generated by extension associated with the Mid- to Late-Cretaceous
post-orogenic collapse that ensued after Early-Cretaceous Continental collision, crustal
thickening, and orogenesis (figure 1.6) (Waight et al. 1997, 1998a, b; Tulloch and Challis 2000).
The youngest plutonic rocks to intrude the Western Province consist of the Late-Cretaceous,
A-type French Creek Granite from east of Hokitika and the numerous alkaline-lamprophyre dykes
and dykes swarms distributed throughout the Buller and Westland regions (Adams and Nathan
1978; Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Waight et al. 1997, 1998c). Such
plutonic rocks represent contemporaneous and cogenetic alkaline magmatism derived from a
mantle-like source, where alkaline-lamprophyre dykes represent the primitive mafic end-member
and the highly fractionated French Creek Granite represents the evolved felsic end-member
(Waight et al. 1998c). With a U-Pb zircon age of 82 Ma, the emplacement of the French Creek
Granite coincides with the formation of the oldest oceanic crust within the Tasman Sea (Veevers
et al. 1991; Waight et al. 1997, 1998c). Therefore, such alkaline magmatism was likely generated
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as a consequence of crustal extension and continental rifting associated with the separation of
New Zealand from Australia (Waight et al. 1997, 1998c).

Figure 1.6: Three stage diagrammatic cross section illustrating the tectonic evolution of the Pacific
margin of Gondwana and the generation of magmatism during the Cretaceous transition from
convergence, continental collision, and orogenesis, to post-orogenic collapse and extension; modified after
Waight et al. (1998a) in light of Mortimer et al. (1999a). A) Long-lived subduction and mantle wedge
melting generated Median Batholith magmatism and island arc volcanism. Median Batholith plutons
were emplaced within and/or alongside the eastern margin of the Western Province and within western
portions of Eastern Province Permian arcs. B) Continental collision as a consequence of ongoing
convergence resulted in crustal thickening and orogenesis, which induced partial melting of arc material
at the base of the continent root to produce adakitic Separation Point Suite magmatism. C) A shift from
convergence to extension induced post-orogenic collapse and metamorphic core complex formation.
Uplift associated with the formation of metamorphic core complexes induced partial melting at the base of
the crust to produce Rahu Suite magmatism.
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1.3.4 Cretaceous-Recent Stratigraphy
Stratigraphically overlying basement rocks in Northwest Nelson, Buller, and Westland are
Cretaceous to Recent, transgressive-regressive sedimentary sequences ± within plate volcanic
rocks (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Sewell and Nathan 1987; Nathan et al. 2002). Although the South
Westland stratigraphic sequence is distinctly different to that of North Westland, Buller, and
Northwest Nelson, both sequences exhibit similar variations in regards to age and lithologies
(Nathan 1977, 1978a; Nathan et al. 2002).
Unconformably overlying crystalline basement rocks, Early- to Late-Cretaceous terrestrial
fanglomerate, breccia, and conglomerate deposits compose the lowest portions of each sequence
(Nathan 1977; Raine 1984; Nathan et al. 2002). In North Westland and Buller, such deposits
infill localised normal fault-bounded half grabens that formed within the detached upper-plates of
metamorphic core complexes during Cretaceous extension (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
During Late-Cretaceous to Early-Paleogene time, subsequent to the formation of metamorphic
core complexes, ongoing extension and subsidence resulted in the deposition of terrestrial
conglomerates, sandstones, carbonaceous mudstones, and coal measures (Nathan 1977; Nathan et
al. 2002).

Up-sequence, as a result of marine transgression and continued subsidence,

sedimentary deposits pass through marginal marine sandstones and conglomerates, into
increasingly deeper water calcareous sandstones and mudstones (Nathan 1977; Nathan et al.
2002). During Mid-Oligocene time, sea level transgression reached a maximum and, with the
majority of New Zealand submerged, there was a hiatus in terrestrial sedimentation (Nathan
1978a; Nathan et al. 2002). As a consequence, pure foraminiferal-limestones were deposited
(Nathan 1978a; Nathan et al. 2002).
During Late-Oligocene time, a Pacific wide tectonic reorganisation event resulted in the
formation of the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary through the South Island of New
Zealand (Stock and Molnar 1987; Kamp 1991). Initially, displacement along the Alpine Fault
was by trans-tensional dextral strike-slip fault motion (Walcott 1979, 1998; Cooper et al. 1987);
however, during Late-Miocene time, the Pacific Plates pole of rotation migrated southwestward
and instigated reverse-oblique dextral strike-slip displacement along the Alpine Fault (Molnar et
al. 1975; Walcott 1979, 1998; Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987). As a consequence, rocks of New
Zealand’s South Island began to be uplifted and marine regression ensued (Nathan 1977, 1978a;
Chamberlain et al. 1995; Nathan et al. 2002).

Coincident with the onset of such marine

regression, sedimentation experienced an influx of terrigenous detritus. Up-sequence, deposits
that formed during such marine regression pass through interbedded calcareous mudstones and
sandstones; coarse-grained marginal marine sandstones and conglomerates; and terrestrial
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carbonaceous mudstones, sandstones, and conglomerates ± lensoidal coal measures (Nathan
1978a; Nathan et al. 2002).
Constituting the youngest deposits of stratigraphic sequences along the west coast of the South
Island are Quaternary-aged glacial moraine; fluvio-glacial outwash deposits; fluvial muds, sands,
and gravels; shallow marine terraces; alluvial fan deposits; and colluvium (Nathan 1978a; Pillans
1991; Nathan et al. 2002; Cooper and Kostro 2006). Such deposits are the product of recent
erosion, episodic glaciation, and eustatic sea level fluctuations (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1978a;
Pillans 1991; Nathan et al. 2002; Cooper and Kostro 2006).
Due to reverse-oblique dextral strike-slip displacement along the modern Alpine Fault
Australian-Pacific plate boundary at a rate of 27 ± 5 mm/yr, portions of stratigraphic sequences
along the west coast of the South Island have been uplifted, faulted, and/or folded (Nathan 1977;
1978a; Kamp et al. 1992; Sutherland and Norris 1995; Norris and Cooper 2000; Nathan et al.
2002; Cooper and Kostro 2006).
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Chapter 2:

BASEMENT GEOLOGY:
METASEDIMENTS

2.1 Introduction
In this thesis basement rocks have been defined as the crystalline under-mass that the
Cretaceous-Recent South Westland stratigraphic sequence overlies. Within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, crystalline basement rocks have been divided into two fundamentally different
groups: metasedimentary basement rocks and igneous basement rocks (see Chapter 3). Within the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region the metasedimentary basement geology is composed of two
separate metasedimentary lithologies: 1) low-grade semi-schists of the Greenland Group; and 2)
high-grade paragneisses of the, newly defined, Cattle Track Gneiss. Below, this chapter focuses
on the metasedimentary basement geology in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and the two
constituent metasedimentary lithologies have been discussed separately.

2.2 Greenland Group
2.2.1 Introduction
The Greenland Group is a major constituent of New Zealand’s Western Province, Buller
Terrane (Landis and Coombs 1967; Cooper 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996;
Mortimer 2004). This suite of Ordovician-aged, low grade, sub-greenschist to greenschist facies
metasediments crops out discontinuously, west of the Alpine Fault, from Karamea to Fiordland
and is at least 5 km thick (Laird 1972; Adams 1975; Adams et al. 1975; Cooper 1989; Cooper and
Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996; Adams and Kelly 1998; Mortimer 2004). Additionally, a more
highly metamorphosed equivalent of the Greenland Group is also widespread in Southern
Fiordland and Westland (Ireland and Gibson 1998; Nathan et al. 2002). In the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, Greenland Group metasediments dominate the exposed geology. Below, the
physical, petrographic, and geochemical characteristics of Greenland Group metasediments from
the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are described and discussed.

2.2.2 Occurrence and Description
As shown by the accompanying geological map included in the map pocket at the back of this
thesis, Greenland Group metasediments are widespread and crop out throughout the Bald HillMaori Saddle region. In outcrop, the Greenland Group consists of interbedded and indurated,
greenish-grey, fine- to medium-grained quartzose psammite and very fine-grained pelite beds. As
a consequence of regional metamorphism, Greenland Group rocks throughout the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region are pervaded by a penetrative foliation that is expressed as a moderately- to welldeveloped cleavage. In addition to the cleavage, intense jointing within the Greenland Group is
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also common (figure 2.1). Folding subsequent to the development of schistosity is apparent, with
foliation-plane orientations ranging widely: strike directions varying between northeast and
northwest and dip magnitudes between sub-vertical and sub-horizontal. Throughout the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region, Greenland Group metasediments commonly host hydrothermal quartz
veins, which conform to and crosscut the foliation.

Elsewhere in Westland and southern

Fiordland, hydrothermal quartz veins hosted in Greenland Group metasediments are known to be
mineralised and have been/are an important source of gold that has been periodically mined since
the late 1800’s (Williams 1974). Despite the presence of alluvial gold in Cole Creek (Harris
1906; Evans 1937; Landaus 1986), no mineralised hydrothermal quartz veins were found in the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.

Figure 2.1: Typical outcrop of Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region. This particular outcrop is located in Mistake Creek.

Throughout the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region the majority of the Greenland Group
metasediments have undergone a contact metamorphic overprint to biotite-hornfelses. Possibly as
a consequence of minor variations in metamorphic grade, three variations of hornfelsic overprint
are exhibited. Most commonly, hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments possess a hornfelsic
overprint comprising randomly orientated biotite porphyroblasts that are dispersed evenly
throughout the rock. Where weakly developed, biotite porphyroblasts are typically fine-grained
(<0.5 mm) and sparse. However, with better development, such biotite porphyroblasts become
coarser-grained (1-5 mm) and/or more abundant and closely packed, occurring within pelitic
Greenland Group metasediments.
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Much rarer within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are isolated outcrops of hornfelses that
exhibit hornfelsic textures featuring pronounced rimmed-porphyroblasts composed of quartz that
is partially- to completely-encased by aggregates of randomly orientated biotite ± cordierite and
limonite (see below). Where weakly developed, such rimmed-porphyroblasts are very fine- (only
visible in thin-section) to fine-grained (0.5-1 mm); however, with increased development, these
rimmed-porphyroblasts become coarser-grained and the volume of quartz and biotite increases.
Although not seen in situ, float boulders provide evidence that rimmed-porphyroblasts can grow
to sizes in excess of a few centimetres (figure 2.2). In addition to rimmed-porphyroblasts, evenly
distributed, fine- to medium-grained, randomly orientated biotite porphyroblasts also exist
throughout these hornfelses.
The rarest form of hornfelsic overprint exhibited by hornfelses in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region features large (2-10+ cm) porphyroblasts of andalusite (figure 2.3). Such andalusitebearing hornfelses crop out at two separate localities: in a tributary to Munro Mistake (GR:
081091) and midway up Diamond Gully (GR: 074091). At GR: 081091, a series of quartz veins
crosscut the hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments. As shown by figure 2.4, the andalusite
porphyroblasts generally become larger and more abundant closer to the quartz veins. This
suggests that hydrothermal fluids that circulated through this conduit affected the adjacent country
rocks and influenced the growth of andalusite porphyroblasts either compositionally, or by
thermal input.

Although quartz veins appear to have influenced andalusite growth within

hornfelses at GR: 081091, andalusite-bearing hornfelses exposed at GR: 074091 do not coincide
with exposed quartz veins. At GR: 074091, andalusite porphyroblasts are large (1-2 cm) and are
distributed evenly throughout the rock. Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, andalusitebearing porphyroblasts were only observed in areas where the hornfelsic textures were welldeveloped.
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Figure 2.2: Float boulder of hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments with rare centimetre sized
rimmed-porphyroblasts of quartz surrounded by randomly orientated biotite, located in Long Gully.
Dark patches on top of the boulder are water.

Figure 2.3: Rare outcrop of hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments containing very-coarse
porphyroblasts of andalusite, located in a tributary to Munro Mistake at GR: 081091. Abundant finegrained randomly orientated biotite can also be seen dispersed throughout the rock (fine black specs).
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Figure 2.4: Outcrop of andalusite-bearing hornfelses that are crosscut by hydrothermal quartz veins,
located at GR: 081091. Note that the dark andalusite porphyroblasts increase in size and abundance
towards the pale (carbonate-bearing) hydrothermal quartz vein at the left of the image.

Greenland Group metasediments that have not been affected by contact metamorphism crop
out in the northern/northwestern and southwestern portions of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
In the north/northwest, unaltered Greenland Group metasediments exist within the lower reaches
and upper-west fork of Mathias Creek, in Mistake Creek, on the northwestern face of Bald Hill,
and between the Grave and Bullock faults in Cole Creek. In the southwest, unaltered Greenland
Group also exists northwest of Diamond Fault, midway up the Waita River (see accompanying
geological map).
Of the hornfelses exposed in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the most weakly developed
crop out northwest of Mathias Fault, within the middle-reaches of Mathias Creek and on the
northeastern face of Bald Hill. Aside from a few outcrops of more well-developed hornfelses at
GR: 067098, GR: 067104, and GR: 074104 (OU81553, OU81551, and OU81568, respectively),
the hornfelsic textures within these weakly developed hornfelses are only distinguishable in thinsection. Based on the distributions of weakly developed hornfelses and unaltered Greenland
Group within the Mathias Creek area, the biotite-isograd, and therefore the northwestern extent of
a contact metamorphic overprint, has been inferred to curve through the Mathias Creek valley (see
accompanying geological map). To the southwest, unaltered Greenland Group metasediments
midway up the Waita River poorly constrain the southwestern limit of the proposed contact
aureole, northwest of Diamond Fault, to somewhere within the unmapped area southwest of
Arnott Hill.
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Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, to the southeast of Mathias Fault, hornfelsic
textures within Greenland Group metasediments are well-developed. Although the Whakapohai
Granite exists ~4.5 km to the southeast of Mathias Fault, the portion of the contact aureole
between the Mathias and Wrong Faults does not show any significant regional variation.
However, immediately adjacent to some Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes, hornfelsed
Greenland Group metasediments exhibit considerably more intense hornfelsic textures, which
suggests that the Whakapohai Granite is at least in some part responsible for contact
metamorphism within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region (see Chapter 3.3.5).
Typically, contact aureoles within the Greenland Group are confined to within 2 km of their
associated plutons, with larger areas of hornfelsed Greenland Group usually constituting roof
pendants or foundered blocks (Roser and Nathan 1997). Given that hornfelsed Greenland Group
metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region crop out up to ~7.5 km away from the
only known source of contact metamorphism, the Whakapohai Granite (e.g. OU81571 at GR:
039038), it seems likely that hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald HillMaori Saddle region constitute the roof to a large, predominantly concealed, Whakapohai Granite
pluton; or alternatively, several smaller plutons of which, only the Whakapohai Granite is exposed
(see Chapter 3.3.5).

2.2.3 Petrography
In thin-section, psammitic Greenland Group beds from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
appear as moderately- to well-sorted, fine-grained (0.05-1 mm) sandstones, comprising subangular to sub-rounded detrital grains supported in a very fine-grained (<0.01 mm) matrix.
Constituent detrital grains consist of quartz (~30-65 %), volcanic, metamorphic, and sedimentary
lithic fragments (~5-20 %), feldspar (predominantly plagioclase; ~5-10 %), muscovite ± biotite
(~2-5 %), pyrite (<2%), and accessory tourmaline, zircon, rutile, apatite, and ilmenite (<2 %
combined), which typically become larger and more abundant towards the psammitic end member
of the Greenland Group (all approximate proportions based on visual estimates). The matrix
component of psammitic Greenland Group beds from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region typically
constitutes ~15-50 % of the rock and has been completely recrystallised to chlorite and
sericite/phengite as a consequence of lower-greenschist facies regional metamorphism (see
below). Within psammitic Greenland Group metasediments, chlorite that crystallised from the
matrix is fine-grained and roughly aligned to form a penetrative foliation (figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Photomicrographs of psammitic Greenland Group from the lower reaches of Mathias Creek
(A and B; OU81549; GR: 079122) and from the northeastern face of Bald Hill (C and D; OU81559; GR:
059085). A and C are in plane-polarised light and B and D are in cross-polarised light. Qtz = quartz; Plg
= plagioclase; Mus = muscovite; Lth = lithic. Foliation planes defined by roughly aligned chlorite are
highlighted by pink dashed lines. Scale bars are included.

Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, pelitic Greenland Group metasediments are
predominantly composed of matrix. In thin-section, the very fine-grained matrix (<0.01 mm)
supports fine-grained, rounded- to well-rounded, and well- to very well-sorted detrital grains that
are dispersed evenly throughout the rock and/or in microscopic beds and lenses. Such detrital
grains typically consist of quartz (~20-30 %), muscovite ± biotite (~5-15 %), pyrite (~5-10 %),
lithic fragments (~2-10 %), feldspar (~2-5%), and accessory tourmaline ± zircon ± ilmenite (<2
%).

Like psammitic Greenland Group metasediments, regional metamorphism at lower-

greenschist facies conditions has caused the matrix component of pelitic Greenland Group beds to
recrystallise to chlorite and sericite/phengite, which is strongly aligned to form a penetrative
foliation (figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Photomicrographs of pelitic Greenland Group from the northeastern face of Bald Hill. A and
B are of OU81556 (GR: 064092) and C and D are of OU81554 (GR: 064095). A and C are in planepolarised light and B and D are in cross-polarised light. Note that OU81554 has been contact
metamorphosed and contains broad randomly orientated porphyroblasts of biotite (Bt) that has
retrogressed to form complete/partial pseudomorphs of chlorite (Chl) (Pbt; insets I and II). The foliation
planes defined by strongly aligned chlorite are highlighted by pink dashed lines. Scale bars are included.

Throughout the majority of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, lower-greenschist facies
psammitic and pelitic Greenland Group metasediments have been overprinted with hornfelsic
textures. In thin-section, the most common hornfelsic texture comprises fine- to coarse-grained
(0.05-1.5 mm), xenoblastic to hypidioblastic, broad and elongate laths and/or basal sections of
randomly orientated biotite-phlogopite solid solutions (figure 2.7). Randomly orientated biotite
constitutes ~10-30 % of the rock and is distributed evenly throughout. Typically, the coarsest
biotite porphyroblasts are hosted within pelitic Greenland Group metasediments, which suggests
that high proportions of matrix are compositionally more conducive for the growth of coarse
biotite.

These coarse-grained biotite porphyroblasts are usually poikiloblastic and feature

inclusions of fine-grained detritus. Within such hornfelses, it is common for randomly orientated
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biotite porphyroblasts to have retrogressed and be partially replaced or completely
pseudomorphed by chlorite (figures 2.6c and d, and figure 2.7e and f).

Figure 2.7: Photomicrographs of randomly orientated biotite porphyroblasts within the hornfelsed
Greenland Group metasediment samples OU81553 (A and B), OU81574 (C and D), and OU81571 (E and
F). Bt = biotite; Mus = muscovite; Pbt = biotite partially pseudomorphed by chlorite. A, C, and E are in
plane-polarised light and B, D, and F are in cross-polarised light. Scale bars are included.

More rarely within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, hornfelsed Greenland Group
metasediments feature rimmed-porphyroblasts that appear as prominent spots distributed
throughout the rock.

In thin-section, these rimmed-porphyroblasts comprise cores of

poikiloblastic, xenoblastic, granular quartz with rare to abundant inclusions of randomly
orientated biotite ± very fine-grained cordierite altered to pinite (a mixture of chlorite and sericite)
and limonite. Such cores are completely/partially encased by aggregates of randomly orientated
poikiloblastic

biotite

porphyroblasts

±

elongate,

hypidioblastic

cordierite

completely/partially altered to pinite and limonite (figures 2.8 and 2.9).
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These rimmed-

porphyroblasts are unusual in that quartz is not typically produced as porphyroblasts within
contact metamorphosed psammitic/pelitic schists. Far more common and occuring within contact
metamorphosed Greenland Group metasediments elsewhere in Westland (Landis and Coombs
1967; Kutsukake 1988; Muir et al. 1996a), are porphyroblasts of cordierite. Given that cordierite
coexists with biotite and quartz in these rimmed-porphyroblasts, it seems likely that these
rimmed-porphyroblasts were initially cordierite porphyroblasts, which, in the presence of K2O
(from sericite/phengite) and H2O, have been pseudomorphed by quartz and biotite ± limonite.
Quartz and biotite produced as a consequence of this metasomatic retrogression of cordierite have
segregated during growth to produce core and rim portions of these rimmed-porphyroblasts,
respectively.
Throughout the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, rimmed-porphyroblasts within these
hornfelses show considerable variation in size, ranging from ~0.5 mm to >5 cm (figures 2.2 and
2.8). In addition to rimmed-porphyroblasts, xenoblastic to hypidioblastic randomly orientated
biotite porphyroblasts also exist, distributed evenly throughout these hornfelses.

Within

OU81564, broad and elongate skeletal porphyroblasts of cordierite pseudomorphed by chlorite
and/or limonite, as a consequence of interaction with H2O, also exist sparsely distributed
throughout the rock. Although these porphyroblasts overprint the regional metamorphic fabric,
and therefore are most likely of contact metamorphic origin, they have preferred alignment
perpendicular to the foliation (figures 2.8a and b).
The rarest form of hornfelses in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, comprise centimetre scale
andalusite porphyroblasts that are prominent in hand specimen. In thin-section, these large
xenoblastic porphyroblasts are skeletal and contain abundant inclusions of recrystallised quartz
(~20 %) and randomly orientated biotite (~15 %) (figure 2.10). These inclusions are distributed
throughout, but also exist together, forming large irregular patches.

Within these patches,

xenoblastic granular quartz and xenoblastic to hypidioblastic randomly orientated biotite are more
abundant and generally coarser-grained than in the matrix. Although the matrix component of
these hornfelses is composed of chlorite and sericite/phengite, chlorite and sericite/phengite do
not occur as inclusions within skeletal andalusite porphyroblasts.

At their edges, skeletal

andalusite porphyroblasts feature narrow zones where recrystallised-quartz ± biotite grade into the
very fine-grained matrix (figure 2.10). These relatively sharp yet gradational fringes, combined
with the lack of chlorite and sericite/phengite inclusions, suggest that quartz- and biotite-bearing
skeletal andalusite porphyroblasts have crystallised replacing the matrix. Additionally, evenly
distributed fine- to coarse-grained, xenoblastic to hypidioblastic, randomly orientated biotite
porphyroblasts are also prominent in thin-section, constituting ~25 % of the rock and overprinting
the regional metamorphic fabric.
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Figure 2.8: Photomicrographs of rimmed-porphyroblasts within the hornfelsed Greenland Group
samples OU81565 (A and B), OU81551 (C and D), and OU81569 (E and F). Qtz = quartz; Bt = biotite;
Crd = cordierite; and Pcrd = pseudomorphed cordierite. Note that OU81569 has also been structurally
deformed. A, C, and E are in plane-polarised light and B, D, and F are in cross-polarised light. Scale bars
are included.
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Figure 2.9: Photomicrographs of cordierite amongst biotite in the rim portion of a rimmed-porphyroblast
within OU81564. A and B show a larger, hypidioblastic, orthorhombic cordierite crystal with limonite
and minor pinite alteration. In addition to this larger hypidioblastic crystal, finer-grained, xenoblastic,
more altered cordierite is also present and relatively abundant. C and D are magnified views of the
hypidioblastic cordierite crystal, showing the poor 010 cleavage of cordierite (highlighted by pink dashed
lines in D), the sponge-like appearance of brown amorphous limonite, and minor pinite alteration. Crd =
cordierite; Lmo = limonite; Pin = pinite. A and C are in plane-polarised light and B and D are in crosspolarised light. Scale bars are included
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Figure 2.10: Photomicrographs of OU81565 showing a patch of recrystallised-quartz and biotite hosted
within a skeletal andalusite porphyroblast (A and B) and the margin of a skeletal andalusite
porphyroblast, where recrystallised quartz grades into the matrix of the host rock (C and D). E and F are
highlighting these features within B and D, respectively. A and C are in plane-polarised light and B and D
are in cross-polarised light. Qtz = quartz; Bt = biotite; And = Andalusite. Scale bars are included.
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2.2.4 Geochemistry
Over the course of this research samples were collected from locations throughout the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region for the purpose of geochemical analysis.

In total 16 samples of

Greenland Group metasediments were collected, prepared, and analysed for major and trace
element concentrations. The analysed samples were collected from locations throughout the study
area and it has been assumed that, together, they can be considered representative of all Greenland
Group rocks in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.

2.2.4.1 Methods
All major and trace element geochemical data obtained from lithologies sampled during this
research were subjected to identical analytical procedures. The concentrations of major elements
within samples were measured by X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF); whereas trace element
concentrations were measured by Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry
(LA-ICP-MS). Below, such procedures have been described in detail.

2.2.4.1.1 X-ray Fluorescence
To achieve representative geochemical analyses, >8000 cm3 of very-coarse grained (>1 cm),
>3375 cm3 coarse grained (0.5-1 cm), or >1000 cm3 fine grained (<0.5 cm) samples of unweathered rock were collected for subsequent procedures. All samples were initially split using a
hydraulic splitter and then crushed to a consistency of powder in a Tema Rock-mill using a
tungsten-carbide crushing head. All equipment was thoroughly cleaned between samples to
prevent contamination.
Once crushed, each sample of rock powder was comprehensively mixed so that it was
completely homogenised. Rock powder samples were then reduced to a much smaller size using
the “cone and cut” method to avoid any possible bias. Samples were then dried for over 24 hours
at 105 ºC. Once dry, ~2 grams of each sample was then baked in a furnace at >1000 ºC for more
than 1 hour, subsequently reweighed, and a volatile (Loss On Ignition (LOI)) component
calculated. A further 0.64 ± 5x10-5 grams of each sample was mixed with 6.8 ± 1x10-4 grams of
SIGMA XRF Flux, Type 12:22 (35.3% Li2B4O7, 64.7% LiBO2) and ~1 gram of ammonium
nitrate (NH4NO3). This sample-flux-NH4NO3 mix was then melted, homogenised, and fused into
glass beads using a Phoenix 4000 casting machine with Pt-Au crucibles and moulds (figure 2.11).
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Concentrations of major
elements in each sample
were then measured from
glass beads using a Phillips
PW2400 XRF spectrometer,
located in the University of
Otago,
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Figure 2.11: The transfer of molten sample-flux-NH4NO3 mix from PtAu crucibles into Pt-Au moulds during the glass bead fusion procedure
of sample preparation for XRF.

volatile concentrations, add
to a whole rock composition
of ~100 wt%.

2.2.4.1.2 LA-ICP-MS
Concentrations of trace elements within samples from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were
measured by LA-ICP-MS from glass beads that had previously been analysed by XRF. Given
glass beads are representative of the sample and their composition is not affected by XRF
analysis, little additional preparation is required for LA-ICP-MS. Such preparation consisted of
small portions of each glass bead being arranged and mounted in an epoxy briquette, which was
subsequently polished.
LA-ICP-MS analyses were executed at the University of Otago using facilities in the Otago
Community Trust Centre for Trace Element Analysis. Laser ablation was conducted with a
pulsed NewWave 213 nm laser operated at 50% power, at 5 Hz using a spot diameter of 50 μm.
Ablated material was carried by He gas from the sample cell, mixed with Ar and inlet into an
Agilent 7500 ICP-MS. Data for 50 mass peaks were collected in time-resolved mode with one
point per peak. Integration times were 20 ms for 24Mg, 27Al, 29Si, 43Ca, 45Sc, 47Ti, 48Ti, 49Ti, 51V,
52

Cr,

133
175

53

Cs,
Lu,

Cr,

137

57

Ba,

178

Hf,

59

Co,

La,

140

Fe,

139

181

Ta,

60

Ni,

Ce,

182

141

W,

63

Pr,

206

66

Cu,
146

Pb,

Zn,

Nd,

207

71

147

Pb,

75

Ga,

Sm,

208

As,

85

Eu,

157

153

Pb,

Rb,

88

Sr,

Gd,

159

Th, and

238

232
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89

Tb,

Y,
163

90

Zr,

Dy,

91

165

Zr,

Ho,

93

Nb,

166

Er,

95

Mo,

169

121

Sb,

174

Tm, Yb,

U for a total scan time of 598 ms

Background (laser off) data were acquired for 20 s followed by 40 s with the laser on giving about
100 mass scans from a 50 μm spot ~30 μm deep. A purge time of at least 120 s was allowed
between each spot analysis to permit a return to background signal levels.
Sets of analyses on unknowns were bracketed by analyses of standard glass NIST 610 every
~30-45 minutes. Raw mass peak count rates were backgrounds subtracted, corrected for mass
bias drift and converted to concentrations (in ppm) by reference to standard glass NIST 610 using
an offline spreadsheet. After triggering, it takes 5-10 s for a steady signal to be reached, so these
initial data were excluded from the calculations. Trace-element concentrations were obtained by
normalising count rates for each element to those for Si in the sample and standard using known
SiO2 and trace element concentrations in NIST 610 (Pearce et al. 1997) and SiO2 concentrations
previously measured by XRF.

2.2.4.2 Results
Within Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, SiO2 is the
dominant major oxide and exists in concentrations ranging between 50.99 wt% and 78.33 wt%.
Such variations of SiO2 concentrations are consistent with those reported for Greenland Group
metasediments elsewhere in New Zealand, by Nathan (1976) and Roser et al. (1996). Here, the
distinction between psammite and pelite beds of the Greenland Group is entirely based on thinsection analyses: psammites are predominantly composed of detrital grains; whereas, pelites are
predominantly composed of fine-grained matrix.

Chemically, this physical distinction

corresponds to a (volatile-free) SiO2 concentration of ~68 wt%, which is exceeded by psammites
(except OU81574) but not by pelites (see Appendix 2). Considering coarse-grained detritus is
predominantly composed of quartz, this correlation between grain size and SiO2 content is not
unexpected.
One of the most striking geochemical characteristics of Greenland Group metasediments from
the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is the strong (R2 >0.6) negative correlations between SiO2 and
Al2O3, TiO2, Fe2O3t, MgO, K2O, V, Cr, Nb, Ni, Ba, Zn, Ga, Rb, and Th, as well as weak (0.6> R 2
>0.3) negative correlations between SiO2 and Sc, Ta, and U (figures 2.12 and 2.13). These
inverse linear relationships can largely be attributed to the dilutant effect of increasingly abundant
detrital quartz in an otherwise uniform clay-rich matrix (Nathan 1976; Roser et al. 1996).
According to Korsch et al. (1993), such geochemical characteristics are typical of turbidite
sequences, where individual beds of hydraulically fractionated quartz-rich sand and clay-rich silt
are repeated.
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Figure 2.12: Harker variation diagrams comparing the concentrations of major element oxides and
volatiles against SiO2, for psammitic and pelitic Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald HillMaori Saddle region.
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Figure 2.13: Selected Harker variation diagrams comparing trace element concentrations against SiO2, for psammitic and pelitic Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Note that only the trace elements which
correlate (R2 = >0.3) with SiO2 have been included.
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Although the majority of the elements that correlate with SiO2 do so inversely, Na2O, Zr, and Hf
exhibit moderate to strong positive correlations. Additionally, CaO and P2O5 concentrations also
generally increase with increasing SiO2; however, some anomalous values cause scatter and result
in R2 values of <0.3 (figure 2.12).

Such positive Na2O correlations and elevated CaO

concentrations are most likely due to detrital plagioclase grains being more abundant within
psammitic beds, relative to pelitic beds. Likewise, positive Zr and Hf correlations are most likely
due to zircon grains preferentially residing within psammites; whereas, elevated P2O5 within
psammites is probably associated with accessory apatite and other phosphate minerals. According
to Roser et al. (1996) and Roser and Nathan (1997), the concentrations of CaO and P2O5 within
lower-greenschist facies Greenland Group metasediments typically increase with increasing SiO2;
however, at higher metamorphic grades, such trends are no longer exhibited (Roser and Nathan
1997).

Therefore, the concentrations of CaO and P2O5 within some Greenland Group

metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region may have been affected by lower
hornblende-hornfels facies contact metamorphism. LOI volatile concentrations within Greenland
Group rocks from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region exhibit a moderate negative correlation with
SiO2, which suggests that volatile-bearing minerals are predominantly hosted within the matrix.
This is consistent with the clay-rich matrix having been recrystallised to chlorite and
sericite/phengite, which comprise relatively high proportions of H2O. Roser et al. (1996) report a
positive correlation between CaO and LOI volatiles within Greenland Group rocks, which they
attributed to a minor calcium carbonate component. Within Greenland Group metasediments
from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, no such correlation between CaO and LOI volatiles
exists (figure 2.14), which suggests that calcium carbonate is insignificant or completely absent.
Of the major element oxide concentrations measured, CaO and P2O5 aside, only MnO does not
correlate with SiO2 (figure 2.12). Likewise, the trace elements Y, Cu, La, Ce, Nd, As, Pb, Sr, Sm,
Eu, Tb, Yb, and Lu (not shown in this thesis) possess R 2 values of <0.3 and therefore, show no
correlation with SiO2/grain size.
SiO2/Al2O3 values within sandstones are often used as an index of sediment maturation. As a
consequence of weathering, transport, and recycling, modal proportions of framework quartz
increase at the expense of less resistant components such as feldspar, pyriboles, and lithic
fragments, resulting in increased SiO2/Al2O3 values (Roser et al. 1996). With SiO2/Al2O3 values
of <5 typical for igneous rocks and first-cycle active continental margin sediments, a SiO2/Al2O3
value of >5 or 6 is indicative of sediment maturation (Roser et al. 1996). Therefore, with
exception of OU81574 (SiO2/Al2O3 value of 3.8), SiO2/Al2O3 values ranging between 5.5.and 7.6
within Greenland Group psammites from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region (see Appendix 2)
indicate a relatively low degree of sediment maturation. In support of a low degree of sediment
maturation, detrital grains within psammitic Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald Hill38

Maori Saddle region are sub-angular to sub-rounded and consist of a significant proportion of
lithic fragments (figure 2.5).

Figure 2.14: Harker variation diagram comparing the concentrations CaO and LOI volatiles within
psammitic and pelitic Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Note
that, with an R2 value of 0.154, no correlation is exhibited between these two components of the rock.

Roser and Korsch (1986; and references therein) have shown that SiO2-K2O/Na2O systematics
can be related to the tectonic settings in which psammite and pelite were deposited. Both SiO2
and K2O/Na2O increase with progression from volcanic island arc (VIA) to active continental
margin (ACM) to passive margin (PM) tectonic settings (Roser and Korsch 1986). As illustrated
by figure 2.15, SiO2,-K2O/Na2O signatures of Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region predominantly plot in a relatively tight cluster along and/or above the
active continental margin-passive margin join, consistent with Greenland Group metasediments
from elsewhere in New Zealand (Roser and Korsch 1986; Roser et al. 1996). Such SiO2K2O/Na2O signatures are comparable to those for modern sediments at passive margins (Valloni
and Maynard 1981; Maynard et al. 1982); however, the close positioning to the active continental
margin-passive margin join indicates that the Greenland Group protolith lacks the sedimentary
maturity typical of passive margin sediments. The tight clustering of the Greenland Group data
on this diagram emphasizes its homogeneous geochemical characteristics.
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Figure 2.15: Tectonic discrimination diagram using SiO2-K2O/Na2O systematics, showing psammitic and
pelitic Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region plotting along the active
continental margin-passive margin join. The typical range for all Greenland Group metasediments is
illustrated by the area shaded green; after Roser and Korsch (1986). Grey shaded and/or open triangles,
circles, diamonds, and squares are 100 % volatile-free recalculated data from the literature; after Roser
and Korsch (1986; and references therein). The boundaries between the fields have been defined by Roser
and Korsch (1986), based on the data from the literature.

2.2.5 Discussion
Constituting the vast majority of the crystalline basement exposed within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, psammitic and pelitic Greenland Group metasediments are physically and
geochemically similar to Greenland Group rocks exposed elsewhere in New Zealand (Laird 1972;
Nathan 1976; Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989; Roser and Korsch 1988; Cooper and Tulloch 1992;
Roser et al. 1996; Roser and Nathan 1997). Hence, Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region are part of an extensive belt of uniform Greenland Group rocks that
intermittently crop out from Northwest Nelson to Southern Fiordland, forming the westernmost
portion of the Buller Terrane (Laird 1972; Adams 1975; Adams et al. 1975; Nathan 1976; Cooper
R.A. 1979a, 1989; Cooper and Tulloch 1992; Roser et al. 1996).
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, Greenland Group metasediments consist of
interbedded psammites and pelites that are composed of varying proportions of quartz-rich clastic
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fragments and recrystallised matrix.

Typically, proportions of quartz-rich clastic fragments

systematically decrease with decreasing grain size and conversely, proportions of recrystallised
matrix increase.

Such features are characteristic of sediments that have been hydraulically

fractionated (Stow and Bowen 1980; Korsch et al. 1993). This, combined with a geochemical
signature that is typical of turbidites (Korsch et al. 1993), suggests that Greenland Group
metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region constitute part of a deformed turbidite
sequence (Laird 1972; Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989).
In thin-section, detrital quartz grains within Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region exhibit a relatively high level of angularity, suggesting a low degree of
sediment maturation. Additionally, as indicated by low SiO2/Al2O3 ratios for psammites (5.5 to
7.6), Greenland Group metasediments are only slightly more mature than typical first-cycle
sediments (<5) and are considerably less mature than modern passive margin deposits (>30)
(Valloni and Maynard 1981; Roser 1987; Mclennan et al. 1990; Roser et al. 1996). Based on the
existence of sodic plagioclase ± rare myrmekite, moderate proportions of detrital zircon grains,
and its uniform quartz-rich character, Reed (1957), Aronson (1968), and Laird (1972) inferred a
granitic/granitic-gneiss provenance for the Greenland Group. Despite a low degree of sediment
maturation, granitic rock fragments have not been recognised in psammitic or rare granule
conglomerate beds of the Greenland Group and in thin-section, the ratio of quartz to feldspar (9:1)
is far greater than one would expect (Laird 1972; Nathan 1976). Laird (1972) suggested that such
characteristics may be a consequence of a deeply weathered source terrane. However, Nathan
(1976) concluded that such a source would be improbable given the several thousand km2 extent
of the Greenland Group and instead, interpreted Greenland Group metasediments as polycyclic.
More recently, Mortimer (2009) conducted new point counts of Buller Terrane sandstones and
recognised that the proportion of lithic grains within Greenland Group metasediments is
considerably higher than previously indicated by Laird (1972) (average Q:F:L = 81:8:11 and 37 %
matrix versus 58:16:26 and 23 % matrix; Laird (1972) and Mortimer (2009), respectively).
According to Mortimer (2009), sub-equal proportions of rhyolitic-dacitic volcanic detritus, low
grade greenschist facies schist and phyllite metamorphic detritus, and sedimentary detritus
typically constitute the lithic proportion of Greenland Group metasediments.

Importantly,

Mortimer (2009) also recognised that detrital quartz grains within the Greenland Group possess
characteristics indicative of vein quartz. Thus, Greenland Group metasediments most likely have
a low-grade sedimentary-metasedimentary continental provenance and therefore, are polycyclic
(Nathan 1976; Mortimer 2009). Given the low degree of sediment maturation indicated by low
SiO2/Al2O3 values and sub-angular to sub-rounded detrital quartz grains within Greenland Group
metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and throughout the Buller Terrane (Roser
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et al. 1996), Greenland Group metasediments must have been deposited in relative close
proximity to their source, where transport distances were short.
On a bivariate plot of SiO2 versus K2O/Na2O (figure 2.15), Greenland Group metasediments
from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region cluster along and predominantly above the ACM-PM join
and therefore, were likely deposited at a passive margin (Roser and Korsch 1986). Such SiO2K2O/Na2O ratios for Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are
consistent with those for Greenland Group rocks from elsewhere in New Zealand and are
comparable to sediments at modern passive margins (Maynard et al. 1982; Roser and Korsch
1986; Roser et al. 1996). The relatively tight clustering of the data, particularly psammite data,
reflects the uniform nature of the Greenland Group; whereas the clustering along the ACM-PM
join indicates that Greenland Group metasediments are poorly-evolved for passive margin
sediments, yet are more evolved than sediments deposited at active continental margins (Roser et
al. 1996). Such poorly-evolved characteristics exhibited by passive margin Greenland Group
metasediments, may possibly be a consequence of derivation from a sedimentarymetasedimentary source that was initially deposited at an active continental margin. Given that
sediments evolve as a consequence of being recycled and that recycled Greenland Group
metasediments plot along the ACM-PM join in figure 2.15, the sedimentary-metasedimentary
source terrane from which the Greenland Group was derived would have been less-evolved and
therefore, must have plotted within the ACM field, suggesting deposition at an active continental
margin. In support of this, Greenland Group metasediments comprise up to 7 % rhyolitic-dacitic
volcanic detritus (table 2; Mortimer 2009). Such acidic-intermediate volcanism is characteristic
of active continental margin deposits; however, given the short transport distances inferred for
Greenland Group metasediments, this proportion of volcanic detritus is far less than would be
expected had the Greenland Group been deposited at an active continental margin. Therefore,
such volcanogenic detritus within the Greenland Group is likely recycled from a sedimentarymetasedimentary source terrane that was deposited in an active continental margin tectonic
setting.
Subsequent to deposition during latest-Cambrian to Ordovician time (495 ± 11 Ma) (Adams
1975; Cooper R.A. 1979a, 1989), turbidite deposits of the Greenland Group underwent regional
metamorphism during the Greenland tectonic event, at 438-395 Ma (Adams et al. 1975; Cooper
R.A. 1979a, 1989). During such regional metamorphism, the clay-rich matrix component of
Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region recrystallised to
chlorite and sericite/phengite. Chlorite and sericite/phengite crystallised perpendicular to the
orientation of the greatest principal stress and consequently, formed a penetrative foliation.
Although hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
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comprise abundant randomly orientated biotite, thus indicating that the bulk composition of the
Greenland Group is suitable for biotite formation, aligned metamorphic biotite does not coincide
with chlorite and sericite/phengite in the recrystallised matrix.

This lack of aligned biotite

indicates that the pressure-temperature conditions experienced during regional metamorphism
were insufficient for the biotite isograd reaction to take place.

Therefore, during regional

metamorphism, the temperature must not have exceeded ~430 ºC and, assuming a typical
geothermal gradient of 25 ºC/km, the maximum depth of burial must have been ~17 km;
equivalent to ~5 kbar of pressure (Spear and Cheney 1989). However, given that the clay-rich
matrix has been completely replaced by chlorite and sericite/phengite, the pressure-temperature
conditions during regional metamorphism must have exceeded ~350 ºC and ~4 kbar of pressure
(Spear and Cheney 1989; Frey and Robinson 1999), which is equivalent to ~14 km depth. Thus,
as shown by figure 2.16, Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region were regionally metamorphosed at lower-greenschist facies conditions.
Following regional metamorphism, much of the Greenland Group metasediments within the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were contact metamorphosed and the regional metamorphic fabric
was overprinted with hornfelsic biotite ± cordierite ± andalusite. Considering that, at depth,
biotite crystallises perpendicular to the orientation of the greatest imposing pressure, randomly
orientated

biotite

porphyroblasts

distributed

throughout

hornfelsed

Greenland

Group

metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region indicate that contact metamorphism occurred
in an isotropic stress field at relatively low pressure, shallow within the crust. In order for biotite
to have formed as a consequence of contact metamorphism, temperatures must have exceeded
those necessary for the biotite isograd reaction to take place (Ernst 1963; Winkler 1965; Mather
1970; De Béthune 1976; Miyashiro and Shido 1985; Spear and Cheney 1989; Dempster et al.
2000). Within sediments comprising K-feldspar, the biotite isograd reaction (2.1) occurs at ~430
ºC (figure 2.16) (Mather 1970; Spear and Cheney 1989).

Given that Greenland Group

metasediments typically comprise very minor proportions of K-feldspar (<5 % but typically <2 %;
Mortimer 2009), some hornfelsic biotite within Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region may have formed as a consequence of reaction 2.1, at ~430 ºC. However,
the abundance of hornfelsic biotite (10-30 %) is far greater than what can be explained by the
replacement of K-feldspar; therefore, an additional biotite-forming reaction must have taken place
during contact metamorphism.
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Figure 2.16: Pressure-temperature diagram showing the generally accepted metamorphic facies. The
area shaded blue represents the approximate pressure-temperature conditions at which Greenland Group
metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were regionally metamorphosed, based on a
geothermal gradient of ~25 ºC/km (represented by the green arrow). The biotite isograd reaction (2.1),
which provides constraint on the maximum temperatures endured during regional metamorphism, is
shown in red and is based on the petrogenetic grid for the KFMASH system at PH2O = PTotal from Spear
and Cheney (1989) and Spear (1999).

2.1

K-feldspar + Chlorite → Phengitic-muscovite + Biotite + SiO2 + H2O

Given that the clay-rich matrix component of Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region was replaced by chlorite and sericite/phengite during regional
metamorphism, a likely biotite-forming reaction to have occurred during contact metamorphism is
the dephengitization of muscovite reaction (2.2) (Ernst 1963; Mather 1970; Miyashiro and Shido
1985).

2.2

Chlorite + Phengite → Less-phengitic-muscovite + Biotite + SiO2 + H2O
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At ~430 ºC, biotite, chlorite, and phengite are stable within less-aluminous rocks (i.e.
psammites) and chlorite and phengite are stable in more-aluminous rocks (i.e. pelites); thus, at
~430 ºC, once K-feldspar is consumed, no further biotite will be produced. However, with
increasing temperature, the amount of celadonite substitution tolerated by the white micas
progressively decreases and consequently, reaction 2.2 takes place, producing biotite and lessphengitic-muscovite (Mather 1970; Miyashiro and Shido 1985). This progressive decrease in
phengite stability with increasing temperature enables reaction 2.2 to take place within
progressively more aluminous rocks (figure 2.17) (Ernst 1963; Mather 1970; Miyashiro and Shido
1985; Dempster et al. 2000). Therefore, well-developed hornfelsic biotite within aluminous
pelitic Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region requires
temperatures to have increased beyond 430 ºC during contact metamorphism (figure 2.18). Given
that K-feldspar consists of rare clastic detrital grains that constitute very minor portions of
psammitic Greenland Group metasediments (Mortimer 2009), the fact that hornfelsic biotite
porphyroblasts are typically larger and more abundant within pelitic Greenland Group
metasediments suggests that the majority of the biotite was produced as a consequence of reaction
2.2.

This is consistent with pelitic Greenland Group metasediments comprising higher

proportions of recrystallised matrix.
In addition to widely distributed hornfelsic biotite, rare skeletal andalusite porphyroblasts and
completely- to partially-pseudomorphed cordierite porphyroblasts within Greenland Group
metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region provide further constraint on the pressuretemperature conditions experienced during contact metamorphism. Given that andalusite is only
stable at pressures lower than 3.75 ± 0.25 Kbar (Holdaway 1971; Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay
1993), skeletal andalusite porphyroblasts that exist within OU81565 and OU81576 at GR: 081091
and GR: 074091, respectively, indicate that contact metamorphism must have occurred at depths
shallower than ~13.8 km. Considering that cordierite and K-feldspar are absent in andalusitebearing hornfelses, andalusite was likely formed as a result of reaction 2.3, at ~450-530 ºC (Spear
and Cheney 1989; Spear 1999; Pattison et al. 2002).

2.3

Muscovite + Chlorite → Aluminosilicate + Biotite + SiO2 + H2O

Although cordierite porphyroblasts within Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region have been completely- to partially- pseudomorphed by biotite and quartz as a
consequence of retrograde metamorphism, the fact that cordierite initially crystallised indicates
that contact metamorphism must have produced temperatures in excess of ~450-530 ºC (Spear
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and Cheney 1989; Spear 1999; Pattison et al. 2002). Additionally, cordierite further constrains
the pressure at which contact metamorphism occurred to less than ~3 Kbar, equivalent to less than
~10 km depth (figure 2.18) (Spear and Cheney 1989; Spear 1999; Pattison et al. 2002). Cordierite
within these hornfelses was likely produced by reaction 2.4 and/or 2.5, at ~450-530 ºC and ~475550 ºC, respectively (Spear and Cheney 1989; Spear 1999; Pattison et al. 2002).

2.4

Mg-Chlorite + Aluminosilicate + SiO2 → Mg-cordierite + H2O
2.5

Muscovite + Chlorite + SiO2 → Cordierite + Biotite + H2O

Although andalusite- and cordierite-bearing hornfelses exist within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, they do so as isolated outcrops. Given that these hornfelses possess geochemical
compositions that are consistent with other Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region, perhaps with exception of OU81565 which is significantly more aluminous,
such isolated outcrops of higher grade hornfelses cannot be explained by bulk compositions that
are more suitable for andalusite/cordierite formation. Instead, variations in pressure-temperature
conditions are more likely responsible. Considering that the pressure is likely to have remained
relatively constant throughout, andalusite- and cordierite-forming reactions were probably
induced by localised elevations in temperature.

Possible sources of such locally elevated

temperatures within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region include high-temperature hydrothermal
fluids and pegmatite dykes. At GR: 081091, andalusite porphyroblasts increase in size and
abundance with proximity to a hydrothermal quartz vein (figure 2.4) and likewise, cordieritebearing hornfelses at GR: 087093 also coincide with hydrothermal quartz veins. In Long Gully,
intensely developed hornfelsic biotite was observed adjacent to a Whakapohai Granite pegmatite
dyke (see Chapter 3.3.5; figure 3.36); therefore, conceivably, higher temperature pegmatite dykes
could also have produced localised andalusite- and/or cordierite-bearing hornfelses.
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Figure 2.17: AKF diagrams illustrating the reactions controlling biotite formation in pelitic schists with
progressively increasing temperature/grade; after Winter (2001; using the formulation of Spear 1993). At
low grades, below the biotite isograd (i) (<430 ºC), biotite, phengite, and chlorite cannot coexist in the
presence of K-feldspar. With increased temperature/grade, above the biotite isograd (>430 ºC) (ii), Kfeldspar is consumed by reaction 2.1 resulting in a tie-line-flip (dashed line) and biotite becomes stable
with chlorite and phengite (fields shaded orange). With further increased temperature/grade (iii and iv),
the progressive dephengitization of muscovite by the continuous reaction 2.2, increases the stability field
of biotite + phengite + chlorite towards the A-apex, enabling biotite to form within more aluminous
sediments. And = andalusite; Bt = biotite; Ce = celadonite; Chl = chlorite; Cld = chloritoid; Kfs = Kfeldspar; Mus = muscovite; Phen = phengite; Qtz = quartz.

In light of randomly orientated biotite porphyroblasts distributed throughout contact
metamorphosed Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and
localised outcrops of higher grade andalusite- and cordierite-bearing hornfelses, Greenland Group
metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were contact metamorphosed at
temperatures greater than ~430 ºC and, predominantly, below 450-530 ºC; however, temperatures
were locally elevated above 450-530 ºC as a consequence of high temperature hydrothermal fluid
circulation and/or pegmatite dyke emplacement, resulting in the localised formation of andalusite
and cordierite. As indicated by andalusite and cordierite, contact metamorphism within the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region occurred at pressures below ~3 Kbar, which is equivalent to less than
~10 km depth. Thus, Greenland Group metasediments within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
were contact metamorphosed at upper-albite-epidote hornfels facies to lower-hornblende hornfels
facies conditions (figure 2.18).
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Figure 2.18: Pressure-temperature diagram showing the generally accepted metamorphic facies. The
area shaded blue represents the approximate pressure-temperature conditions at which Greenland Group
metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were contact metamorphosed; inferred from the
existence of biotite ± andalusite ± cordierite. The green arrow indicates a typical low-pressure hightemperature geothermal gradient. Dark blue dashed lines indicate the stability fields of the three Al 2SiO5
polymorphs; after Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay (1993). The biotite isograd reaction (2.1) for the
KFMASH system at PH2O = PTotal, from Spear and Cheney (1989) and Spear (1999), is shown in red.
Cordierite forming reactions for the KMASH system at PH2O = PTotal are shown in magenta; after Spear
and Cheney (1989) and Spear (1999). Note that the majority of the hornfelses within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region were contact metamorphosed at pressure-temperature conditions between the Chl + Kfs →
Bt + Mus and Chl + Als → MgCrd reactions. Hornfelses that formed at pressure-temperature conditions
beyond the Chl + Als → MgCrd and/or Chl → Crd + Bt reactions could only do so as a result of locally
elevated temperatures. Als = aluminosilicate; And = andalusite; Bt = biotite; Chl = chlorite; Crd =
cordierite; MgCrd = Mg-cordierite; Kfs = K-feldspar; Ky = kyanite; Mus = muscovite; Sil = sillimanite.

2.3 Cattle Track Gneiss
2.3.1 Introduction
High-grade gneisses within the Buller Terrane intermittently outcrop from Buller to Fiordland
(Rattenbury 1987; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Rattenbury 1991; Ireland 1992; Gibson and
Ireland 1996; Ireland and Gibson 1998; Jongens 2006a). In Buller and Westland, gneiss is
exposed in the Paparoa and Victoria ranges to the north, in close proximity to the Alpine Fault
between the Hokitika and Mikonui Rivers (Fraser Complex), and in the Bonar Range (figure 2.19)
(Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Ireland and Gibson 1998; Jongens 2006a).
In South Westland high-grade gneiss is exposed within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Such
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gneissic rocks were first noticed during mapping of the Alpine Fault trace (A.F. Cooper pers.
comm.) and were subsequently mapped in the Maori Saddle area by Bartlett (1993). Based on
petrography Bartlett (1993) classified gneiss from Maori Saddle as the foliated equivalent of the
Maori Saddle Granodiorite (Bartlett 1993), now the Maori Saddle Granite, and considered them a
single lithology. Over the course of this research some of the gneiss from the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region was established as not having a granite protolith, but consisting of high-grade
metasediments. Given its considerable degree of separation from gneisses elsewhere in Westland,
it seems appropriate to assign a title that is unique to the paragneiss exposed in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region and hence, Cattle Track Gneiss is proposed. As part of this research the
distribution, petrography, and geochronology of the Cattle Track Gneiss were investigated.
Below, the results of such investigations have been reported and their significance discussed.

Figure 2.19: The distribution of gneissic rocks within the Buller Terrane in Buller, North Westland, and
Westland (after Jongens 2006a). Gneissic rocks within the Paparoa Ranges in North Westland are
associated with the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Those situated
between the Fraser and Alpine faults between the Hokitika and Mikonui rivers are collectively termed the
Fraser Complex (Rattenbury 1987, 1991).
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2.3.2 Occurrence
Due to dense forest cover and a relatively small distribution, exposure of the Cattle Track
Gneiss in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is exceedingly rare. Nonetheless, the Cattle Track
Gneiss is exposed in the far east of the study region where it crops out on the Haast-Paringa Cattle
Track midway between Blowfly Hut and Maori Saddle (OU81541: GR 130058). This outcrop
was the only in situ exposure of Cattle Track Gneiss observed over the course of field mapping
and consequently, this was the only location where samples could be collected. Considering the
Cattle Track Gneiss was identified as a separate lithology based on data obtained from such
samples, this outcrop has been nominated as the type-section.
With minimal in situ exposure, much of the distribution of the Cattle Track Gneiss has been
inferred from float boulders. Near Maori Saddle, float boulders of Cattle Track Gneiss were
observed amongst alluvium partway down a small creek that drains to the southwest, from Lake
Law. Immediately east of this creek, small gneissic float boulders were common along the ridge
line leading northeast, back towards Maori Saddle. Given this distribution of float boulders, it
seems likely that a narrow segment of Cattle Track Gneiss exists in close proximity to Maori
Saddle. Such deductions are in agreement with the geological map produced by Bartlett (1993),
which indicates occurrences of gneiss within the same creek.
Elsewhere, neither in situ outcrop nor float boulders of Cattle Track Gneiss were observed
within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Therefore, the Cattle Track Gneiss is thought to be
restricted to the vicinity of the two locations mentioned above.
At both locations where the Cattle Track Gneiss has been observed, or inferred, within the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, it coincides with exposure of a mylonitic shear zone. Near Maori
Saddle, in the headwaters of the Waita River, a mylonitic shear zone outcrops a short distance
from where the Cattle Track Gneiss has been inferred. Taking dip into account, the mylonitic
shear zone at this location structurally overlies the Cattle Track Gneiss. A short distance to the
east of the Cattle Track Gneiss type-section, a mylonitic shear zone outcrops in Wrong Creek
(GR: 134057) and on the Haast-Paringa Cattle Track (GR: 133056). Here this shear zone dips
towards the southeast and also structurally overlies the Cattle Track Gneiss. Therefore, at both
locations within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Cattle Track Gneiss exists as the footwall
block to a mylonitic shear zone.
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2.3.3 Description
At the type-section, the Cattle Track Gneiss is poorly exposed and outcrops as a medium to
coarse-grained, mesocratic, weakly foliated gneiss. At this location the gneissic foliation strikes
060º and dips 52º to the southeast. Here the mineralogy of the Cattle Track Gneiss appears to be
dominated by quartz, plagioclase, biotite, and muscovite. Within the Cattle Track Gneiss, quartz
predominantly exists constituting the interstitial mylonitic matrix. Plagioclase is also abundant
within the Cattle Track Gneiss and exists as winged-porphyroclasts that are distributed throughout
the rock, ranging in size between <1 mm and 10 mm diameter (figure 2.20). Plagioclase itself
displays little deformation; however, wings that accompany porphyroclasts indicate that it was
present when deformation occurred (Passchier and Simpson 1986).

Winged plagioclase

porphyroclasts are roughly aligned parallel to the foliation. Both biotite and muscovite are
abundant within the Cattle Track Gneiss, forming an irregular penetrative foliation and existing
dispersed throughout the rock.

Figure 2.20: The Cattle Track Gneiss at the type-section. A) In situ outcrop of the Cattle Track Gneiss
on the Haast-Paringa Cattle Track. B) Close view showing the medium- to coarse-grain size, abundant
plagioclase porphyroclasts, and the irregular penetrative foliation. C) Near view illustrating the
mesocratic appearance and the winged-porphyroclasts that are aligned roughly parallel to the foliation.
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2.3.4 Petrology
In thin section, quartz (~50 %), plagioclase (~20 %), biotite (~15 %), muscovite (~10 %),
tourmaline (~5 %), and accessory zircon ± apatite ± rutile (<2%) constitute the mineralogy of the
Cattle Track Gneiss. Quartz within the Cattle Track Gneiss typically exhibits undulose extinction,
with the majority having been deformed into elongate mylonitic ribbons, particularly near the
grain boundaries of plagioclase porphyroclasts (figure 2.21).

Plagioclase porphyroclasts are

coarse (up to 10 mm) and common within the deformed quartz matrix. Despite the extensive
deformation displayed by quartz, only kinking and minor fracturing are evident within plagioclase
porphyroclasts. Biotite and muscovite mica are abundant within the Cattle Track Gneiss and
together, compose ~25 % of the rock. Elongate biotite and muscovite porphyroclasts exist
dispersed throughout and range in length from 0.1 to 5 mm. Such porphyroclasts penetrate
between the grain boundaries of mylonitic quartz ribbons and alongside plagioclase
porphyroclasts. Biotite and muscovite porphyroclasts frequently exhibit kinking as a consequence
of deformation subsequent to their growth (figure 2.22). Although less abundant, tourmaline
constitutes an appreciable proportion of the Cattle Track Gneiss. Tourmaline, with its mottled
brown-green colour and lack of cleavage (figure 2.22), coincides with biotite and muscovite,
situated between mylonitic quartz ribbons and plagioclase porphyroclasts. Porphyroclasts of
tourmaline are often coarse, reaching sizes of up to 1 mm. Within the Cattle Track Gneiss zircon
is the most abundant accessory mineral present, existing as detrital grains that are commonly
hosted within mica porphyroclasts.
Bartlett (1993) describes gneiss from the upper Waita River catchment in the Maori Saddle
area.

Taking into consideration gneissic float boulders observed during this research and

observations made by Bartlett (1993), it seems likely that such gneiss is associated with the Cattle
Track Gneiss. Although Bartlett (1993) does not provide a separate thin section analysis for
gneiss, he does mention the existence of sillimanite and garnet within gneissic rocks. Such
mineral phases were absent in the Cattle Track Gneiss at the type-section but are significant in
regards to interpreting metamorphism and the origin of the Cattle Track Gneiss.
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Figure 2.21: Photomicrograph image of the Cattle Track Gneiss (OU81541), taken under cross-polarised
light, showing a large plagioclase porphyroclast, mylonitic quartz ribbons, and coarse aligned biotite.
Note the undulose extinction exhibited by the quartz, particularly near the boundary with the large
plagioclase porphyroclast.

Figure 2.22: Photomicrograph image of the Cattle Track Gneiss (OU81541), taken under cross-polarised
light, showing deformed quartz with undulose extinction and coarse aligned biotite, muscovite, and
tourmaline. At the centre of the image is a large, kinked, porphyroclast of muscovite. Circled is a coarse
tourmaline porphyroclast.
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2.3.5 Geochemistry
At the type-section, outcrop of the Cattle Track Gneiss forms the base of the historic HaastParinga Cattle Track. In order to minimise damage to the track, only a small sample (~730 cm3)
was collected for thin section and geochronology purposes. As a consequence, the geochemical
data for the Cattle Track Gneiss presented below are from review of Bartlett (1993).
The geochemical data provided for gneissic rocks in the Maori Saddle area by Bartlett (1993)
display some striking similarities to the sillimanite-bearing Mikonui Gneiss of the Fraser Complex
(Rattenbury 1987, 1991). When compared to the Greenland Group from the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region on Harker variation diagrams, both the Mikonui Gneiss and the Cattle Track Gneiss
often plot near to or within the range of the Greenland Group data set (figures 2.23 and 2.24).
This suggests that both gneisses are geochemically similar to the Greenland Group. Using
discriminant function analysis (after Roser and Korsch 1988), similarities between the Cattle
Track Gneiss and Mikonui Gneiss are also apparent, with both gneisses plotting within the P4
(recycled) “Greenland Group” field (figure 2.25) (Rattenbury 1991; Bartlett 1993).
In addition to comparable whole-rock XRF geochemical compositions, the Mikonui Gneiss
and Cattle Track Gneiss share similar plagioclase and garnet compositions (Rattenbury 1987,
1991; Bartlett 1993). Microprobe analyses of plagioclase porphyroclasts within the Cattle Track
Gneiss indicate an andesine composition of An47-50 (Bartlett 1993). Likewise, plagioclase in the
Mikonui Gneiss also consists of andesine, with compositions of An 32-45 (Rattenbury 1987).
Microprobe analyses of garnet from the Cattle Track Gneiss reveal compositions of almandine 7484,

pyrope8-21, grossular2-3, and spessartine3-4 (Bartlett 1993) that are comparable to the

almandine61-77, pyrope16-31, grossular4-8, and spessartine1-3 compositions of garnet within the
Mikonui Gneiss (Rattenbury 1987).

Such garnet compositions indicate a sillimanite-zone

metamorphic grade (figure 2.26) (Miyashiro 1953; Sturt 1962; Nandi 1967) which is consistent
with occurrences of sillimanite within both the Cattle Track Gneiss and Mikonui Gneiss
(Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Bartlett 1993).
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Figure 2.23: Harker diagrams showing major element compositions of the Cattle Track Gneiss (after
Bartlett 1993), compared to those of the Mikonui Gneiss (after Rattenbury 1987, 1991) and the Greenland
Group from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All major element concentrations are in wt%. Trend
lines and corresponding R2 values are for Greenland Group data only.
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Figure 2.24: Harker diagrams showing trace element compositions of the Cattle Track Gneiss (after
Bartlett 1993), compared to those of the Mikonui Gneiss (after Rattenbury 1987, 1991) and the Greenland
Group from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All trace element concentrations are in ppm. Trend lines
and corresponding R2 values are for Greenland Group data only.
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Figure 2.25: Results of discriminant function analyses for the Cattle Track Gneiss from Maori Saddle
(after Bartlett 1993) and the Mikonui Gneiss from the Fraser Complex (after Rattenbury 1991).
Discriminant fields were determined by Roser and Korsch (1988) and represent differing provenance.
The P1 field is represented by the Maitia and Capples Terranes (first-cycle basaltic and lesser andesitic
detritus); the P2 field by the Waipapa and Pelorus Terranes (dominantly andesitic detritus); the P3 field
by the Torless Terrane (acid plutonic and volcanic detritus); and the P4 field by the Greenland Group
(mature polycyclic quartzose detritus) (Roser and Korsch 1988).
F1 = -1.773(TiO2) + 0.607(Al2O3) + 0.76(Fe2O3) – 1.5(MgO) + 0.616(CaO) + 0.509(Na 2O) – 1.224(K2O) –
9.09
F2 = 0.445(TiO2) + 0. 07(Al2O3) - 25(Fe2O3) + 1.142(MgO) + 0.438(CaO) + 1.475(Na 2O) + 1.426(K2O) –
6.861

Figure 2.26: Plot of CaO + MnO against FeO + MnO (after Sturt 1962; Nandi 1967). Cattle Track Gneiss
garnets plot within the sillimanite zone, indicating metamorphism at sillimanite zone metamorphic
conditions. The geochemical compositions of Cattle Track Gneiss garnets were determined using the
University of Otago Geology Department’s JEOL JXA 8600 series Superprobe microprobe, by Bartlett
(1993).
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2.3.6 Geochronology
2.3.6.1 Methods
Detrital zircon grains used to determine an age for the Cattle Track Gneiss were obtained from
a relatively small sample (~9 cm3) that was collected from the Cattle Track Gneiss type-section
(OU81541). In order to separate zircon grains, the sample was initially crushed using a hydraulic
splitter and Tema rock mill, to a grain size of <200 μm. The sample was then repeatedly washed
in a beaker of water and the suspended fines decanted off. The coarser/denser residuum was then
thoroughly mixed with lithium polytungstate (LST), which has a density of ~2.8 g/ml.
Constituent minerals with a density less than that of the LST (LST-lights) were separated from
those with a greater density (LST-heavies) by placing the LST-sample mix in a centrifuge. After
centrifuging for ~90 seconds, the floating LST-lights were collected and separated from the LSTheavies that accumulated at the bottom of the centrifuge tube. Both LST-lights and LST-heavies
were then washed with distilled water in separate filter funnels and dried in an oven at 105 ºC for
>24 hours. Once dry, the LST-heavies were then comprehensively mixed in a tapped-funnel with
methylene iodide (MEI), which has a density of ~3.3 g/ml. After ~15 minutes the sample-MEI
mix was remixed and left for ~1 hour. Minerals with greater densities than the MEI (MEIheavies) accumulated at the bottom of the tapped-funnel; whereas those less dense (MEI-lights)
remained floating. MEI-heavies were then drained off via the funnels tap, collected in a filter
funnel, and washed with acetone. Washed MEI-heavies were then left to dry in an oven at 105 ºC.
Subsequent to washing the MEI-heavies, the MEI-lights were also drained, washed with acetone,
and dried at 105 ºC. Once dry, strongly magnetic minerals within the MEI-heavies separate were
removed using a hand magnet and less magnetic minerals separated using a FRANZ magnetic
separator located at GNS Science, Dunedin, New Zealand. With low magnetic susceptibility,
detrital zircon grains formed the majority of the residual concentrate. From this concentrate 134
individual detrital zircon grains were handpicked and mounted in a polished epoxy briquette.
Subsequent to polishing, the epoxy briquette was then coated with a thin carbon film and
cathodoluminescence (CL) images of the detrital zircon grains obtained.

CL imaging was

conducted at the University of Otago Geology Department using a JEOL JXA 8600 series
Superprobe. All CL images were obtained in a single session, with the sample chamber under
vacuum, 20 nA beam current, and 15 kV excitation voltage. CL images were captured by means
of an EP830237 Cathodoluminescence Detector and consisted of greyscale images only. Such CL
images were used to locate the positions for individual LA-ICP-MS spot analyses (see Appendix
4).
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Dating was undertaken at the Research School of Earth Sciences at the Australian National
University following procedures established by Ballard et al. (2001) and described in detail by
Bryan et al. (2004). Laser ablation was conducted with a pulsed LambdaPhysik LPX 120I UV
ArF excimer laser operated at a constant energy of 120 mJ and 5 Hz, using a spot diameter of 32
µm. Ablated material was carried by a mixed He-Ar gas from a custom-designed sample cell and
flow homogeniser to an Agilent 7500 ICP-MS. Data for 18 mass peaks were collected in timeresolved mode with one point per peak. Integration times were 40 ms for
25 ms for
153

Eu,

163

232

Dy,

Th,
175

235

U, and 238U; 5 ms for

Lu, and

Because of a high

204

177

Hf; 20 ms for

Hg blank,

204

29
49

Si and

91

Zr; 10 ms for

31

P,

89

206

Pb, 207Pb, and 208Pb;

Y,

139

La,

140

Ce,

147

Sm,

Ti, giving a total scan time of 396 ms per analysis.

Pb was not included. Background data were acquired for 20 s

followed by 40 s with the laser on, giving about 100 mass scans and a penetration depth of ~20
µm. A purge time of 30-60 s was allowed between each spot analysis to permit a return to
background signal levels.
Outlier data (>3  from mean) were excluded, backgrounds subtracted, and corrections made
for elemental fractionation, instrumental mass bias, and common Pb, using an offline spreadsheet.
Correction factors also were applied to each spot analysis to simultaneously correct for
instrumental mass bias and depth-related elemental fractionation. After laser triggering, it took
several seconds for a steady signal to be obtained, so the first 10 scans were routinely excluded.
Depth-related inter-element fractionation of Pb, Th, and U were corrected by reference to
TEMORA-2 standard zircon and NIST610 silicate glass. Standards were measured twice at the
beginning of each session and then twice after every ten unknown analyses.
207

Pb/206Pb,

206

Pb/238U, and

208

Pb/232Th ratios in the zircon standard and

Measured

232

Th/238U in NIST610,

analysed at regular intervals over the course of each analytical session, were averaged and used to
calculate correction factors based on accepted values (Pearce et al. 1997; Black et al. 2003).
Internal errors for individual spot analyses were taken as the standard error of the mean of the
corrected isotopic ratios over the particular interval of mass scans selected for age calculation.
These internal errors were compared with errors estimated from counting statistics for the isotope
ratios from each mass scan to calculate within-spot mean squared weighted deviates (MSWD) that
were monitored during data interval selection. Spot analyses with resolvable age zonation or
disturbance exhibiting internal MSWD values in excess of 10 were rejected from further
consideration. Overall errors for each of the isotope ratios used for U-Pb geochronology were
calculated by combining internal errors with the standard deviation in the same isotope ratios
measured in the TEMORA-2 zircon standard over the course of each analytical session (typically
1-3%) as an estimate of external error (Stern and Amelin 2003). Compared to these errors, the
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reported uncertainty in the age of the TEMORA-2 zircon standard is negligible (Black et al.
2003).
Ages older than 800 Ma were calculated from 207Pb*/206Pb* ratios whereas younger ages were
based on

206

Pb*/238U ratios, where * indicates radiogenic Pb (the total Pb minus common Pb).

Common Pb corrections were applied based on the difference between measured and expected
208

Pb/206Pb ratios for the measured 232Th/238U value, according to methods described by Compston

et al. (1984). Concordance was calculated on the basis of agreement between
206

207

Pb*/235U and

Pb*/238U ages within their reported 1  internal errors. Analyses greater than 10% discordant

were not included in the age calculation. Concordance was calculated on the basis of agreement
between 207Pb*/235U and 206Pb*/238U ages, and has a typical uncertainty of 5 to 10%.

2.3.6.2 Results
From the Cattle Track Gneiss, 134 zircon grains were separated and mounted within an epoxy
briquette. These zircon grains range in size from 50 μm to 200 μm and exhibited varying degrees
of rounding. All 134 mounted zircon grains were subjected to CL imaging. CL imaging revealed
that the majority of the grains consisted of rounded/irregular shaped cores that were rimmed by
successive zircon overgrowths (figure 2.27). Of the 134 mounted zircon grains, 36 ages were
obtained

from

26

individual grains. With
the aid of CL images,
spot

analyses

were

on

a

located

combination of zircon
cores and rims
Appendix 4).

(see
As a

consequence the ages
calculated

for

zircon

grains within the Cattle
Track Gneiss represent
the most recent episode
of zircon precipitation
as well as prior episodes
inherited by the zircon
Figure 2.27: CL image of a selection of detrital zircon grains that were
separated from OU81541. Note the variable rounding, shapes, and sizes of
inherited cores that are encased by zoned rims.
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grains.

Subsequent to LA-ICP-MS, U-Pb ages for each individual spot analysis were calculated.
From these calculations a wide range of zircon ages between 358 Ma and 2744 Ma were
determined. The majority of the zircon grains possess ages between 430 Ma and 1180 Ma.
Several grains yielded much older ages which can be attributed to inherited zircon cores. Of the
ages determined, one age stands out as being anomalously young (358 Ma). Given that this was
the only zircon grain to yield such a young age, it is likely that it has suffered common Pb loss.
As a consequence, the calculated age will be incorrect; therefore, this anomalously young age has
been omitted from the final age spectrum. When the individual ages of zircon grains from the
Cattle Track Gneiss are plotted on a cumulative-probability diagram, the ages of a population of
six zircon grains combine to form the youngest peak at 450-550 Ma (figure 2.28). This peak
represents the time at which zircon grains within the Cattle Track Gneiss last experienced zircon
precipitation. Also shown on figure 2.28, are significant peaks at 650 Ma and 800-1200 Ma, and
minor peaks between 1600 Ma and 3000 Ma. These peaks represent older populations and
individual ages inherited by zircon grains within the Cattle Track Gneiss.

Figure 2.28: Cumulative-probability diagram showing the U-Pb zircon age spectrum for the Cattle Track
Gneiss. The youngest peak represents a population of 6 individual zircon grains which, together, yield a
maximum age of ~450-550 Ma. Subsequent age peaks at 650 Ma, 800-1200 Ma, and between 1600 and
3000 Ma are inherited ages from older zircon cores.
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2.3.7 Discussion
Bartlett (1993) described gneiss that exists near Maori Saddle. On the basis of similarities
with the Cattle Track Gneiss exposed at the type section, the gneiss at Maori Saddle is considered
here to be a continuation of the Cattle Track Gneiss. Bartlett (1993) analysed the Cattle Track
Gneiss petrographically and from his observations interpreted it as an orthogneiss that was the
foliated equivalent to the Maori Saddle Granite. The Cattle Track Gneiss and Maori Saddle
Granite comprise a similar mineralogy (see Chapter 3.2.3) and the only obvious difference is the
proto-mylonitic to mylonitic texture of the Cattle Track Gneiss. This mineralogy is by no means
restricted to igneous rocks and therefore, cannot alone be used to classify the Cattle Track Gneiss.
In addition to the mineralogy, the Cattle Track Gneiss and Maori Saddle Granite are also
geochemically very similar (see Chapter 3.2.4). On Harker variation diagrams, both of these
lithologies commonly plot near to or within the data set for Greenland Group rocks from the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region. As a consequence, using geochemistry to decipher whether the Cattle
Track Gneiss is an orthogneiss or paragneiss is also futile.
Over the course of this research U-Pb zircon geochronology was used to establish that the
Cattle Track Gneiss is a paragneiss.

On a cumulative-probability diagram, the youngest

population of individual U-Pb zircon ages form a peak at 450-550 Ma. Older populations also
exist forming significant peaks at 600 Ma, 900-1200 Ma, and additional minor peaks between
1600 Ma and 2744 Ma. The age of the youngest population of zircon grains analysed indicate that
the Cattle Track Gneiss last experienced sufficient temperatures to precipitate new zircon grains
and overgrowths at 450-550 Ma. Such an age coincides with the Ross/Delamerian Orogen
(Gibson and Ireland 1996). Inheritance within zircon grains from the Cattle Track Gneiss indicate
that prior to the Ross/Delamerian Orogen, these zircon grains experienced several thermal events
extending back as far as 2774 Ma. The lack of a younger significant age peak indicates that
zircon grains within the Cattle Track Gneiss were not affected by any thermal events following
the Ross/Delamerian Orogen. Therefore, the Cattle Track Gneiss cannot be derived from the 384
± 3.5 Ma Maori Saddle Granite (see Chapter 3.2.5), nor is it possible for the Cattle Track Gneiss
to be derived from any Buller Terrane intrusive (Aronson 1968; Muir et al. 1996b, 1997, 1998;
Tulloch et al. 2009).
Previous authors who have investigated the geochronology of high-grade gneisses in the
Buller Terrane found that many yielded U-Pb zircon age spectra similar to that determined for the
Cattle Track Gneiss (Ireland 1992; Gibson and Ireland 1996; Ireland and Gibson 1998). Given a
youngest zircon age peak at ~500 Ma, older than Buller Terrane intrusives (Aronson 1968; Muir
et al. 1996b, 1997, 1998; Tulloch et al. 2009) and the deposition age of the Greenland Group
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(Cooper R.A. 1979a, b, 1989), these authors concluded that zircon grains within such gneisses are
detrital and hence, such gneisses are paragneisses. It has been proposed that these paragneisses
are derived from Greenland Group metasediments that were metamorphosed to high-grades at
mid-crustal depths and have subsequently been exhumed (Ireland 1992; Gibson and Ireland 1996;
Ireland and Gibson 1998). In support of a Greenland Group origin for high-grade paragneisses in
the Buller Terrane, zircon age spectra for low-grade Greenland Group metasediments are similar
to those of the paragneisses and are characterised by significant age peaks at 500-600 Ma, 10001200 Ma, a lesser peak at 1600 Ma, and minor peaks and individual ages up to 3400 Ma (figure
2.29) (Ireland and Gibson 1998). Given the similarities between the Cattle Track Gneiss zircon
age spectrum and the zircon age spectra for the Greenland Group (figure 2.29), the Cattle Track
Gneiss is best explained as a paragneiss-equivalent to the Greenland Group. As a consequence,
the youngest zircon age peak in the Cattle Track Gneiss age spectrum represents the maximum
age of detrital zircon deposition within the Greenland Group protolith.
In addition to the above geochronological data, geochemical data presented by Bartlett (1993)
also supports a Greenland Group origin for the Cattle Track Gneiss.

On Harker variation

diagrams, the Cattle Track Gneiss and Greenland Group from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
exhibit analogous geochemical characteristics. Furthermore, discriminant function analyses by
Bartlett (1993) plot the Cattle Track Gneiss within the P4 (recycled) field on figure 2.25 (after
Roser and Korsch 1988). Roser and Korsch (1988) determined that the P4 (recycled) field was
characteristic of the Greenland Group.

Hence, discriminant function analysis supports a

Greenland Group origin for the Cattle Track Gneiss. Bartlett (1993) compared the Cattle Track
Gneiss to the Mikonui Gneiss of the Frazer Complex (Rattenbury 1987, 1991). In doing so, he
demonstrated that the Cattle Track Gneiss has a mineralogy, whole rock geochemistry, and
plagioclase and garnet compositions similar to the Mikonui Gneiss (Bartlett 1993). Rattenbury
(1987, 1991) concluded that the Mikonui Gneiss was derived from a Greenland Group protolith;
therefore based on the similarities between the gneisses, a Greenland Group origin is also likely
for the Cattle Track Gneiss.
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Figure 2.29: Detrital zircon age spectra for the Greenland Group (A and B), compared to those for the
Charleston Paragneiss (C), Victoria Range Paragneiss (D), and the Cattle Track Gneiss (E). The detrital
zircon age spectra for the Greenland Group, Charleston Paragneiss, and Victoria Range Paragneiss are
from Ireland and Gibson (1998); whereas, the detrital zircon age spectrum for the Cattle Track Gneiss
was determined as part of this research. Note that in all age spectra the youngest significant peak is at
~450-550 Ma and similar aged inheritance age peaks extend back as far as ~3500 Ma.
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At the type-section the Cattle Track Gneiss comprises a quartz-plagioclase-biotite-muscovitetourmaline-zircon ± apatite ± rutile mineral assemblage; however, at Maori Saddle sillimanite and
garnet are also present within the Cattle Track Gneiss (Bartlett 1993).

This difference in

mineralogy can be explained by the nature of the Greenland Group protoliths. Above, it is shown
that the Greenland Group is composed of interbedded psammite and pelite, where pelitic beds are
generally more aluminous in composition. Therefore, the presence of sillimanite within the Cattle
Track Gneiss at Maori Saddle suggests derivation from an aluminous, pelitic Greenland Group
protolith; whereas, at the Cattle Track Gneiss type-section, a psammitic Greenland Group
protolith is more likely. The presence of sillimanite and garnet within the Cattle Track Gneiss at
Maori Saddle is significant in regards to deciphering the conditions at which the Cattle Track
Gneiss was metamorphosed. Sillimanite is one of three polymorphs of Al 2SiO5 forming under
unique metamorphic conditions (Holdaway 1971; Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay 1993). As a
consequence, the existence of sillimanite indicates that metamorphism of the Cattle Track Gneiss
occurred at pressure-temperature conditions within the upper amphibolite facies shown on figure
2.30. The mineral garnet is also useful for determining metamorphic grade (Miyashiro 1953;
Sturt 1962; Nandi 1967). With increases in external mechanical and thermal stresses, garnet
undergoes adjustment of its ionic assemblage to relieve such stresses internally (Miyashiro 1953;
Sturt 1962; Nandi 1967). With increasing metamorphic grade, Ca2+ (0.99 Å) and Mn2+ (0.80 Å)
with their larger atomic radii, are progressively replaced by the smaller Fe 2+ (0.74Å) and Mg2+
(0.66Å) ions (Miyashiro 1953; Sturt 1962; Nandi 1967). As a consequence, garnet that has been
subjected to higher grades of metamorphism will be richer in Fe 2+ and Mg2+ (Miyashiro 1953;
Sturt 1962; Nandi 1967).

Sturt (1962) demonstrated a negative, linear correlation between

(Ca+Mn) and (Fe+Mg) within garnet that can be used to decipher metamorphic grade (figure
2.26). On the basis of (Ca + Mn):(Fe +Mg) ratios within garnets from the Cattle Track Gneiss, a
sillimanite-zone metamorphic grade is indicated (figure 2.26) (Bartlett 1993).
Despite originating from a common protolith and existing adjacent to one another, the Cattle
Track Gneiss and the Greenland Group possess contrasting metamorphic grades.

The

juxtaposition of these lithologies is best explained by tectonic exhumation of the Cattle Track
Gneiss from mid-crustal depths to the shallow-crust, where it has been positioned against the
Greenland Group. Evidence for such tectonism exists within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
as a well-developed mylonitic shear zone that separates the Cattle Track Gneiss from the
Greenland Group. Similar relationships between high-grade gneisses and the Greenland Group
have been described from elsewhere in the Buller Terrane and have been attributed to association
with metamorphic core complexes (e.g., Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Kimbrough et al. 1994;
Jongens 2006a). Consequently, the tectonic relationship between the Cattle Track Gneiss and
Greenland Group is significant in regards to the structural evolution of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
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region. For a more comprehensive discussion regarding the structural evolution of the Bald HillMaori Saddle region, the reader is referred to Chapter 5 of this thesis.

Figure 2.30: Pressure-temperature diagram showing the generally accepted metamorphic facies, overlain
by the aluminium silicate stability diagram of Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay (1993). The sillimanite field
(shaded blue) indicates the range of pressure-temperature conditions necessary for sillimanite formation.
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Chapter 3:

BASEMENT GEOLOGY:
IGNEOUS

3.1 Introduction
Two types of crystalline basement exist within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region; that which
is metasedimentary (see Chapter 2) and that which is igneous. Such igneous basement rocks
include three separate lithologies that were observed over the course of this research; the Maori
Saddle Granite, the Whakapohai Granite, and lamprophyre dykes. Although igneous rocks appear
to form only a small proportion of the total crystalline basement exposed in the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, their presence is significant. Here, the observed igneous lithologies that form
crystalline basement in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region have been discussed separately.

3.2 Maori Saddle Granite
3.2.1 Introduction
The Maori Saddle Granite, formerly Maori Saddle Granodiorite (Bartlett 1993), was first
discovered in the headwaters of the Waita River by Cooper and Norris (unpublished) and
reinvestigated by Bartlett (1993). Bartlett (1993) included the Maori Saddle Granite in a detailed
map of the Maori Saddle area; however since he incorporated the Cattle Track Gneiss with the
Maori Saddle Granite, the extent of the Maori Saddle Granite has been overestimated. Over the
course of this research, the Maori Saddle Granite was revisited and sampled for petrographic,
geochemical, and geochronological analyses. Below, the results of this analysis are presented and
their significance discussed.

3.2.2 Occurrence and Description
As shown on the accompanying geological map, the Maori Saddle Granite consists of a small
intrusive body that outcrops at the southeastern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
Here, the Maori Saddle Granite consists of medium to coarse-grained, massive, mesocratic granite
dominated by quartz, feldspar, biotite, and tourmaline. Although the contact between the hostrock and Maori Saddle Granite was never observed during this research, small xenoliths of
Greenland Group were seen within float boulders of Maori Saddle Granite. Such xenoliths
suggest that the Maori Saddle Granite was emplaced within a Greenland Group host. This is in
agreement with work by Bartlett (1993) who also reports of such xenoliths, as well as a sharp
contact between the Maori Saddle Granite and the Greenland Group.
Located in the headwaters of the Waita River (GR 092034), the northern margin of the Maori
Saddle Granite is in contact with a mylonitic shear zone. At ~2 m from this contact, little to no
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Figure 3.1: Mylonitized leucocratic granitoid bands within a steeply-dipping
mylonitic shear zone exposed in the headwaters of the Waita River, at GR: 094033.

completely
mylonitized

and

forms part of the shear zone. With an orientation of 070/62ºS, the shear zone projects below the
Maori Saddle Granite; therefore, the structurally overlying Maori Saddle Granite forms the
hanging wall of the structure. A short distance upstream, at GR: 094033, this mylonitic shear
zone crops out again. At this locality, the mylonitic shear zone is orientated at 113/83ºS and
comprises feldspar porphyroclast-bearing, boudinaged, leucocratic bands of intensely deformed
granitoid material (figure 3.1). Given that the Maori Saddle Granite forms part of the mylonitic
shear zone at the contact nearby, it seems likely that such leucocratic bands are also of Maori
Saddle Granite origin.

3.2.3 Petrography
In thin section the Maori Saddle Granite exhibits a medium- to coarse-grained (0.5-5 mm),
hypidiomorphic texture comprising quartz (~40 %), K-feldspar (~20 %), plagioclase (~15 %),
biotite (~15 %), tourmaline (~10 %), and accessory zircon ± monazite ± apatite ± titanite ± pyrite
± magnetite (<2 %) (figure 3.2). In addition, rare xenoliths containing skeletal orthopyroxene
altering to chlorite and carbonate also exist within the Maori Saddle Granite (figure 3.3). The
dominant constituent, quartz, occurs as medium-grained (0.5-2 mm) anhedral and subhedral
crystals that form the interstitial framework of the rock. Quartz crystals are commonly fractured
and many exhibit undulose extinction. Subhedral plagioclase and K-feldspar phenocrysts (1-5
mm) exist throughout the rock and are often fractured. Anhedral biotite crystals vary in size
between 0.1 mm and 5 mm, are often broad and randomly orientated, and are distributed
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throughout. Tourmaline commonly coexists with biotite and comprises crystals of similar shape
and size. Like biotite, tourmaline occurs interstitially and is distributed throughout. Accessory
minerals are fine-grained and distributed throughout the rock (figures 3.2 and 3.3).

Figure 3.2: Photomicrographs of the Maori Saddle Granite (OU81584). Images A and B are in planepolarised light and cross-polarised light, respectively. Scale bars are included.
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Figure 3.3: Photomicrograph images of an orthopyroxene-bearing xenolith within the Maori Saddle
Granite (OU81584). Orthopyroxene within the xenolith is skeletal and has partially altered to chlorite
and carbonate. Images A and B are in plane-polarised light and cross-polarised light, respectively. Scale
bars are included.
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Where mylonitized, the interstitial quartz framework of the Maori Saddle Granite has been
sheared and recrystallised into elongate ribbons.

Within the mylonitic shear zone, feldspar

phenocrysts form porphyroclasts and also exhibit deformation; however, such deformation
consists of intense fracturing and/or rotation as opposed to recrystallisation.

Commonly,

individual feldspar grains are dissected by a series of fractures. During shearing, displacement
along such fractures has resulted in elongation of individual feldspar grains parallel to the
direction of shear, in a texture resembling that of mica fish.

Consequently, such feldspar

porphyroclasts can be used as shear sense indicators (figure 3.4). Where feldspar grains have
been rotated, they are often accompanied by deformation tails and form winged porphyroclasts.
Biotite and tourmaline within highly strained Maori Saddle Granite are far less obvious. Such
minerals no longer consist of broad randomly oriented crystals; instead biotite and tourmaline
have been deformed into thin, elongate, anastomosing layers that penetrate along the grain
boundaries of quartz ribbons and feldspar porphyroclasts.

Figure 3.4: Photomicrograph image of an orientated thin section (OU81542), which was made from a
leucocratic band of mylonitized Maori Saddle Granite exposed at GR: 094033. As indicated by the fractured
feldspar porphyroclast at the centre of the image, this shear zone had a normal (top to the south) sense of
displacement (emphasized by inset). For further discussion, refer to Chapter 5.
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3.2.4 Geochemistry
A sample of Maori Saddle Granite (OU81584) was collected from the headwaters of the Waita
River for geochemical analysis. This sample was large (>8000 cm3), un-weathered, free of
xenoliths, and typical of the observed Maori Saddle Granite.

Major and trace element

concentrations within the Maori Saddle Granite were measured by XRF and LA-ICP-MS using
the same equipment and techniques as described in Chapter 2.2.4.1.

Within the Maori Saddle Granite, SiO2 exists as the dominant major oxide and constitutes
70.21 wt% of the sampled rock. The concentration of Al 2O3 is also significant, comprising 13.66
wt%. Of the remaining major oxides, only Fe2O3, MgO, CaO, Na2O, and K2O have significant
concentrations (see Appendix 2). With such major element geochemistry, the nomenclature of the
Maori Saddle Granite has been determined using three separate plutonic rock classification
schemes. On a Na2O + K2O versus SiO2 plot, the Maori Saddle Granite plots within the granite
field (figure 3.5).

Using the CIPW norm calculation (after Kelsey 1965), the normative

proportions of constituent minerals have been determined (see Appendix 2). Given the normative
proportions of quartz, K-feldspar, and plagioclase, the IUGS plutonic rock classification Q-A-P
diagram (Le Bas and Streckeisen 1991) has been used. On this diagram the Maori Saddle Granite
plots within the monzogranite sub-field of the granite field (figure 3.6).

Likewise, using

normative proportions
of anorthite, albite,
and orthoclase, the
Maori Saddle Granite
falls

within

the

monzogranite field in
an An-Ab-Or diagram
(figure 3.7). Based on
the

three

separate

plutonic

rock

classification schemes
utilised,

the

Maori

Saddle Granite has
been

classified

granite
Figure 3.5: Na2O + K2O versus SiO2 plutonic rock classification scheme
showing the Maori Saddle Granite plotting within the granite field.
Classifications for Karamea Granitoid intrusives have been determined using
geochemical data from Tulloch et al. (2009) and are included for comparison.
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monzogranite.

as
or

Figure 3.6: IUGS plutonic rock Q-A-P classification diagram (after Le Bas and Streckeisen 1991) showing
the CIPW-normalised Maori Saddle Granite plotting within the monzogranite sub-field of the granite
field. Classifications of Karamea Granitoid intrusives have been included for comparison, after Tulloch et
al. (2009).
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Figure 3.7: Plutonic rock An-Ab-Or classification diagram (after O’Connor 1965) showing the Maori
Saddle Granite plotting within the monzogranite field. Classifications of Karamea Granitoid intrusives
have been included for comparison, after Tulloch et al. (2009).

Within the Maori Saddle Granite, K2O exists in relatively high concentrations (4.87 wt%) and
is in excess of Na2O (1.25 wt%). As a consequence, the Maori Saddle Granite plots within the Stype field on the Na2O versus K2O, I/S-type classification diagram of White and Chappell (1983)
(figure 3.8). Thus, using the I/S/A-type classification scheme of Chappell and White (1974) and
White and Chappell (1983), the Maori Saddle Granite is classified as S-type granite. According
to White and Chappell (1983), an S-type, or supracrustal, classification is indicative of derivation
from the partial melting of a sedimentary/metasedimentary source; which, for the Maori Saddle
Granite, is most likely the Cattle Track Gneiss (see below). With a CaO concentration of 1.99
wt%, the combined concentration of Na2O, K2O, and CaO is less than that of Al2O3. As a result,
the alumina saturation index (ASI = (Al2O3/((CaO-1.67P2O5) + Na2O + K2O) (Shand 1949) for
the Maori Saddle Granite is 1.7, and it is strongly peraluminous (figure 3.9). Frost et al. (2001)
determined approximate ranges for the alkalic, alkali-calcic, calc-alkalic, and calcic rock series on
a plot of Na2O+K2O-CaO against SiO2. When the Maori Saddle Granite is plotted on such a
diagram, it falls within the range of the calc-alkalic rocks series (figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.8: Na2O versus K2O I/S-type classification diagram (after White and Chappell 1983) showing the
Maori Saddle Granite plotting within the S-type field. I- and S-type plutonic suites of the Karamea
Granitoids have been included for comparison, after Tulloch et al. (2009).

Figure 3.9: Ternary ASI diagram showing the Maori Saddle Granite plotting within the peraluminous
field. Karamea Granitoids plutonic suites from Tulloch et al. (2009) have been included for comparison.
CaO* = [CaO] – 1.67x[P2O5].
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Figure 3.10: Plot of Na2O + K2O – CaO against SiO2 showing the approximate ranges for the alkalic,
alkali-calcic, calc-alkalic, and calcic rock series (after Frost et al. 2001). The Maori Saddle Granite plots
within the range for calc-alkalic rocks. Likewise, the majority of the I- and S-type intrusives of the
Karamea Granitoids also plot within the range for calc-alkalic rocks (Tulloch et al. 2009). Shaded zones
are trends for the alkalic Bjerkreim-Sokndal intrusion, the alkali-calcic Sherman batholith, the calcalkalic Tuolumne series, and the calcic southern California batholith, as indicated by Frost et al (2001)
and references therein.

When compared to plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids, the Maori Saddle Granite is
geochemically most similar to the S-type Karamea and Ridge suites (Tulloch et al. 2009).
Additionally, the Maori Saddle Granite is also geochemically similar to S-type granitoids of the
Lachlan Fold Belt in Eastern Australia, which, prior to the breakup of Gondwana, were
contiguous with plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids (White and Chappell 1983; Muir et al.
1996a; Tulloch et al. 2009). Despite the similarities, the Karamea Suite, Ridge Suite, and S-type
Lachlan Fold Belt granitoids can be distinguished from one another using their geochemical
compositions (White and Chappell 1983; Tulloch et al. 2009). Relative to the Karamea Suite, the
Ridge Suite is enriched in Na, Al, Sr, Ba, and Ca, and depleted in Rb, Y, Ti, P, Ni, and Cr, and
plots separately from the Karamea suite on the selected Harker diagrams in figure 3.11 (Tulloch et
al. 2009). As indicated by figure 3.11d, the younger Ridge Suite is generally more sodic than the
older Karamea Suite, which in turn is generally more sodic than the even older S-type granitoids
of the Lachlan Fold Belt (White and Chappell 1983; Tulloch et al. 2009). When compared to
these groups of S-type intrusives, the Maori Saddle Granite fails to show any consistent
correlation (figure 3.11); however, the Maori Saddle Granite is significantly less sodic than either
of the Karamea and Ridge suites, a feature which is a characteristic of S-type Lachlan Fold Belt
granitoids (figure 3.11d) (White and Chappell 1983; Tulloch et al. 2009). This, combined with
the age of the Maori Saddle Granite (see below), suggests that the Maori Saddle Granite is more
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likely affiliated with S-type granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt in Eastern Tasmania than the Stype Karamea and Ridge suites of the Karamea Granitoids (Black et al. 2005; Tulloch et al.
2009).

Figure 3.11: Selected Harker diagrams comparing the Maori Saddle Granite to the S-type Karamea and
Ridge suites of the Karamea Granitoids (A, B, C, and D) and S-type granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt
(D), after Tulloch et al. (2009). Note that the Maori Saddle Granite fails to show any consistent affiliation
with any one group. However, as illustrated in D, the Maori Saddle Granite is significantly less sodic than
the Karamea and Ridge suites, which combined with its age, suggests a closer association with S-type
granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt (Tulloch et al. 2009).

The rare earth element (REE) signature of the Maori Saddle Granite is characterised by
weakly enriched light-REE (LREE) and elevated heavy-REE (HREE) concentrations. On a
chondrite-normalised REE plot (Sun and McDonough 1989), this results in a relatively gentle
slope that flattens towards the HREE end of the spectrum (figure 3.12). Given that garnet and
amphibole readily retain HREE in a refractory residuum (Green 1980), such elevated HREE in the
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Maori Saddle Granite precludes garnet and amphibole within its source rocks. Within the Maori
Saddle Granite, there is a weak negative Eu anomaly with (Eu/Eu*) N 0.79 (figure 3.12). During
the fractionation of plagioclase, Eu is able to substitute for Ca in the atomic configuration of
plagioclase; therefore, plagioclase fractionation removes Eu from the partial melt (Green 1980).
With only slight depletion of Eu within the Maori Saddle Granite, any cumulate produced by prior
fractionation must comprise only a minor plagioclase component.

Figure 3.12: REE plot showing the REE signature of the Maori Saddle Granite. REE concentrations are
normalised to chondrite (after Sun and McDonough 1989). Where represented by a gap in the trace
element signature, the concentration of that element was below the limit of detection.

On a multi-element variation diagram normalised against primordial mantle (McDonough and
Sun 1995), the Maori Saddle Granite is enriched in large ion lithophile elements (LILE) and
depleted in high field strength elements (HFSE) (figure 3.13). As illustrated by figure 3.13, the
trace element signature of the Maori Saddle Granite features pronounced negative Ba, Nb, Ta, Sr,
Eu, and Ti anomalies and positive Rb, K, Th, U, and Pb anomalies. Negative anomalies indicate
the removal of elements from the partial melt by the fractionation of mineral phases during the
evolution of the magma; however, many of the pronounced anomalies exhibited by the Maori
Saddle Granite are also exhibited by the Greenland Group (figure 3.13). Given that Greenland
Group/high-grade paragneisses composed the metasedimentary crustal source components of
Paleozoic S-type magmatism in the Western Province (Muir et al. 1996a; Tulloch et al. 2009);
such anomalies exhibited by the S-type Maori Saddle Granite are likely inherited from source
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rocks that are the high-grade equivalent of the Greenland Group: the Cattle Track Gneiss.
Relative to the average Greenland Group composition, the Maori Saddle Granite is very weakly
enriched in LILE and weakly depleted in HFSE (figure 3.13). Assuming an initial composition
similar to that of average Greenland Group, such LILE enrichment and HFSE depletion implies
that the Maori Saddle Granite did undergo some degree of fractionation, albeit minor.

Figure 3.13: Multi-element variation diagram showing the trace element composition of the Maori Saddle
Granite compared to that of Greenland Group rocks from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Trace
element concentrations have been normalised against primordial mantle, after McDonough and Sun
(1995).

On a multi-element variation diagram normalised against mid ocean ridge basalt (MORB)
(Sun and McDonough 1989), the Maori Saddle Granite, again, exhibits a trace element signature
that is broadly similar to average Greenland Group: enriched in incompatible HFSE and LREE
and depleted in less incompatible HFSE and HREE, with pronounced negative Nb Ta, P, and Ti
anomalies (figure 3.14). In detail, relative to average Greenland Group the Maori Saddle Granite
is slightly depleted in Ti and HREE and features a significantly stronger negative P anomaly.
Assuming an initial composition similar to that of average Greenland Group, the depleted P, Ti,
and HREE concentrations within the Maori Saddle Granite suggest prior fractionation of apatite
(P), and minor ilmenite/rutile (Ti) and garnet/amphibole (HREE) fractionation.
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Figure 3.14: MORB-normalised multi-element variation diagram showing the trace element signature for
the Maori Saddle Granite compared to that of Greenland Group rocks from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region. Normalising data from Sun and McDonough (1989). Gaps in the trace element signature indicate
where element concentrations were below the limit of detection.

Given the concentrations of the trace elements Rb, Nb, and Y, inferences can be made
regarding the tectonic setting in which the Maori Saddle Granite was generated using three
separate discrimination diagrams (figure 3.15) (Pearce et al.1984). On a plot of Nb against Y the
Maori Saddle Granite falls within the syn-collision granite (syn-COLG) + volcanic arc granite
(VAG) field, indicating generation in either a continental collision, post-orogenic uplift/collapse,
oceanic island arc, or at an active continental margin (Pearce et al. 1984). In order to distinguish
between a VAG and syn-COLG tectonic setting for the Maori Saddle Granite, a plot of Rb against
Y+Nb has been used. On this diagram the Maori Saddle Granite falls on the boundary between
the VAG and syn-COLG fields; however, on a plot of Rb against SiO2, the Maori Saddle Granite
falls within the syn-COLG field and therefore, is likely to be associated with either a continental
collision or post-orogenic collapse/uplift.
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Figure 3.15: Tectonic discrimination diagrams after Pearce et al. (1984), showing the Maori Saddle
Granite plotting within the syn-COLG + VAG field (A), on the boundary between the syn-COLG and
VAG fields (B), and within the syn-COLG field (C). Thus, indicating that the Maori Saddle Granite was
emplaced during continental collision or post-orogenic collapse/uplift. Karamea Granitoid plutonic suites
from Tulloch et al. (2009) have been included for comparison.

3.2.5 Geochronology
3.2.5.1 Methods
A large sample of Maori Saddle Granite was collected from the headwaters of the Waita
River, near Maori Saddle. This sample was subjected to the heavy mineral separation, CL
imaging, and U-Pb radiometric dating processes described in Chapter 2.3.6.1. In total, 100
individual zircon grains were separated and mounted in a polished epoxy briquette. CL images
were obtained of all zircon grains and used to locate LA-ICP-MS spot analyses (see Appendix 4).
Of the 100 zircon grains mounted, 38 ages were determined from 22 separate zircon grains. LAICP-MS spot analyses were located at the rims and/or cores of the zircon grains, thus enabling the
age of Maori Saddle Granite magmatism to be determined, as well as ages of prior thermal events
inherited by the zircon grains.
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3.2.5.2 Results
The 100 individual zircon grains mounted in the polished epoxy briquette vary in size between
50 μm and 250 μm, with several of the grains consisting of fragments of larger grains that were
broken during the crushing and sieving process. Many of the zircon grains from the Maori Saddle
Granite are euhedral (more so than those from the Cattle Track Gneiss); however, rounded zircon
grains are also common. CL imaging of the Maori Saddle Granite zircons revealed that most
grains possess inherited rounded and/or broken cores, encased by successive oscillatory zoned
rims, the latter an indication of a magmatic origin (figure 3.16).
The 38 separate U-Pb zircon ages display considerable variation, ranging between 346 Ma and
2979 Ma. Within this range, a group of 6 zircon grains comprise the youngest population of
concordant ages and plot in a tight cluster on a conventional concordia diagram (figure 3.17).
When combined, the individual ages of this population form a Gaussian distribution for which the
average age is 384 ± 3.5 Ma (with an MSWD of 0.88). On a cumulative-probability diagram
showing the entire Maori Saddle Granite age spectrum, this population forms the youngest
significant peak (figure 3.18). Given that all of these ages were determined from analyses of
magmatically zoned rims, the age of this population is considered to be the magmatic age of the
Maori Saddle Granite.

Figure 3.16: CL image of a selection of zircon grains separated from the Maori Saddle Granite for U-Pb
zircon dating.
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Figure 3.17: Conventional concordia diagram showing the 6 individual concordant ages, with error, (grey
semi-transparent ellipses) for the youngest population of zircon grains from the Maori Saddle Granite.
The opaque black ellipse represents the average age of this population, which has been taken as the
crystallisation age for the Maori Saddle Granite.

Figure 3.18: Cumulative probability diagram showing U-Pb zircon ages determined for rim and core
portions of zircon grains separated from the Maori Saddle Granite. The youngest substantial peak on this
diagram, at 384 Ma, is formed by a population of 6 individual grains and has been taken as the
crystallisation age of the Maori Saddle Granite. Older peaks on this age spectrum are inherited ages that
were determined from zircon grain cores. Note that the inherited ages on this age spectrum form similar
peaks to age spectra for the Greenland Group and Cattle Track Gneiss, with peaks at 450-500 Ma, 8001200 Ma, 1500-1600 Ma, and a smaller peak at ~3000 Ma (Ireland 1992; Gibson and Ireland 1996; Ireland
and Gibson 1998).
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As evident in figure 3.16, the majority of zircon grains within the Maori Saddle Granite
possess inherited zircon cores. Many of the individual ages determined for Maori Saddle Granite
zircons were ascertained from analyses of such inherited cores and therefore, are also inherited.
On a cumulative probability diagram showing the U-Pb zircon age spectrum of the Maori Saddle
Granite, populations of inherited ages form significant peaks at 450-500 Ma, 800-1200 Ma, and
minor peaks and individual ages between 1500 Ma and 2980 Ma (figure 3.18). Such inherited age
peaks resemble those of detrital zircons from the Cattle Track Gneiss (see Chapter 2.3.6.2) and the
Greenland Group (Ireland 1992; Gibson and Ireland 1996; Ireland and Gibson 1998). This
suggests that zircon grains within the Maori Saddle Granite were incorporated into the magma as
a consequence of partial melting of Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss source rocks and by the
assimilation of Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss country rock xenoliths.

3.2.6 Discussion
Bartlett (1993) was the first to map the Maori Saddle Granite within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region. Considering the outcrop area of Maori Saddle Granite is small, it seems likely that
the Maori Saddle Granite composes only a small proportion of the basement in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region. However, the initial size of the pluton cannot be determined. Exposed in
the headwaters of the Waita River (GR: 092034) a mylonitic shear zone that post-dates the Maori
Saddle Granite can be seen truncating the intrusion. At this outcrop the Maori Saddle Granite
exists as the hanging-wall to the mylonitic shear zone. Given a normal sense of shear (hangingwall down) (figure 3.4), displacement along this mylonitic shear zone has resulted in uplift of the
portion of Maori Saddle Granite which existed within the footwall. Consequently, this portion of
Maori Saddle Granite has since been removed by erosion.
Bartlett (1993) analysed the Maori Saddle Granite geochemically and determined a
granodiorite classification; however, such analyses included samples of Cattle Track Gneiss,
which has since been established as a separate unit (see Chapter 2.3). Therefore, the granodiorite
classification determined by Bartlett (1993) does not represent the Maori Saddle Granite, which
has a granite or monzogranite composition.
Given the S-type, peraluminous, calc-alkaline rock series geochemical characteristics of the
Maori Saddle Granite, geochemically, the Maori Saddle Granite is comparable with the S-type
Karamea and Ridge suites of the Karamea Granitoids (Muir et al. 1996a; Tulloch et al. 2009) and
S-type granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt (White and Chappell 1983). According to Muir et al.
(1996a) and Tulloch et al. (2009), S-type Karamea Granitoid magmatism was generated by the
binary mixing of mantle-like and evolved (meta)sedimentary end-members, modelled as the
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Riwaka Complex and Greenland Group, respectively. With a primordial mantle- and MORBnormalised trace element signature that is remarkably similar to that of average Greenland Group
from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region (figures 3.13 and 3.14), combined with an abundance of
inherited zircon that yields a U-Pb zircon age spectrum similar to the Greenland Group and Cattle
Track Gneiss (figure 3.18), a Greenland Group and/or Cattle Track Gneiss origin for the evolved
metasedimentary crustal source component of the Maori Saddle Granite seems likely. For these
same reasons, it appears as though a very high proportion of the Maori Saddle Granite was
derived from Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss crustal material. Using Sr and Nd isotopic
ratios (not available for the Maori Saddle Granite), Muir et al. (1996a) showed that Paleozoic
Karamea Granitoids can contain up to 85% crustal material (Dunphy Granite, sample RNZ199,
possesses an εNd (375 Ma) value of -7.2 and an initial
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Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.71931).

Such

proportions of crustal material are similar to those estimated for S-type granitoids of the Lachlan
Fold Belt, by Collins (1996).
Based on a population of six individual U-Pb zircon ages determined from rim portions of
zircon grains extracted from the Maori Saddle Granite, a crystallisation age of 384 ± 3.5 Ma has
been determined (figure 3.17). This age indicates that the Maori Saddle Granite was emplaced ~8
Ma prior to the oldest known Karamea Granitoids pluton, the 376 Ma Kakapotahi Granite
(Tulloch et al. 2009). Despite being situated in close proximity to plutonic rocks of the Karamea
Granitoids, the timing of Maori Saddle Granite emplacement best correlates with the once
contiguous S-type granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt in Eastern Tasmania, which temporally
overlap with the earliest Karamea Granitoid plutons (Black et al. 2005; Tulloch et al. 2009)
(figure 3.19).
Prior to the separation of Gondwana, I-, S-, and A-type plutonic rocks of the Karamea
Granitoids in New Zealand, the Lachlan and New England fold belts in Eastern Australia, and in
North Victoria Land and Marie Byrd Land in Antarctica once formed a contiguous belt that
extended along the paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana (figure 3.20) (Tulloch et al. 2009 and
references therein).

Plutonic rocks of this extensive magmatic belt were emplaced semi-

continuously over a period of ~150 Ma (figure 3.19) (Tulloch et al. 2009 and references therein).
Over time, there was a general shift in the locus of magmatism towards the east, although
significant local reversal did occur (Black et al. 2005; Tulloch et al. 2009). In addition to a
general eastward younging, plutonic rocks of the Lachlan Fold Belt, Karamea Granitoids, and
New England Fold Belt also exhibit a general eastward increase in Na 2O and Sr concentrations
(Tulloch et al. 2009 and references therein). According to Tulloch et al. (2009), based on
geochemical and geochronological evidence, there is a strong correlation between the Karamea
Granitoids’ Karamea Suite (possibly also the Paringa Suite) and plutonic rocks of the Lachlan
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Fold Belt’s Melbourne Terrane. Likewise, the Ridge, Tobin, and Foulwind suites of the Karamea
Granitoids correlate with plutonic rocks of the New England Fold Belt (Tulloch et al. 2009).
Considering its age and less sodic composition, the Maori Saddle Granite differs from the plutonic
suites of the Karamea Granitoids in that it best correlates with plutonic rocks in Eastern Tasmania
(Black et al. 2005).

Figure 3.19: Time-space plot showing the age relationships between the Maori Saddle Granite in the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region, plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids elsewhere in New Zealand, and
plutonic rocks of the Lachlan and New England fold belts in Eastern Australia (after Tulloch et al. 2009
and references therein). The ± 3.5 Ma of error for the Maori Saddle Granite U-Pb zircon age is
represented by a light-pink rectangle with dashed borders. Karamea 1 is the dominant phase of 376-368
Ma Karamea Suite plutonism, during which the bulk of the Karamea Suite was emplaced.
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After reconstruction of the South Island of New Zealand along the Alpine Fault, it is apparent that
the Maori Saddle Granite was emplaced at the western edge of the Karamea Granitoids. As
shown by the 280 Ma reconstruction of the paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana in figure 3.20, Iand S-type plutons in Eastern Tasmania were also emplaced along the western margin of the
Karamea Granitoids/Melbourne Terrane. Hence, there is also a spatial correlation between the
Maori Saddle Granite and plutonic rocks of Eastern Tasmania.
Mid-Paleozoic magmatism that produced I-, S-, and A-type plutonic rocks in New Zealand,
Eastern Australia, and Antarctica was generated as a consequence of oblique tectonic convergence
at the East Gondwanan continental margin (Tulloch et al. 2009 and references therein).
According to Tulloch et al. (2009), in New Zealand at 370-368 Ma the bulk of the S-type
Karamea Suite was emplaced within East Gondwanan crust during a period of lithospheric
extension that was invoked by slab rollback/abandonment or a one-off delamination event.
Extension by such processes enabled asthenospheric mantle to come into contact with, and induce
partial melting of, pre-heated continental crust, producing voluminous S-type Karamea Suite
plutonism (Tulloch et al. 2009). Given that this process requires the continental crust to be preheated, Tulloch et al. (2009) suggests that prior to such lithospheric extension, the East
Gondwanan margin experienced compression and crustal thickening. In Eastern Australia, at 380385 Ma, widespread compression and crustal thickening associated with the Tabberabbean
Orogeny resulted in the amalgamation of the Whitelaw and Benambran terranes (Glen 2005).
Potentially, this crustal thickening may be responsible for inducing melting of over-thickened
mafic lower crust to produce I-type magmatism and providing early heat flux to the source region
of the Karamea Granitoids/Melbourne Terrane (Tulloch et al. 2009). Given that the timing of
such crustal thickening coincides with the age of the Maori Saddle Granite and that tectonic
discrimination of the Maori Saddle Granite implies magma generation in a continental collision or
post-orogenic collapse/uplift tectonic environment (figure 3.15), it is suggested here that the Stype Maori Saddle Granite was generated by the melting of continental crust, possibly by
interaction with a small component of mafic I-type magma, in response to early heat flux
generated by the 380-385 Ma crustal thickening (correlative with the Tabberabbean Orogeny) that
preceded the bulk of Karamea Suite magmatism.
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Figure 3.20: 280 Ma reconstruction of the East Gondwanan margin showing the distribution of I-, S-, and
A-type plutonic rocks within the Lachlan Fold Belt (LFB), New England Fold Belt (NEFB), North
Victoria Land (NVT), Marie Byrd Land, and New Zealand, after Tulloch et al. (2009). KG – Karamea
Granitoids, MT – Melbourne Terrane, and GF – Govenor fault. I-type 340 Ma magmatism is the only
event recognised in both the Lachlan and New England fold belts, in New Zealand, and in Marie Byrd
Land (blue dotted line) (Tulloch et al. 2009 and references therein). Note that the 384 Ma S-type Maori
Saddle Granite is situated at the southwestern limit of the Karamea Granitoids. No >380 Ma I-type
plutons are known to exist in the area; however, the 368 Ma I-type Paringa Granite is situated nearby
(Tulloch et al. 2009).
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The Maori Saddle Granite in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is of broadly similar age and
geochemical composition to other Mid-Paleozoic plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids.
Likewise, it is situated in relative close proximity to Karamea Granitoid plutons and was
generated by the same regional, convergent-margin, tectonic processes; however, in detail, the
Maori Saddle Granite is ~8 Ma older than the oldest Karamea Granitoid pluton and possesses
subtle geochemical differences, which, together, distinguish it as separate from the plutonic suites
constituting the Karamea Granitoids. Therefore, the Maori Saddle Granite should be incorporated
as part of the Karamea Granitoids, but recognised as separate from the plutonic suites defined by
Tulloch et al. (2009).

3.3 Whakapohai Granite
3.3.1 Introduction
The geological maps that were published prior to this research including the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region (Wellman 1955; Mutch and McKellar 1964), fail to indicate the existence of the
Whakapohai Granite. Therefore, this is the first report on the existence of the Whakapohai
Granite. Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the most substantial exposure of this granite
lithology was discovered within the Whakapohai River; hence the name Whakapohai Granite.
Samples were collected from this outcrop and from Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes that
outcrop nearby. Such samples were subjected to petrographic and/or geochemical analyses.
Here, the results of such analyses are presented and their significance discussed.

3.3.2 Occurrence and Description
Exposure of the Whakapohai Granite in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is shown on the
accompanying geological map. In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region the Whakapohai Granite
outcrops as an intrusive stock and as several pegmatite dykes. The Whakapohai Granite stock
outcrops within the main channel of the Whakapohai River, where the river exits an impassable
gorge (GR: 102076). At this location there is over 100 m of continuous outcrop of medium- to
coarse-grained, massive, leucocratic granite dominated by quartz, feldspar, and muscovite mica
(figure 3.21). Of the in situ outcrop and numerous float boulders observed, no xenoliths are
present within the Whakapohai Granite stock. Considering in situ Greenland Group outcrops in
close proximity upstream and downstream of the Whakapohai Granite stock (GR: 119071 and
GR: 100076) and there is no evidence for a major structure between the two lithologies, it appears
that the Whakapohai Granite intruded into the Greenland Group. Although only the western
contact was located in the field, the Whakapohai Granite stock has been inferred to occur within
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the Whakapohai River for another 500-700 m upstream of GR: 102076. Such deductions have
been made based on a subtle change in the topography, which is apparent on topographic maps
and aerial photographs. At the impassable gorge the topography associated with the Whakapohai
Granite is characterised by very steep faces with few broad and shallow gullies; whereas the
surrounding Greenland Group is characterised by topography with slightly less steep faces and a
multitude of incised gullies and narrow ridges. This variation in topography appears to reflect a
difference in resistance to erosion.

Figure 3.21: Outcrop of the Whakapohai Granite stock at an impassable gorge on the Whakapohai River.
All large float boulders and the walls of the gorge are composed of Whakapohai Granite. The circled
person is for scale.

Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, pegmatite dykes of Whakapohai Granite frequently
crop out east of Monro Mistake. These pegmatite dykes are leucocratic, coarse to very-coarse
grained, and are predominantly composed of quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase, and coarse platy
muscovite. The size of such pegmatite dykes is highly variable, ranging from 10 cm to >10 m
wide. These pegmatite dykes do not appear to favour any particular orientation and crosscut both
the bedding and foliation within the Greenland Group.

With increasing proximity to the

Whakapohai Granite stock, pegmatite dykes of Whakapohai Granite become progressively more
abundant. This suggests that the Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes were derived from the
Whakapohai Granite stock.
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3.3.3 Petrography
Both stock and pegmatite dyke samples have been analysed petrographically. In thin-section,
the sample of Whakapohai Granite stock OU81592, features a medium- to coarse- grain-size, with
a mineralogy comprising quartz (~35 %), K-feldspar (~25 %), plagioclase (~20 %), muscovite
(~15 %), and accessory apatite ± titanite ± garnet ± magnetite ± pyrite (<5 %) (figure 3.22). The
Whakapohai Granite exhibits a hypidiomorphic texture, with all of the main constituent minerals
possessing anhedral or subhedral crystal forms. Post-crystallisation structural deformation of the
Whakapohai Granite is evident, with many K-feldspar and plagioclase crystals being kinked
and/or fractured and with undulose extinction common within quartz crystals. Of particular note
is the absence of zircon and monazite in Whakapohai Granite thin-sections. After the separation
of heavy minerals from >20 cm3 of sample using the methods described in Chapter 2.3.6.1,
neither zircon nor monazite were present in the heavy separate.

As a consequence, the

Whakapohai Granite could not be dated directly or indirectly using U-Pb zircon dating methods.
Thin-sections of Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes exhibit mineralogies composed of
variable proportions of quartz (~10-25 %), K-feldspar (~65-25 %), plagioclase (~10-25 %),
muscovite (~5-15 %), carbonate (~5-10 %), and accessory apatite ± titanite ± garnet ± magnetite ±
pyrite (<5%) (figure 3.23). The main constituent crystals are anhedral or subhedral and together
form a hypidiomorphic texture. The grain size of these pegmatite dykes is highly variable with
individual crystals ranging from 0.5 mm to >20 mm. Frequently, constituent crystal exhibit
kinking and/or fracturing with much of the quartz displaying undulose extinction. Fractures that
crosscut constituent minerals within the pegmatite dykes are often infilled with carbonate. It
remains unclear whether this carbonate precipitated from magmatic fluids at the final stages of
crystallisation or whether it is a weathering product that precipitated from fluids that permeated
through the rock subsequent to pegmatite emplacement.
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Figure 3.22: Photomicrographs of the Whakapohai Granite sample OU81592, which was collected from
the granite stock located at an impassable gorge in the Whakapohai River (GR: 102076). Images A and B
are in plane-polarised light and cross-polarised light, respectively. Scale bars are included.
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Figure 3.23: Photomicrographs of Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes from Diamond Gully, in the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. A and B are of OU81589, which outcrops at GR: 095071. C and D are of
OU81591, which outcrops at GR: 095070. A and C are in plane-polarised, whereas B and C are in crosspolarised light. Scale bars are included.

3.3.4 Geochemistry
The major and trace element geochemistry of the Whakapohai Granite has been determined
from a sample of Whakapohai Granite (OU81592) that was collected from the granite stock that
outcrops at the impassable gorge in the Whakapohai River (GR: 102076). This sample was large
(>8000 cm3) and consisted of completely fresh, coarse-grained, leucocratic granite that was free
of xenoliths and typical of the Whakapohai Granite stock. Given that Whakapohai Granite
pegmatite dykes are derived from the Whakapohai Granite stock, the sample analysed is
considered here, a fair representation of the Whakapohai Granite as a whole. The concentrations
of major and trace elements within this sample of Whakapohai Granite were measured by XRF
and LA-ICP-MS using the same equipment and techniques as described in Chapter 2.2.4.1.
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Within the Whakapohai Granite, SiO2 exists in very high concentrations (75.12 wt%) and is
the dominant major oxide. Al2O3 concentrations are also significant, forming 14.35 wt% of the
rock. Fe2O3 and MgO occur in very low concentrations, 0.86 wt% and 0.19 wt%, respectively,
which is consistent with a general lack of mafic minerals. Concentrations of K 2O and Na2O
within the Whakapohai Granite are also significant, comprising 5.27 wt% and 2.49 wt%,
respectively. CaO (0.69 wt%) is a minor constituent of the Whakapohai Granite, as are TiO 2
(0.05 wt%), MnO (0.02 wt%), and P2O5 (0.14 wt%). With this major element geochemistry, the
Whakapohai Granite plots within the granite field on a Na 2O + K2O versus SiO2 plutonic rock
classification diagram (figure 3.24).

With CIPW-normative proportions (Kelsey 1965) of

constituent minerals within the Whakapohai Granite (see Appendix 2), a monzogranite
classification has been determined using the IUGS plutonic rock classification Q-A-P diagram (Le
Bas and Streckeisen 1991) (figure 3.25). On an An-Ab-Or diagram, the normative proportions of
anorthite, albite, and orthoclase indicate a granite classification for the Whakapohai Granite
(figure 3.26). Based on these three separate plutonic rock classification schemes, the Whakapohai
Granite has been classified as granite or monzogranite.

Figure 3.24: Na2O + K2O versus SiO2 plutonic rock classification scheme showing the Whakapohai
Granite plotting within the granite field. Classifications of Karamea Granitoid plutons have been
included for comparison, using geochemical data from Tulloch et al. (2009).
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Figure 3.25: IUGS plutonic rock Q-A-P classification diagram (after Le Bas and Streckeisen 1991)
showing the CIPW-normalised Whakapohai Granite, plotting within the monzogranite sub-field of the
granite field. Classifications of Karamea Granitoid plutons have been included for comparison, using
data from Tulloch et al. (2009).
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Figure 3.26: Plutonic rock An-Ab-Or classification diagram (after O’Connor 1965) showing the
Whakapohai Granite plotting within the granite field. Classifications of Karamea Granitoid plutonic
rocks have been included for comparison, using data from Tulloch et al. (2009).

Within the Whakapohai Granite the concentration of K2O is in excess of Na2O. Consequently,
using the I/S -type classification diagram of White and Chappell (1983), the Whakapohai Granite
has been classified as S-type granite (figure 3.27). An S-type classification for the Whakapohai
Granite indicates that it was derived from the partial melting of a metasedimentary/sedimentary
crustal source (Chappell and White 1974; White and Chappell 1983). Given that the Whakapohai
Granite is geochemically similar to S-type plutons of the Karamea Granitoids (see below); such
crustal source rocks likely consisted of Greenland Group or Cattle Track Gneiss (Muir et al.
1996a; Tulloch et al. 2009). Within the Whakapohai Granite the concentration of Al 2O3 exceeds
that of CaO, Na2O, and K2O combined, giving rise to an ASI value of 1.4. With an ASI value of
1.4, the Whakapohai Granite is strongly peraluminous (figure 3.28). As shown by figure 3.29, the
ratio of Na2O+K2O-CaO to SiO2 within the Whakapohai Granite plots the Whakapohai Granite
within the range of the calc-alkaline rock series (Frost et al. 2001).
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Figure 3.27: Na2O versus K2O I/S-type classification diagram (after White and Chappell 1983) showing
the Whakapohai Granite plotting within the S-type field. I- and S-type plutonic suites of the Karamea
Granitoids have been included for comparison, using geochemical data from Tulloch et al. (2009).

Figure 3.28: Ternary ASI diagram showing the Maori Saddle Granite plotting within the peraluminous
field. Karamea Granitoid plutonic suites from Tulloch et al. (2009) have been included for comparison.
CaO* = [CaO] – 1.67x[P2O5].
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Figure 3.29: Plot of Na2O + K2O – CaO against SiO2 showing the approximate ranges for the alkalic,
alkali-calcic, calc-alkalic, and calcic rock series (after Frost et al 2001). The Whakapohai Granite plots
within the range for the calc-alkalic rocks series. Plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids have also
been plotted for comparison, using data from Tulloch et al. (2009). Refer to the caption of figure 3.10 for
details regarding the shaded areas.

The Whakapohai Granite possesses S-type, peraluminous, calc-alkaline geochemical
characteristics and therefore, is comparable to the S-type Karamea and Ridge suites of the
Karamea Granitoids, S-type granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt, and, without an age to constrain
the timing of Whakapohai Granite magmatism, the Cretaceous S-type granitoids of the Rahu Suite
(White and Chappell 1983; Muir et al. 1996a; Waight et al. 1998a, b; Tulloch et al. 2009). Such
S-type plutonic rocks can be further distinguished from one another based on subtle geochemical
differences (White and Chappell 1983; Waight et al. 1998b; Tulloch et al. 2009).

When

compared to these groups of S-type plutonic rocks, the Whakapohai Granite is geochemically
most similar to the Karamea Suite. On the selected Harker diagrams distinguishing between the
Karamea Suite, Ridge Suite, Rahu Suite (figure 3.30a, b, c, and d), and S-type granitoids of the
Lachlan Fold Belt (figure 3.30d), the Whakapohai Granite consistently plots within or at the edges
of the typical ranges for Karamea Suite plutons. Therefore, the Whakapohai Granite is most
likely affiliated with plutonic rocks of the Karamea Suite.
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Figure 3.30: Selected Harker diagrams comparing the Whakapohai Granite to the S-type Karamea and
Ridge suites of the Karamea Granitoids, S-type granitoids of the Lachlan Fold Belt (D only), and the Stype granitoids of the Cretaceous aged Hohonu Batholith (Rahu Suite), after Tulloch et al. (2009) with
additional data from White and Chappell (1983) and Waight et al. (1998b). Note that the Whakapohai
Granite consistently plots within or at the edges of the typical ranges for the Karamea Suite, suggesting
affiliation with Karamea Suite plutons.

The REE signature of the Whakapohai Granite is characterised by weakly enriched LREE and
elevated HREE. On a chondrite-normalised REE diagram, using normalising values of Sun and
McDonough (1989), this REE signature gives rise to a gently sloping dish-shaped, concaveupward pattern that flattens toward the HREE end of the spectrum (figure 3.31). Such elevated
HREE concentrations within the Whakapohai Granite indicate that garnet and amphibole were
absent/sparse within the source rocks (Green 1980). Within the Whakapohai Granite, Eu is
depleted, giving rise to a moderate Eu anomaly of (Eu/Eu*) N 0.32 (figure 3.31). Such Eu
depletion indicates that the Whakapohai Granite underwent significant prior plagioclase
fractionation (Green 1980).
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Figure 3.31: REE plot showing the REE signature of the Whakapohai Granite. REE concentrations
have been normalised to chondrite, using normalising data from Sun and McDonough 1989)

On a multi-element variation diagram normalised to primordial mantle (McDonough and Sun
1995), the Whakapohai Granite is enriched in LILE and depleted in HFSE and features
pronounced negative Ba, Th, Nb, Ta, La, Ce, Sr, Eu, and Ti anomalies, as well as pronounced
positive Cs, Rb, U, K, and Pb anomalies (figure 3.32). Given that the S-type Whakapohai Granite
is likely derived from significant proportions of Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss crustal
source rocks, its initial trace element composition would have been similar to that of the
Greenland Group. Thus, anomalous Ba, Nb, Ta, Sr, Eu, Ti, Cs, Rb, K, and Pb concentrations
within the Whakapohai Granite are, in some part, likely inherited from its crustal source rocks.
During the evolution of a partial melt, minerals that fractionate selectively remove elements from
the melt causing such elements to become depleted. With greater degrees of fractionation, the
more depleted such elements become. Conversely, elements that are incompatible become more
enriched.

Therefore, assuming an initial trace element signature similar to that of average

Greenland Group, the much more pronounced negative Ba, Sr, Eu, and Ti, and positive U and Pb
anomalies within the trace element signature of the Whakapohai Granite, as well as strongly
depleted La and Ce, and general depletion of HFSE, indicates that the Whakapohai Granite is
strongly fractionated (figure 3.32).
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Figure 3.32: Multi-element variation diagrams showing the trace element composition of the Whakapohai
Granite compared to that of Greenland Group rocks from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All trace
element compositions have been normalised against primordial mantle using data from McDonough and
Sun (1995).

When compared to the Karamea Suite on a shortened primordial mantle-normalised
(McDonough and Sun 1995) multi-element variation diagram, after Muir et al. (1996a), the trace
element signature of the Whakapohai Granite is typical of Karamea Suite plutons: enriched in
LILE and depleted in HFSE, with negative Ba, Nb, Sr, and Ti ± Th anomalies, and positive Rb
and K ± Th, and U anomalies (figure 3.33). Relative to individual constituent plutons of the
Karamea Suite, the Whakapohai Granite is geochemically most similar to the Dunphy Granite
(RNZ199; Muir et al. 1996a) and the Kakapotahi Granite (P52283; Tulloch et al. 2009). Based
on the more pronounced Ba, U, K, Nb, Sr, and Ti anomalies, and generally more depleted HFSE
concentration, the Whakapohai Granite, like the Dunphy and Kakapotahi granites, constitutes one
of the most fractionated plutons of the Karamea Suite (Muir et al. 1996a; Tulloch et al. 2009).
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Figure 3.33: Shortened multi-element variation diagram comparing the Whakapohai Granite to S-type
granitoids of the Karamea Suite, after Muir et al. (1996a). Geochemical data for the Karamea Suite is
from Muir et al. (1996a) and Tulloch et al. (2009). Gaps in the trace element signature indicate where
element concentrations were unavailable. All data is normalised to primordial mantle using data from
McDonough and Sun (1995).

On a MORB-normalised multi-element variation diagram, using normalising data from Sun
and McDonough (1989), the Whakapohai Granite is characterised by weakly enriched
incompatible HFSE and LREE, and depleted less incompatible HFSE and HREE, with a weak
negative P anomaly, moderate negative Ta, Nb, Zr, and HREE anomalies, and a strong negative
Ti anomaly (figure 3.34). Relative to average Greenland Group, the Whakapohai Granite is
moderately- to strongly- depleted in all elements but Th, Ta, Nb, and P. Assuming an initial
composition similar to that of average Greenland Group, the trace element signature of the
Whakapohai Granite is consistent with it being strongly fractionated; however, only minor prior
fractionation of minerals containing Th, Ta, Nb, and P is evident. Depleted Zr within the
Whakapohai Granite suggests significant prior zircon fractionation and is consistent with a lack of
zircon in thin-section and within the heavy mineral separate. A strong negative Ti anomaly
suggests significant prior ilmenite/rutile fractionation; whereas HREE depletion is indicative of
garnet/amphibole fractionation.
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Figure 3.34: MORB-normalised multi-element variation diagram showing the trace element signature of
the Whakapohai Granite compared to that of Greenland Group rocks from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region. Normalising data from Sun and McDonough (1989).

Given the measured concentrations of Rb, Nb, and Y within the Whakapohai Granite, the
tectonic setting in which Whakapohai Granite magmatism was generated can be determined using
the tectonic discrimination diagrams from Pearce et al. (1984) (figure 3.35). Due to depleted Nb
and Y concentrations, the Whakapohai Granite plots well within the syn-COLG + VAG field on
figure 3.35a. With enriched Rb, the Whakapohai Granite plots within the syn-COLG fields in
both figures 3.35b and c. Therefore, Whakapohai Granite magmatism was most likely generated
during continental collision or post-orogenic collapse/uplift. A syn-COLG tectonic environment
for the generation of Whakapohai Granite magmatism is consistent with it being associated with
the Karamea Suite, which was generated during post-orogenic lithospheric extension following
the Tabberabbean Orogeny (Tulloch et al. 2009).
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Figure 3.35: Tectonic discrimination diagrams after Pearce et al. (1984), showing the Whakapohai
Granite plotting within the syn-COLG + VAG (A) and syn-COLG fields (B and C), indicating that it was
emplaced during continental collision or post-orogenic collapse/uplift. Plutonic suites of the Karamea
Granitoids have been included for comparison, using data from Tulloch et al. (2009).

3.3.5 Discussion
Exposed midway up the Whakapohai River as a granite stock and throughout eastern portions
of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region as pegmatite dykes, the Whakapohai Granite is a significant
component of the basement geology in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Although the inferred
exposed extent of the Whakapohai Granite indicates that it is a small pluton, pegmatite dykes that
outcrop >2 km away from the main Whakapohai Granite stock suggest that it is more extensive at
depth. Alternatively, the more distal pegmatite dykes may be associated with additional plutons
that remain concealed; hence, the Whakapohai Granite may be one of several plutons that
intruded the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
Throughout the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the majority of the metasedimentary
Greenland Group basement rocks have been contact metamorphosed (see Chapter 2.2). Within
the Buller Terrane, plutonic rocks that are hosted within Greenland Group metasediments are
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often accompanied by contact aureoles (Wellman 1955; Roser and Nathan 1997); however, such
contact aureoles are typically restricted to within 2 km of the pluton (Roser and Nathan 1997).
Although the Whakapohai Granite is the only pluton exposed in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region that exhibits an association with contact metamorphism (figure 3.36); hornfelsed
Greenland Group metasediments crop out up to ~7.5 km away from the exposed Whakapohai
Granite stock in the Whakapohai River (e.g. OU81571; GR: 039038). In order to account for
such widespread contact metamorphism, there are two possibilities: 1) the subsurface extent of the
Whakapohai Granite stock is approximately an order of magnitude greater than what is exposed at
the surface and much of the widespread hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region form a <2 km thick roof to the Whakapohai Granite stock; or 2) the
Whakapohai Granite is one of a several plutons to intrude the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and,
the Maori Saddle Granite aside, is the only pluton exposed (figure 3.37).

Figure 3.36: Intensely hornfelsed Greenland Group (HGG) in contact with Whakapohai Granite
pegmatite dykes (WGPD). Note that the speckled appearance of the hornfelsed Greenland Group is due
to reflective surfaces of coarse-grained randomly orientated biotite crystals. Rocks in the lower half of the
image are distorted as a consequence of being submerged in water.
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Figure 3.37: Diagrammatic cross sections illustrating two ways in which plutonic rocks and their associated contact aureoles may be distributed at depth within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, subsequent to uplift along the major Cenozoic
fault zones. A) The Whakapohai Granite is very extensive at depth and underlies a large portion of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, within 2 km of the surface. Hence, the Whakapohai Granite is solely responsible for widespread contact
metamorphism. B) The Whakapohai Granite is one of a group of plutons that were emplaced within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, which, together, caused widespread contact metamorphism of the Greenland Group. Due to greater
degrees of uplift southeast of the Diamond Fault, the Whakapohai Granite is exposed, whereas all other plutons remain concealed. Note that in A, hornfelsed Greenland Group extends up to 2 km from the large Whakapohai Granite pluton;
whereas in B, hornfelsed Greenland Group only extends up to 1 km from the smaller plutons.
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The geology of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is segmented into four separate northeastsouthwest trending fault slices that are separated by major Cenozoic fault zones (see
accompanying geological map and Chapter 5.3.3). Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region,
outcrop of the Whakapohai Granite is restricted to the fault slice bound to the southeast by the
Wrong Fault and to the northwest by the Diamond Fault (see accompanying geological map). It is
only because of greater amounts of uplift of this fault slice (see Chapter 5.3.3) and/or that this is
where the Whakapohai Granite was emplaced at its shallowest, that the Whakapohai Granite has
become exposed. It is possible that the Whakapohai Granite and/or additional plutons and
pegmatite dykes may exist within the fault slices to the northwest of the Diamond Fault, but at
depths beyond what erosion has exhumed (figure 3.37).
In lieu of a definitive age for the Whakapohai Granite, constraints on the timing of
Whakapohai Granite magmatism can be inferred from the age range of the plutonic suite with
which the Whakapohai Granite is most likely affiliated. Of the S-type, calc-alkaline, Lachlan
Fold Belt, Karamea Suite, Ridge Suite, and Rahu Suite intrusives, the Whakapohai Granite is
geochemically most similar to the Karamea Suite (figure 3.30) (White and Chappell 1983; Muir et
al. 1996a; Waight et al. 1998b; Tulloch et al. 2009). Thus, the Whakapohai Granite is most likely
affiliated with the Karamea Suite and consequently, was most likely emplaced during one of three
episodes of Karamea Suite magmatism at 376-375 Ma, 369-368 Ma, or 354-340 Ma (Tulloch et
al. 2009).
Based on a Karamea Suite affiliation, magmatism that produced the Whakapohai Granite was
most likely induced by the same/similar partial melting processes, from an equivalent source
protolith, and during the same tectonic regime as the Karamea Suite. Therefore, the Whakapohai
Granite was most likely generated during a brief yet significant episode of post-orogenic
lithospheric extension associated with slab-rollback or a one-off delamination event (Tulloch et
al. 2009). Such lithospheric extension enabled the rapid rise of asthenospheric mantle, which
interacted with and induced the partial melting of metasedimentary continental crust that had
previously been preheated during crustal thickening associated with the Tabberabbean Orogeny
(Glen 2005; Tulloch et al. 2009). Like other plutonic rocks of the Karamea Suite, it was from a
binary mixture of these asthenospheric mantle and metasedimentary continental crust endmembers that the evolved Whakapohai Granite fractionated from (Muir et al. 1996a; Tulloch et
al. 2009). Given that the Whakapohai Granite forms part of the Karamea Suite, it too is a
constituent of the once contiguous, Mid-Paleozoic aged, extensive magmatic belt that was
emplaced along the paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana, inboard of an obliquely-convergent
continental margin (Tulloch et al. 2009 and references therein).
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3.4 Lamprophyre Dykes
3.4.1 Introduction
Four separate swarms of lamprophyre dykes exist distributed throughout the South Island of
New Zealand. Such swarms consist of: 1) Mid- to Late-Cretaceous aged lamprophyre dykes that
exist west of the Alpine Fault distributed between Buller and South Westland, including the
Buller-Hohonu-Mikonui Swarm, collectively termed here the Westland Swarm (Adams and
Nathan 1978; Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Bartlett 1993; Waight et al.
1998c); 2) the Mid- to Late-Paleogene Big Bay Swarm that exists west of the Alpine Fault in the
Big Bay area of northwest Otago (Healy 1938; Nathan 1978a); 3) the Late-Oligocene to EarlyMiocene Alpine Swarm, which exists east of the Alpine Fault forming a belt that stretches from
West Otago to the Paringa River in South Westland (Turner 1932; Wellman and Cooper 1971;
Cooper A.F. 1979; Cooper 1986; Cooper et al. 1987; Craw et al. 2006; Cooper and Paterson
2008); and 4) the Cenomanian-Turonian Inland Kaikoura Ranges Swarm (Mason 1958; Challis
1960; Nathan et al. 2002).
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, lamprophyre dykes crop out in three areas: the
Maori Saddle area, near the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence, and midway up
Mistake Creek. Lamprophyre dykes in the Maori Saddle region were discovered by Cooper and
Norris (unpublished) and Bartlett (1993). According to Bartlett (1993), these lamprophyre dykes
are associated with the Mid- to Late-Cretaceous Westland Swarm and crosscut all basement
lithologies within the Maori Saddle area, except the mylonitic shear zone exposed in the
headwaters of the Waita River. The lamprophyre dykes exposed near the Whakapohai RiverMunro Mistake confluence and midway up Mistake Creek are not shown on either of the maps
published by Wellman (1955) and Mutch and McKellar (1964); therefore, this is the first report on
their existence.

During this research, samples were collected from the lamprophyre dykes

exposed near the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence and midway up Mistake Creek.
These samples were analysed petrographically and/or geochemically. Below, the results of such
analyses are presented and discussed.
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3.4.2 Occurrence and Description
In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, outcrop of lamprophyre dykes is rare.

Samples,

OU81579, OU81581, OU81582, and OU81583 were collected from 4 outcrops at GR: 069119,
GR: 086102, GR: 085102, and GR: 089105, respectively. An additional lamprophyre dyke
sample, OU81580, was also collected from a large float boulder located ~150 m downstream of
its in situ source in a tributary to Munro Mistake (GR: 084093).
In outcrop, the lamprophyre dykes situated near the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake
confluence appear very similar. At each of these outcrops the lamprophyre dykes are mesocratic
to melanocratic, with white plagioclase interstitial to dark pyroxene and/or amphibole. Between
these outcrops, the grain size of constituent crystals show some variation, with OU81581 and
OU81582 being fine-grained (<0.5 mm), OU81583 being fine- to medium-grained (0.5-1 mm),
and OU81580 being medium- to coarse-grained (2-10 mm). Although not obvious in outcrop,
chilled margins are apparent in thin-section (see below). Therefore, such grain size variations can
be attributed to varying distances from dyke-host rock contacts and/or dyke thicknesses, where
thinner dykes would have cooled faster to produce finer grain sizes. At all of these outcrops thin
irregular pale pinkish-red carbonate veinlets are relatively common, entwined through the rock.
At the in situ source of OU81580, a lamprophyre dyke ~2 m wide is in contact with Greenland
Group. Here, this lamprophyre dyke strikes 021º and dips 45º to the east. Given the orientation
of this lamprophyre dyke, the projection of where it intersects the ground surface positions it
between the lamprophyre dyke outcrops at GR: 086102 and GR: 089105. Therefore, assuming
similar orientations for the lamprophyre dykes at these outcrops, at least 3 separate lamprophyre
dykes exist to form an en echelon array (figure 3.38).
Within Mistake Creek, an outcrop of a lamprophyre dyke occurs at GR: 069119. Here, this
lamprophyre dyke appears to have been altered to a pale bluish-green colour and is host to
numerous small dark green spots.

Plagioclase and chlorite dominate the mineralogy, with

plagioclase being interstitial to the chlorite. This lamprophyre dyke is medium-grained (1-2 mm),
with the dark green spots being slightly coarser (2-3 mm). The dark green spots are composed of
chlorite and are darker as a consequence of their coarser grain size.

In Mistake Creek the

lamprophyre dyke-host rock contact is not exposed; however, Greenland Group was observed in
close proximity on either side of the dyke and therefore, the Greenland Group has been inferred as
the host rock. Without exposure of the lamprophyre dyke-host rock contact, the orientation of the
lamprophyre dyke exposed midway up Mistake Creek remains undetermined.
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Figure 3.38: Map of the area surrounding the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence showing the
distribution of lamprophyre dyke outcrops. Based on an orientation of 012/45ºE for the lamprophyre
dyke exposed in the tributary to Munro Mistake, an en echelon array of at least three lamprophyre dykes
is necessary for the observed outcrop distribution to be possible. The inferred surface traces for each of
these lamprophyre dykes have been projected from their respective outcrops.

3.4.3 Petrography
In thin section, 3 separate samples of lamprophyre dykes that comprise an en echelon array
near the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence are remarkably similar, yet subtle
differences in their mineral compositions distinguish them from one another.

The mineral

compositions and grain sizes of these lamprophyre dykes, as well as the weathered lamprophyre
dyke exposed midway up Mistake Creek, have been summarised in table 3.1.
Within each of these lamprophyre dykes, minerals of either 3 or 4 components of Bowen’s
(1922) discontinuous reaction series, olivine-pyroxenes-amphiboles-biotites, can be recognised
(figure 3.39). In all of these lamprophyre dyke samples, euhedral olivine was once present;
however, olivine has since been pseudomorphed by talc. Where present, diopside comprises the
pyroxene component of Bowen’s (1922) discontinuous reaction series. The greatest abundance of
diopside exists within OU81583, where it forms broad and elongate, subhedral, crystals that are
dispersed throughout the rock as individual crystals, crystal clusters, and as overgrowths that
completely and partially encase pseudomorphed olivine. Despite its abundance in OU81583,
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diopside forms only a minor portion of OU81581 and is completely absent from OU81580.
Within OU81583 and OU81580, the amphibole kaersutite constitutes significant proportions;
however, kaersutite is absent in OU81581. Kaersutite is typically distributed throughout the rock
as fine- to medium-grained (0.2-1 mm) euhedral and subhedral short stubby crystals (OU81583)
and as medium- to coarse-grained (2-10 mm) elongate subhedral crystals (OU81580). Kaersutite
within OU81583 commonly forms overgrowths that partially or completely surround diopside.
Where diopside is absent from OU81580, kaersutite frequently exists as overgrowths that encase
pseudomorphed olivine.

Table 3.1: Summary of the average grain sizes and mineralogies of lamprophyre dyke samples collected
from separate lamprophyre dykes near the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence and midway
up Mistake Creek, in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.

Sample ID

OU81580

OU81581

OU81583

OU81579

Average grain size

2–5

0.2 – 0.5

0.5 – 1

0.5 – 1

10

10

5

5

Absent

5

15

Absent

25

Absent

25

Absent

15

20

5

Absent

(~modal %)

5

10

5

2

Opaque magnetite
and pyrite

2

5

5

5

(~modal %)

?

<2

?

?

Interstitial
plagioclase matrix

35

45

30

45

10

5

10

20

<2

<2

<2

20

0

0

0

<5

(mm)

Talc
(~modal %)

Diopside
(~modal %)

Kaersutite
(~modal %)

Biotite
(~modal %)

Apatite

(~modal %)

Quartz

(~modal %)

Chlorite
(~modal %)

Carbonate
(~modal %)

Limonite
(~modal %)
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Figure 3.39: Photomicrographs of the lamprophyre dyke samples OU81580 (A and B), OU81581 (C and
D), and OU81583 (E and F). Within these dykes, either 3 or 4 components of Bowen’s (1922) olivinepyroxene-amphibole-biotite discontinuous reaction series for sub-alkaline rocks can be recognised. A, C,
and E are in plane-polarised light; B, D, and F are in cross-polarised light. Scale bars are included.

Within all of these lamprophyre dykes, biotite is present in varying concentrations and exists
as both dark brown and green varieties.

Biotite is most prevalent in OU81581, dispersed

throughout the rock as fine grained (0.2-0.5 mm) and broad and elongate subhedral crystals.
Within OU81580 subhedral biotite crystals are medium- to coarse-grained and are often
associated with kaersutite crystals. A minor portion of all of these lamprophyre dykes comprises
magnetite and pyrite. Magnetite and pyrite exist as fine-grained (0.1-0.2 mm) euhedral and
subhedral crystals distributed throughout the rock and as concentrations of very fine-grain (<0.1
mm) blebs associated with chlorite. Within all of these lamprophyre dyke samples, small amounts
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of apatite are present, dispersed throughout the rock as fine-grained needles with hollow
appearances. Chlorite within these lamprophyre dykes exists as an alteration product, replacing
biotite, kaersutite, and/or diopside. Such chlorite alteration is generally concentrated at the edges
of the affected crystals; however, it is not uncommon for entire crystals to be pseudomorphed by
chlorite. In all of these samples carbonate forms a small proportion of the rock, existing as small
patches amongst the interstitial plagioclase matrix and with talc pseudomorphs of olivine, as well
as small veinlets. Within these lamprophyre dykes, plagioclase constitutes the interstitial matrix
and is the most abundant mineral phase present. In addition to plagioclase, the interstitial matrix
of OU81581 also hosts a minor amount of anhedral quartz (figure 3.40). Quartz may also exist
within the other lamprophyre dykes but due to difficulties identifying rare quartz amongst
plagioclase, it may well have gone unnoticed.

Mid

way

Mistake

up

Creek,

OU81579
collected

was
from

an

outcrop of weathered
lamprophyre

dyke.

Thin section analysis
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Figure 3.40: Photomicrograph of rare anhedral quartz within the interstitial
matrix of OU81581. Image taken in cross-polarised light. Scale bar included.
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confluence (table 3.1). Due to weathering, many of the primary mineral phases within this
lamprophyre dyke have been replaced by alteration products (figure 3.41). Only magnetite,
pyrite, apatite, and some of the plagioclase matrix remain. Magnetite and pyrite within this
lamprophyre dyke consist of fine grained (0.1-0.2 mm) euhedral and subhedral crystals that are
distributed throughout. Likewise, fine grained apatite needles are also present throughout the
rock. The majority of this lamprophyre dyke is composed of plagioclase. Plagioclase comprises
the interstitial matrix, much of which has been weathered to sericite. Within this lamprophyre
dyke, small concentrations of talc exist with carbonate and occupy what appear to be the remnants
of euhedral olivine crystals. Chlorite is abundant throughout the rock, existing as fine grained
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(<0.1-0.5 mm) anhedral patches, thin anastomosing veinlets, and as vague skeletal pseudomorphs
of what may have been subhedral diopside, kaersutite, and/or biotite crystals. Unfortunately, too
few diagnostic properties of the minerals replaced by chlorite are preserved for identification.
Carbonate within this lamprophyre dyke is abundant and like chlorite, large patches of carbonate
exist where the primary minerals have been replaced. Unique to this lamprophyre dyke, limonite
exists as thin veinlets that are situated along small cracks and grain boundaries. Such limonite
veinlets typically coincide with chlorite alteration.

Figure 3.41: Photomicrograph images of the weathered lamprophyre dyke OU81579, from midway up
Mistake Creek. A and B are in plane-polarised and cross-polarised light, respectively. Scale bars are
included.

In thin-section, the lamprophyre dyke samples OU81580 and OU81583 exhibit internal grain
size variation (figure 3.42). Within OU81583, such grain size variation is very subtle, with
constituent phenocrysts becoming ~0.2 mm to ~0.5 mm coarser over a distance of 4.5 cm. With
this subtle grain size increase, phenocrysts become more tightly packed and there is a general
decrease in the proportion of interstitial plagioclase matrix. Much more obvious is the grain size
variation within OU81580. Over a distance of 6 cm, the grain size of constituent phenocrysts
increases from ~0.5-1 mm to ~5-10 mm. In contrast to OU81583, larger phenocrysts in OU81580
become more loosely packed, resulting in higher proportions of interstitial plagioclase matrix
within the coarse-grained portion of the rock. Given that the grain size of an igneous rock is
largely controlled by the rate at which it cools, the grain size variations exhibited by OU81580
and OU81583 indicate that the internal cooling rates of the these lamprophyre dykes was
heterogeneous. During their emplacement, these lamprophyre dykes intruded relatively cold
Greenland Group country rocks and consequently, would have cooled significantly faster at their
edges, producing chilled margins.
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Figure 3.42: Scanned images of the OU81580 (A) and OU81583 (B) thin-sections, showing internal grain
size variation. Constituent minerals in both A and B become finer grained towards the right. Scale bars
are included. Scale is in centimetres.

3.4.4 Geochemistry
The major and trace element geochemistry of the lamprophyre dyke samples OU81579,
OU81581, OU81582, and OU81583 was determined by XRF and LA-ICP-MS, respectively.
Sample preparation, XRF, and LA-ICP-MS were conducted using the same equipment and
techniques as detailed in Chapter 2.2.4.1. The samples analysed were small (>1000 cm3) to
medium (>3375 cm3) in size and possessed fine to medium grain sizes (0.2-10 mm).
The term lamprophyre is the name assigned to a clan of igneous rocks that share common
affinities (Streckeison 1979; Le Matire 1989; Rock 1981, 1991). Constituting the lamprophyre
clan are 5 separate branches: 1) Calc-alkaline lamprophyres (CAL); 2) Alkaline lamprophyres
(AL); 3) Ultramafic lamprophyres (UML); 4) Kimberlites (KIL): and 5) Lamproites (LL) (Rock
1981, 1991).

The geochemical compositions of the lamprophyre branches range widely;

nonetheless, each lamprophyre branch possesses a typical geochemical composition that is subtly
different to other lamprophyre branches (Rock 1991).

In table 3.2, average major element

compositions for each of the lamprophyre branches (Rock 1991) have been listed and compared to
those of OU81579, OU81581, OU81582, and OU81583. Here, it can be seen that lamprophyre
dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region have geochemical compositions that are closest to
that of the CAL branch average, with SiO2, TiO2, and Fe2O3t ± MgO ± CaO ± Na2O
concentrations distinguishing them from the other branches. On an IUGS TAS-diagram (Le Bas
et al. 1986), the lamprophyre dykes OU81581, OU81582, and OU81583 all plot within the basalt
field and OU81579 plots within the trachy-basalt field (figure 3.43). As illustrated by the shaded
fields such classifications also suggest an association with the CAL branch.
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Table 3.2: Major element compositions of lamprophyre dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, listed against average major element compositions for each of
the lamprophyre branches. The average compositions of each of the lamprophyre branches were calculated from a number (in brackets) of individual geochemical
analyses, by Rock (1991).

Lamprophyre
Sample and
Branch

OU81579

SiO2

50.38

47.46

45.48

TiO2

1.09

1.39

Al2O3

14.96

Fe2O3 t

Average
CAL

Average
AL

Average
UML

Average
KIL

Average
LL

(1590)

(854)

(456)

(550)

(846)

46.76

51.00

42.50

32.30

38.40

51.10

1.43

1.32

1.10

2.90

3.10

2.60

4.10

13.53

11.94

12.93

14.00

13.70

6.70

4.70

7.60

8.03

8.97

10.96

9.90

8.20

12.00

13.60

12.40

7.80

MnO

0.12

0.12

0.15

0.15

0.13

0.20

0.22

0.18

0.10

MgO

7.00

8.49

13.12

12.13

7.00

7.10

15.00

28.70

11.40

CaO

4.83

7.12

8.74

8.68

7.00

10.30

14.00

11.30

4.80

Na2O

3.14

1.13

1.49

2.02

2.70

3.00

1.00

0.50

0.65

K 2O

2.41

2.45

1.61

1.74

3.10

2.00

1.90

1.40

7.30

P2O6

0.36

0.47

0.31

0.38

0.60

0.74

1.00

0.90

1.30

LOI

6.79

7.90

3.98

3.35

4.57

5.26

10.18

-

3.75

Total

99.12

99.02

99.18

99.38

99.40

99.70

99.00

101.08

99.9

OU81581

OU81582

OU81583
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Figure 3.43: IUGS TAS-diagram after Le Bas et al. (1986) showing the classifications of lamprophyre
dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, analysed as part of this research. Also plotted for
comparison are other Westland lamprophyre dykes analysed by Rattenbury (1987) and Bartlett (1993);
and the average compositions for each of the lamprophyre branches, as determined from all lamprophyre
geochemical data published prior to 1991 (Rock 1991). Shaded areas have been determined from TASclassification plots by Rock (1991) and indicate where the majority of the pre-1991 data for each branch
plots.

A comprehensive review of geochemical data published for the lamprophyre clan before 1991
by Rock (1991), identifies a plot of the K2O-Al2O3 ratio against the Fe2O3t-SiO2 ratio as the best
simple discrimination diagram for distinguishing between the lamprophyre branches using major
element oxide ratios. On such a diagram, OU81579 is the only lamprophyre sample from the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region to plot within a discriminant field. OU81579 plots within the CAL
branch field (figure 3.44) and therefore, can be assigned to the CAL branch with ≈90 %
confidence (Rock 1991).
In addition to major elements, trace elements can also be used to discriminate between the
lamprophyre branches. On a diagram where V/Cr is plotted against Nb/Pb, all but OU81582 plot
within the CAL branch field and therefore, can be allocated to the CAL branch with ≈90 %
confidence (figure 3.45) (Rock 1991).
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Figure 3.44:
Simple discrimination diagram for lamprophyre branches using major element
compositions, (after Rock 1991), showing the lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
Lamprophyre dykes analysed by Rattenbury (1987) and Bartlett (1993) have also been included for
comparison. Discriminant fields are based on all lamprophyre geochemical data published prior to 1991.
If an analysis lies within a discriminant field it can be assigned to that lamprophyre branch with ≈90%
confidence; however, if an analysis plots within the field of uncertainty, it cannot be confidently assigned
to a lamprophyre branch (Rock 1991).

Figure 3.45:
Simple discrimination diagram for lamprophyre branches using trace element
concentrations, after Rock (1991), showing lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
Lamprophyre dykes analysed by Rattenbury (1987) and Bartlett (1993) have been included for
comparison. Discriminant fields have been determined from all published geochemical analyses of
lamprophyres prior to 1991 (Rock 1991). Analyses can be assigned to a branch with ≈90% confidence
only when they plot within a discriminant field. There is no diagnostic field for the KIL branch.
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Although lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region show CAL branch
characteristics on figures 3.43, 3.44, and 3.45, the most compelling evidence that these
lamprophyre dykes are indeed CAL branch lamprophyres, is their trace element signatures on
multi-element variation diagrams normalised to MORB (Sun and McDonough 1989) and
primordial mantle (McDonough and Sun 1995) (figures 3.46 and 3.47). As shown by figures 3.46
and 3.47, lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region show strong negative Ta
and Nb anomalies, as well as slight negative Ti anomalies.

When average trace element

compositions for all of the lamprophyre branches are plotted on the same diagrams, only the CAL
branch exhibits the same negative Ta, Nb, and Ti anomalies (Rock 1991). During subduction,
dehydration of the subducting slab instigates H2O fluxed partial melting of the overlying mantle
wedge and fractionation of Ta, Nb, and Ti into solid phases to produce magmas that are depleted
in Ta, Nb, and Ti (McCulloch and Gamble 1991). Therefore, negative Ta, Nb, and Ti anomalies
within lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region suggest an association with
subduction.

Figure 3.46: MORB-normalised multi-element variation diagram showing the trace element signatures of
lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region compared to those of averaged lamprophyre
branches. Normalising values from Sun and McDonough (1989). Average compositions for the
lamprophyre branches are from Rock (1991).

The REE signatures of lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are all very
similar to one another and are characterised by enriched LREE and elevated HREE
concentrations. On a chondrite-normalised REE plot, using normalising values from Sun and
McDonough (1989), the REE signatures of these lamprophyre dykes gently slope and flatten
towards the HREE end of the spectrum (figure 3.48). Within all of the lamprophyre dykes from
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the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, there are no Eu anomalies. Since lamprophyres are defined by
the absence of plagioclase as a phenocryst phase, and therefore plagioclase is unlikely to have
fractionated during the evolution of the magma, this lack of Eu anomalies is not unexpected.

Figure 3.47: Primordial mantle-normalised multi-element variation diagram showing the trace element
signatures of lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region compared to those of averaged
lamprophyre branches. Normalising values from McDonough and Sun (1995). Average compositions for
the lamprophyre branches are from Rock (1991).

Figure 3.48: Chondrite-normalised REE diagram showing lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, compared to averaged lamprophyre branches. Chondrite-normalising values from Sun
and McDonough (1989). Average compositions for the lamprophyre branches are from Rock (1991).
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In addition to the lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the
geochemical compositions of lamprophyre dykes from the Maori Saddle area (Bartlett 1993) and
the Fraser Complex (Rattenbury 1987) have also been plotted on figures 3.44 and 3.45. As shown
by figure 3.44, 5 of the 9 lamprophyre dykes analysed by Rattenbury (1987) and Bartlett (1993)
plot within the AL branch field and therefore, can be assigned to the AL branch with ≈90 %
confidence. When compared on these figures, lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region plot in a cluster that is separate from those analysed by Rattenbury (1987) and
Bartlett (1993). Such differences suggest that there is no genetic link between these two groups of
lamprophyre dykes.

Therefore, it is unlikely that the lamprophyre dykes exposed near the

Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence and midway up Mistake Creek are associated with
the Westland Swarm.

3.4.5 Discussion
A definition of the term lamprophyre is provided by Rock (1991). Rock’s (1991) definition,
which encompasses all of the lamprophyre branches, is as follows: “Lamprophyres are a clan of
H2O- and/or CO2- rich, (sub-) alkaline rocks ranging from sodic to potassic and from ultrabasic
to intermediate. Commonly, they exhibit a distinctive inequigranular texture resulting from the
presence of macrocrysts (and in some cases megacrysts) set in a fine-grained matrix. The
megacryst/macrocryst assemblage consists of rounded to euhedral crystals of magnesian ilmenite,
Cr-poor titanian pyrope, forsteritic olivine, Cr-poor clinopyroxene, phlogipite, enstatite, Ti-poor
chromite, kaersutitic amphibole and alkali feldspar. The matrix minerals may include: second
generation euhedral primary olivine; calcic, sodic-calcic or sodic clinopyroxenes and
amphiboles; phlogopite-biotite (commonly rich in Ti and Ba); feldspars; feldspathoids; melilite;
Mg-Mn-bearing ilmentite, perovskite, spinel, monticellite, apatite, and primary late-stage Ca-MgFe carbonate and chlorite/serpentine. Amphibole and/or phlogipite-biotite are essential primary
phases. Irregular to spherical, felsic globular structures, filled with combinations of carbonates,
chlorite, feldspars, feldspathoids, and zeolites are widespread. The replacement of early formed
minerals by deuteric chlorite-serpentinite, carbonates, epidote, and zeolites is common.
Lamprophyres typically form en echelon dykes, sills, pipes, and vents which, though individually
small, may aggregate into extensive swarms or clusters. Brecciation of country-rocks or of
lamprophyre intrusions themselves is common.”
With exception of the weathered lamprophyre dyke exposed in Mistake Creek, lamprophyre
dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region possess similar yet subtly different mineralogies. The
interstitial matrix of all lamprophyre dykes consists of comparable proportions of the same
constituents; however, the macrocrystalline assemblages show variation regarding relative
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abundances of olivine, diopside, kaersutite, and biotite.

These mafic minerals form a

discontinuous reaction series (Bowen 1922). According to Bowen (1922), olivine that initially
crystallises from a partial melt goes on to react with the liquid and form first orthopyroxene then
clinopyroxene; likewise, clinopyroxene reacts to form amphibole and amphibole reacts to form
biotite. During such reactions the reactant phase gets consumed (Bowen 1922). Consequently,
when the entire amount of reactant phase available to the liquid is consumed, the conditions
facilitating the reaction become unfavourable and a subsequent reaction begins to take place
(Bowen 1922). Therefore, where the clinopyroxene and amphibole components of Bowen’s
(1922) discontinuous reaction series are absent from OU81580 and OU81581, respectively, the
melt conditions would have been favourable for complete consumption of the respective phases.
Within lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, components of Bowen’s
(1922) discontinuous reaction series coexist, often with earlier phases encased by subsequent
phases. According to Bowen (1922), such features are common and result from successive phases
nucleating on and crystallising around earlier phases. Such subsequent phase growth will often
completely encase the earlier phase, shutting it off from reaction with the liquid and preserving it
within the rock (Bowen 1922).
In addition to the minerals discussed above, opaque, fine- and very fine- grained, euhedral to
subhedral and anhedral magnetite and pyrite also constitute the macrocrystalline mineral
assemblage of lamprophyre dykes from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Fine-grained euhedral
to subhedral magnetite and pyrite that exists dispersed throughout lamprophyre dykes were likely
intrinsic and would have crystallised from the lamprophyre magmas (Bowen 1922). However,
anhedral very fine-grained magnetite and pyrite blebs that exist intimately associated with
chlorite, particularly in OU81579, are likely released minerals from the chloritization of biotite,
kaersutite, and/or diopside. Such different modes of formation are consistent with the distribution
of the two forms of opaque minerals.
Throughout Westland, lamprophyre dykes that intrude Western Province basement rocks, and
more rarely Cretaceous fanglomerates (Adams and Nathan 1978), are predominantly associated
with the Cretaceous aged Westland Swarm (Adams and Nathan 1978; Rattenbury 1987, 1991;
Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Bartlett 1993; Waight et al. 1998c). Lamprophyre dykes that exist
near Maori Saddle have previously been attributed to the Westland Swarm by Bartlett (1993).
Based on AL branch geochemical characteristics and geochemical similarities with Westland
Swarm lamprophyre dykes in the Fraser Complex (Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Bartlett 1993), a
Westland Swarm affiliation for the Maori Saddle lamprophyre dykes seems likely. Therefore,
such lamprophyre dykes were most likely emplaced during Mid- to Late-Cretaceous region-wide
extension that followed the Rangitata Orogeny (Adams and Nathan 1978; Tulloch and Kimbrough
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1989; Waight et al. 1998a, b; Spell et al. 2000; Laird and Bradshaw 2004; Sagar and Palin (in
prep.)). Lamprophyre dykes that are exposed within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region near the
Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake confluence and midway up Mistake Creek cannot be ascribed
to the Westland Swarm. Petrographic and geochemical characteristics of these lamprophyre
dykes indicate that they are CAL branch lamprophyres and therefore, were generated by
fundamentally different processes, which preclude a genetic association.
A distinctive geochemical characteristic of CAL branch lamprophyres, which lamprophyre
dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region possess, is significant negative Ta, Nb, and Ti
anomalies. Given that negative Ta, Nb, and Ti anomalies are indicative of subduction-related
magmatism (McCulloch and Gamble 1991), CAL branch lamprophyre dykes in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region were likely emplaced during subduction at an active continental margin.
Prior to the current tectonic setting, subduction last affected the Buller Terrane during the MidPaleozoic, when the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was situated inboard of the East Gondwanan
margin and was intruded by plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids (Muir et al. 1996a, b;
Tulloch et al. 2009). Additionally, subduction-related magmatism associated with the (preSeparation Point Suite) Median Batholith was also generated at/alongside the East Gondwanan
margin, during Carboniferous to Early-Cretaceous time (Mortimer et al. 1999a). However, such
Median Batholith plutonic rocks are predominantly confined to the Takaka Terrane (Mortimer et
al. 1999a) and are not known to occur within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Considering that
both lamprophyre dykes and plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids exist in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region and that both were generated at an active continental margin as a
consequence of subduction-related processes, a Mid-Paleozoic age and Karamea Granitoids
association for lamprophyre dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region has been postulated.
The emplacement of lamprophyre dykes is often intimately associated with tectonic extension.
Typically, extensional tectonism produces high-angle normal faults (Anderson 1951). Such highangle normal faults commonly act as fluid conduits, providing relatively direct pathways toward
the surface for ascending fluids; magmatic or otherwise. Consequently, it is not uncommon for
lamprophyre dykes to possess similar orientations to normal faults that occur locally and are of
similar age (e.g. Westland Swarm lamprophyre dykes in the Paparoa Ranges; Tulloch and
Kimbrough 1989). Similarly, tension fractures associated with wrench tectonics can also create
sub-vertical conduits for ascending fluids (e.g. Alpine Swarm lamprophyre dykes in West Otago;
Cooper et al. 1987 and Craw et al. 2006). Assuming emplacement via high-angle normal faults
and considering their subduction-related magma genesis, lamprophyre dykes in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region may have been emplaced during an episode of lithospheric extension at a
convergent continental margin. According to Tulloch et al. (2009), an episode of lithospheric
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extension occurred at the obliquely convergent East Gondwana margin as a consequence of slab
rollback/abandonment or a one-off delamination event at 371-368 Ma, coincident with the bulk of
Karamea Suite magmatism. Therefore, the tectonic setting inferred for lamprophyre dykes in the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region supports the hypothesized Mid-Paleozoic age and Karamea
Granitoids association.
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Chapter 4:

SOUTH WESTLAND
CRETACEOUS
TO
RECENT
STRATIGRAPHY

4.1 Introduction
West of the Alpine Fault in North Westland and Buller, Cretaceous to Neogene rocks are
widespread, as are overlying Quaternary deposits (Nathan et al. 2002). In South Westland,
Cretaceous to Neogene rocks are confined to a narrow strip along the coast between Buttress
Point and Milford Sound (figure 4.1) (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Sutherland et al.
1996; Phillips et al. 2005). Lithologically, the majority of the South Westland Cretaceous to
Neogene stratigraphy is distinctly different to the North Westland and Buller succession (Nathan
1977; 1978, Sutherland et al. 1996, Nathan et al. 2002); however, like the North Westland and
Buller strata, the Cretaceous to Neogene South Westland stratigraphy provides insight regarding
the tectonic history of the Western Province. In South Westland the Quaternary deposits that
compose the uppermost portion of the sequence are similar to those in North Westland and are
widespread (Sutherland and Norris 1995; Nathan et al. 2002; Cooper and Kostro 2006).
In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, outcrop of the South Westland Cretaceous to Neogene
stratigraphic sequence exists in a small segment on the south face of Bald Hill, at the summit of
Bald Hill, and to the west beyond Mistake Fault (Nathan 1977). Within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, only five stratigraphic units of the Cretaceous to Neogene succession are exposed:
the Otumotu Formation, Tauperikaka Coal Measures, Arnott Basalt, Tokakoriri Formation Porphyry Point Member, and the Tititira Formation. With the exception of nappe structures
where Haast Schist overlies Quaternary deposits at the southern extremity of the study region
(Bartlett 1993) (not discussed in this thesis), widespread Quaternary deposits overly all other
lithologies in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
In this chapter, the South Westland stratigraphic sequence has been summarised based on a
review of the literature. For a more comprehensive account of the South Westland stratigraphy,
the reader is referred to Wellman (1955), Nathan (1977, 1978a), Nathan et al. (1986), Sutherland
and Norris (1995), Sutherland et al. (1996); Phillips (2001), Phillips et al. (2005), and Cooper and
Kostro (2006). In addition to this summary, the lithologies exposed within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region are discussed separately in more detail and some new data are presented.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence between Hokitika and Milford
Sound; after Nathan (1977, 1978a).
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4.2 Summary of South Westland Stratigraphy
In South Westland the stratigraphic sequence unconformably overlies crystalline basement
rock. At the base of the sequence, Early- to Late-Cretaceous-aged, terrestrial fanglomerates of the
Lower-member of the Otumotu Formation, formerly Hawks Crag Breccia (Wellman 1955), exist
infilling localised structurally controlled sedimentary basins (Nathan et al. 1986). Terrestrial
fanglomerates of the Lower-member of the Otumotu Formation grade upwards into the Uppermember of the Otumotu Formation, which comprises Late-Cretaceous-aged (Raine 1984)
conglomerates and coal lenses that were deposited in a fluvial and lacustrine/swampy
environment (Nathan 1977).
Although the Otumotu Formation lacks volcanic constituents, the completely fault bounded
volcanic and metasedimentary conglomerates interbedded with rare flow-foliated trachyandesite
of the Buttress Point Conglomerate, provide evidence for volcanism in South Westland during
Late-Cretaceous time (96.9 ± 1.6 Ma) (Phillips et al. 2005).
Stratigraphically overlying the Otumotu Formation, quartzose sandstones with thin beds of
pebbles, carbonaceous mudstone, and rare lenses of coal comprise the Tauperikaka Coal Measures
(Nathan 1977). Up sequence, the Tauperikaka Coal Measures grade into the marginal marine
quartzose sandstones of the Whakapohai Sandstone (Nathan 1977). At the top of the Whakapohai
Sandstone, over ~5 m, quartzose sandstone rapidly grade into tuffaceous material that marks the
base of the Arnott Basalt (Nathan 1977).
The Arnott Basalt comprises columnar jointed basalt flows, interbedded with volcanic breccia
and tuff (Nathan 1977; Phillips 2001; Phillips et al. 2005). Tuff and volcanic breccia beds of the
Arnott Basalt host poorly preserved foraminifera and rare marine molluscs (Nathan 1977).
Stratigraphically overlying the Arnott Basalt are laterally discontinuous mass-flow deposits
and volcanic conglomerates that form the Porphyry Point Member of the Tokakoriri Formation
(Phillips et al. 2005). Such volcanic conglomerates comprise clasts of basalt, trachyandesite,
trachyte, and rhyolite; of which, a rhyolite clast was dated as 61.4 ± 0.8 Ma (Phillips et al. 2005).
Where present, the Porphyry Point Member is overlain by bioturbated, fossiliferous, calcareous,
carbonaceous, micaceous, pyritic, glauconitic, arkosic, and sometimes concretionary bedded,
marine sandstones of the Tokakoriri Formation (figure 4.2Error! Reference source not found.)
(Nathan 1977; Phillips et al. 2005). Where the Porphyry Point Member is absent from the base of
the Tokakoriri Formation, the Tokakoriri Formation directly overlies the Arnott Basalt (Nathan
1977; Phillips et al. 2005). Up sequence, the Tokakoriri Formation becomes progressively more
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fine-grained, indicating sedimentation in an environment that became progressively deeper
(Nathan 1977). At the top of the Tokakoriri Formation, fine-grained sandstones grade into the
overlying Abbey Formation (Nathan 1977).

Figure 4.2: Stratigraphic column of the South Westland sequence; after Phillips et al. (2005). The
enlarged detailed section is of the Tokakoriri Formation type section at Porphyry Point. Also shown are
the U-Pb zircon ages determined by Phillips et al. (2005) that were used to identify the Porphyry Point
Member and Buttress Point Conglomerate as separate entities.

The Abbey Formation can be divided into 3 informal sub-members: 1) the lower-Abbey
Limestone; 2) the middle-Abbey Limestone; and 3) the upper-Abbey Mudstone (Nathan 1977).
The lower-Abbey Limestone consists of a pure, foraminiferal limestone that formed as a
consequence of carbonate sedimentation in a settled marine environment, distant from any source
of terrigenous material (Nathan 1977). Higher in the deposit, fine-grained terrigenous material
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becomes progressively more abundant and as a result, the middle-Abbey Limestone is a muddy
limestone and the upper-Abbey Mudstone is classified as calcareous mudstone as opposed to
limestone (Nathan 1977). This influx of terrigenous sediment up-sequence within the Abbey
Formation may possibly be attributed to uplift and erosion in the sediment source region (Nathan
1977). Throughout the Abbey Formation, fine-grained calcareous deposits exist interbedded with
basalt flows and agglomerates of the Otitia Basalt (Nathan 1977). Given that the Otitia Basalt is
interbedded with calcareous mudstone and limestone, the Otitia Basalt was likely erupted from a
submarine volcano (Nathan 1977).

Based on micro-fauna dates determined for the Abbey

Formation and the distribution of Otitia Basalt, Otitia Basalt submarine volcanism began locally
during the Early-Eocene (Waipawan to Heretaugan), was most extensive during the Late-Eocene
(post-Bortonian), and ended by the Early-Oligocene (Whaingaroan) (Nathan 1977).
Immediately overlying Otitia Basalt and the upper-Abbey Mudstone at a disconformity, a thin
yet continuous belt of hard, flaggy, creamy-white bryozoan-limestone exists intermittently
exposed along the coast from Milford Sound to Tititira Head (Nathan 1977, 1978a). This belt of
limestone, known as the Awarua Limestone, is middle Late-Oligocene to Early-Miocence in age
(Lillburnian) and was deposited in a shallow marine environment distant from any clastic
sediment sources (Nathan 1978a).
In the southern portion of the South Westland sequence, the Jackson Formation comprises a
succession of intensely deformed deep water calcareous mudstones and micritic limestones that
overlie parts of the middle-Miocene aged Tititira Formation (Nathan 1978a; Sutherland et al.
1996). Despite existing structurally within the Tititira Formation, the Jackson Formation is
middle-Eocene to Late-Oligocene in age and therefore must be allochthonous (Sutherland et al.
1996).
Situated stratigraphically above the Awarua Limestone at an unconformity and locally below
the allochthonous Jackson Formation (Sutherland et al. 1996), the Tititira Formation constitutes a
significant proportion of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence exposed along the coast
between Milford Sound and Buttress Point (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Sutherland et al. 1996). The
Tititira Formation comprises a thick sequence of interbedded, graded and cross bedded, hard
calcareous and non-calcareous mudstones, sandstones, and conglomerates, with rare beds of
limestone (Nathan 1978a). Constituent conglomerate clasts of Tititira Formation comprise a wide
range of lithologies including granites, metasediments, and older formations of the South
Westland succession (Nathan 1978a). Within the Tititira Formation exposed between Cole Creek
and the Whakapohai River, large blocks of lower-Abbey Limestone (R.H. Hoskins comments (in
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Nathan 1978a)) and rare Arnott Basalt exist hosted within Tititira Formation Mudstones (Nathan
1977, 1978a). Such blocks have been interpreted as exotic (Nathan 1978a).
Separated by an unconformity, the Pliocene aged Halfway Formation stratigraphically overlies
the Tititira Formation and (probably) the Jackson Formation (Nathan 1978a; Sutherland 1994).
This sequence of interbedded sandy mudstones, pebbles, and basal conglomerates has been
interpreted as a near-shore/beach deposits (conglomerate) and chaotic mass flows that were
deposited in a middle- to outer-shelf environment (sandy mudstones) (Nathan 1978a; Sutherland
1994).
Unconformably overlying the Halfway Formation, (undifferentiated) Quaternary deposits
comprising glacial moraine, fluvio-glacial outwash, lacustrine, alluvial, and shallow marine
terrace sediments constitute the upper most portion of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence
(Evans 1937; Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Bartlett 1993; Sutherland and Norris 1995;
Sutherland et al. 1996; Cooper and Kostro 2006).
In South Westland, deposits of the Cretaceous to Neogene stratigraphic sequence provide a
record of the tectonic evolution of South Westland since Early- to Late-Cretaceous time. The
oldest deposit of the South Westland succession, the Lower member of the Otumotu Formation,
was deposited in response to the onset of crustal extension associated with the post orogenic
collapse that followed the Early-Cretaceous Rangitata Orogeny (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989)
(see Chapter 5.2). As a consequence of ongoing crustal thinning, larger sedimentary basins/halfgrabens developed and were infilled by fluvial and lacustrine/swampy deposits (Upper member of
the Otumotu Formation and Tauperikaka Coal Measures), regional subsidence ensued giving rise
to the beginning of marine transgression (Whakapohai Sandstone) (Nathan 1977), and withinplate alkaline volcanism transpired (Buttress Point Conglomerate and Arnott Basalt) (Nathan
1977, Kamp 1986; Nathan et al. 1986; Sewell and Nathan 1987, Phillips 2001; Phillips et al.
2005).

As crustal thinning and regional subsidence continued, so did marine transgression

(Tokakoriri Formation, Abbey Formation, and Jackson Formation) (Nathan 1977, 1978a;
Sutherland et al. 1996) and within-plate alkaline volcanism (Otitia Basalt) (Nathan 1977; Sewell
and Nathan 1987; Phillips 2001; Phillips et al. 2005). Coincident with the deposition of the
Abbey Formation, marine transgression reached a maximum and the ocean started to become
shallower. Meanwhile sediment sources remained distal, allowing the pure byrozoan Awarua
Limestone to form. With continued marine regression, deposits above the Awarua Limestone
became exposed and were eroded, giving rise to an unconformity between the Awarua Limestone
and Tititira Formation. During the Mid-Miocene and Pliocene, marine regression was interrupted
by short marine transgression-regression episodes and the rapid subsidence of sedimentary basins
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(Nathan 1978a; Sutherland et al. 1996). Such basins were infilled by deep-water sediments and
detritus eroded from terrain uplifted as a consequence of compression associated with the
formation of the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary (Tititira Formation and Halfway
Formation) (Nathan 1978a; Chamberlain et al. 1995). During the Quaternary, uplift of the
Eastern Province at the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary resulted in an influx of
deposits largely dominated by the Haast Schist (Nathan 1978a).
Due to the close proximity of the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary, the South
Westland stratigraphic sequence has been extensively deformed. Several significant fault zones
exist disrupting the sequence and much of the sequence constitutes the steeply dipping and
overturned eastern limb of the Coastal Monocline (Cotton 1956), which exists onshore and
offshore, extending for over 100 km parallel to the coast (McNaughton and Gibson 1970; Nathan
1977). Regional compression due to active oblique strike-slip tectonism along the Alpine Fault is
responsible for much of the deformation of the Western Province, as well as ongoing uplift of the
Australian Plate at a rate of 0.86 mm/yr (Cooper and Kostro 2006).

4.3 Otumotu Formation
The Otumotu Formation is the oldest non-basement unit of the South Westland stratigraphic
sequence and is in contact with underlying basement rocks at an unconformity (Wellman 1955;
Nathan 1977). Wellman (1955) included the Otumotu Formation on a geological map of the
Bruce Bay to Haast River area and indicated that the Otumotu Formation exists near the Paringa
River, at Otumotu Point, and at the summit of Bald Hill. Due to similarities between the lower
member of the Otumotu Formation in South Westland and the Hawks Crag Breccia (of the
Pororari Group) in North Westland and Buller (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977), the Otumotu
Formation was originally mapped as Hawks Crag Breccia (Wellman 1955).

Subsequently,

Nathan (1977) published a map of the coastal strip between Otumotu Point and Ship Creek.
Given that there is ~200 km of separation between the main areas of Hawks Crag Breccia and the
Otumotu Formation in South Westland, Nathan (1977) assigned the local name Otumotu
Formation, after the type locality at Otumotu Point (figure 4.3).

4.3.1 Occurrence and Description
The Otumotu Formation comprises two members, a lower member and an upper member
(Nathan 1977). Typically, the lower member consists of poorly sorted, angular to sub-rounded
clasts of quartz and un-weathered Greenland Group (up to 30 cm in diameter) set in a hematiterich muddy sandstone matrix that is a distinctive maroon colour (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977).
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Such breccia beds are of varying thickness and are interbedded with maroon coloured muddy
sandstone (figure 4.3) (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977).

The lower member of the Otumotu

Formation grades into the upper member, which comprises grey conglomerates of quartz and
Greenland Group clasts interbedded with grey sandstone, carbonaceous mudstone, and thin lenses
of coal and carbonised plant material scattered throughout (Nathan 1977).

Figure 4.3: Sub-vertically dipping Otumotu Formation at the Otumotu Point type section. Poorly sorted
quartz clasts (pale) and Greenland Group clasts (greenish-grey) are visible within layers of breccia.

Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, only the lower member of the Otumotu Formation
is exposed. The Otumotu Formation occupies an area of ~1 km2, which includes the summit of
Bald Hill. To the south and east, the Otumotu Formation appears to be in fault contact with
Tititira Formation and Greenland Group, respectively; whereas the inferred unconformable
Otumotu Formation-Greenland Group contact appears to define its western and northern extents
(see accompanying geological map). Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the distribution
of Otumotu Formation coincides with a sharp change in vegetation (figure 4.4). Despite an
altitude of 850 m, well below that of the typical bush line in South Westland, the summit of Bald
Hill features bare rock and partial vegetation cover of alpine flora including Halocarpus bidwilllii
(bog pine) Dracophyllum (tree grasses), Manuka, tussock grass, lichens, and moss (figure 4.5).
Nearby, at similar and higher altitudes, the vegetation that covers Greenland Group rocks consists
of tall, lush, and dense forests of Southern Beech and podocarps. Given the contrast in vegetation
cover, the extent of the Otumotu Formation can be defined with relative ease, using aerial
photographs.
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Figure 4.4: Photographs and overlays showing the sharp change in vegetation cover that coincides with
the Otumotu Formation. A and C are the views to the east and north from the summit of Bald Hill,
respectively. B and D are overlays highlighting the change in vegetation and geology.

Figure 4.5: Alpine flora typical of the vegetation covering Otumotu Formation fanglomerates at the
summit of Bald Hill.
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At the summit of Bald Hill, the Otumotu Formation exposed is similar to that exposed at the
Otumotu Point type section: maroon coloured, massive, breccias comprising poorly sorted and
angular clasts of fresh Greenland Group and quartz, interbedded with beds of maroon coloured
muddy-sandstone (figure 4.6); however, at the summit of Bald Hill a greater proportion of the
Otumotu Formation is composed of quartz. Within the Otumotu Formation at Bald Hill, some
rare breccia beds exhibit extremely subtle grading and very weakly incised paleo-channels. Based
on these poorly developed younging direction indicators, an upright orientation has been
tentatively determined for the Otumotu Formation at Bald Hill. At the summit of Bald Hill, beds
of the Otumotu Formation dip in a northerly direction and range from moderately to steeply
dipping (25º-78º) and exhibit a subtle trend of decreasing dip magnitude towards the north.
Assuming the younging direction of Otumotu Formation beds is correct; such trends of bedding
orientation suggest that the Otumotu Formation at the summit of Bald Hill has been folded into a
broad eastsoutheast/westnorthwest trending syncline/monocline.

Figure 4.6: Photographs of the Otumotu Formation at the summit of Bald Hill (A) and at the Otumotu
Point type section (B), showing breccia beds comprising angular quartz and Greenland Group
interbedded with maroon coloured muddy-sandstones.

In thin section, the Otumotu Formation predominantly consists of poorly sorted, angular
quartz (~40%) and lower-greenschist facies Greenland Group lithic fragments (~40%), hosted in a
fine grained hematitic matrix (~20%). Such a composition indicates derivation from a Greenland
Group source, where quartz clasts are likely derived from hydrothermal quartz veins, ± granite
plutons/pegmatite dykes hosted within the Greenland Group.

Commonly, the regional

metamorphic fabric within large Greenland Group clasts is preserved. Within the Otumotu
Formation, there does not appear to be any alignment of constituent clasts, nor are such clasts
concentrated in any way to form microscopic bedding. In thin section, the Otumotu Formation
appears as a massive, poorly sorted breccia (figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Photomicrographs of a muddy-sandstone bed of the Otumotu Formation (OU81585). Hosted
amongst poorly sorted, angular, quartz and Greenland Group lithic fragments and hematitic matrix, is a
large clast of lower-greenschist facies Greenland Group with the regional metamorphic fabric preserved.
A and B are in plane-polarised light and cross-polarised light, respectively. Scale bars are included.
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4.3.2 Geochemistry
Over the course of this research, two separate samples of Otumotu Formation were analysed
geochemically: a large (>15 cm3) sample of a typical Otumotu Formation breccia bed comprising
poorly sorted, angular, quartz and Greenland Group clasts averaging ~2-3 cm in diameter
(OU81587); and a medium (~10 cm3) sized sample of a moderately to well-sorted, muddysandstone bed (OU81586). Both samples were individually crushed and analysed for major and
trace element concentrations using the techniques detailed in Chapter 2.2.4.1.
Geochemically, the Otumotu Formation is relatively similar in composition to the Greenland
Group, which is consistent with a Greenland Group provenance for the Otumotu Formation
(Nathan 1977). In detail, relative to average Greenland Group metasediments, the Otumotu
Formation is enriched in SiO2 and depleted in all other major elements (table 4.1 and figure 4.8).
Such geochemical characteristics reflect the high proportion of quartz within the Otumotu
Formation.

Table 4.1: Major element oxide concentrations of Otumotu Formation sandstone and breccia beds
(OU81586 and OU81587, respectively) compared to the average composition of Greenland Group
metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All values are in wt%. bdl = below detection limit.

SiO2

TiO2

Al2O3 Fe2O3t MnO

Average
Greenland
Group

66.62

0.68

15.41

5.92

OU81586

77.94

0.72

11.17

OU81587

80.79

0.52

9.99

MgO

CaO

Na2O

K2O

P2O5

LOI

0.06

2.87

0.87

0.90

3.98

0.17

2.57

5.47

bdl

0.41

0.02

bdl

2.42

0.06

2.70

3.26

0.01

1.20

0.02

bdl

2.46

0.08

2.63

Concentrations of trace elements within breccia and sandstone beds of the Otumotu Formation
are typically depleted or similar to those of average Greenland Group metasediments. Both
sandstone and breccia beds of the Otumotu Formation possess similar concentrations of Sc, V, Cr,
Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, As, Rb, Sr, Mo, Sb, Cs, Ba, Ta, Pb, and U, which are depleted relative to
average Greenland Group metasediments. Concentrations of La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf, and Th are also depleted within breccia beds; however, within sandstone
beds, such elements are slightly enriched or similar to average Greenland Group (figure 4.9).
Considering that sandstone beds comprise greater proportions of fine-grained matrix, these
enriched elements are likely hosted within minerals that reside in the fine-grained matrix.
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Both breccia and sandstone beds of the Otumotu Formation exhibit positive Zr, Hf, and W
anomalies (figure 4.9). Anomalous Zr and Hf can be attributed to detrital zircon grains. These
reside in the fine-grained matrix, in clasts of Greenland Group, and in clasts of plutonic quartz,
which are in turn derived from Greenland Group metasediments and/or granitic plutons/pegmatite
dykes. Once liberated from the Greenland Group, the winnowing of less-resistant minerals during
physical weathering would have resulted in detrital zircon grains becoming concentrated within
Otumotu Formation deposits. Thus, explaining the observed Zr and Hf anomalies.

Within

sandstone beds of the Otumotu Formation, Zr and Hf anomalies are far more pronounced than in
breccia beds. This is likely due to a greater abundance of detrital zircon in sandstone beds, which
suggests that sandstone beds were more strongly affected by physical weathering. Anomalous W
within the Otumotu Formation is most likely associated with the mineral scheelite. Scheelite is
typically associated with felsic intrusives but can be precipitated from hydrothermal fluids in
hydrothermal quartz veins. Given that W anomalies are strongest in Otumotu Formation breccia
beds that are dominated by quartz clasts, scheelite within the Otumotu Formation most likely
resides with quartz. Given that scheelite is a dense mineral, scheelite that was liberated from
quartz clasts would have become concentrated by physical weathering; thus, explaining elevated
W concentrations within sandstone beds of the Otumotu Formation. Alternatively, anomalous W
within the Otumotu Formation may be a consequence of W contamination from the W-carbide
crushing head used to prepare the samples for geochemical analysis. However, this seems
unlikely as all of the samples analysed were prepared using the same equipment, but only the two
Otumotu Formation samples exhibit W anomalies.

Figure 4.8: Major element compositions of Otumotu Formation samples from Bald Hill, normalised to the
average composition of Greenland Group rocks from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
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Figure 4.9: Trace element compositions of the Otumotu Formation from Bald Hill normalised to that of
average Greenland Group from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.

4.3.3 Discussion
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Otumotu Formation coincides with a dramatic
change in the covering vegetation. Such a change in vegetation appears to be a consequence of
the kind of substrate that the Otumotu Formation forms. The soil that covers Greenland Group
basement rocks is abundant and rich in organic matter; whereas soil that covers the Otumotu
Formation is thin or non-existent and coarse quartz gravels dominate. As a result, only the better
adapted plant species are able to flourish where the Otumotu Formation is exposed at the surface,
thus giving rise to contrasting vegetation across the Otumotu Formation-Greenland Group contact.
Constituent grains and clasts that compose the Otumotu Formation consist entirely of
Greenland Group metasediments and quartz. The lack of other constituents, combined with the
high degree of grain/clast angularity, suggests that the Otumotu Formation was completely
derived from locally sourced Greenland Group basement rocks that were crosscut by
hydrothermal quartz veins and nearby granitoids/pegmatite dykes. Such a provenance is also
supported by similar geochemical compositions between the Otumotu Formation, average
Greenland Group metasediments from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, and the granitoid
plutons exposed to the east and southeast; where discrepancies can be explained by the dilutant
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effect of quartz, which became concentrated within the Otumotu Formation as a consequence of
less-resistant Greenland Group clasts being broken down and winnowed during physical
weathering. Anomalous Zr and Hf can also be explained by detrital zircon being concentrated in
Otumotu Formation deposits by physical weathering; whereas, the presence of minor scheelite in
quartz detritus can account for W anomalies.
The lower member of the Otumotu Formation possesses a distinctive maroon colour.
According to Wellman (1955) and Nathan (1977), the colour of the Otumotu Formation can be
attributed to the deposition of relatively Fe-rich detritus in a terrestrial, oxidising environment.
Deposition of the Otumotu Formation in an oxidising environment is consistent with a general
lack of carbonaceous material. Any carbonaceous material than may have existed within the
Otumotu Formation would have been oxidised and destroyed (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977).
Further supporting an oxidising depositional environment is the oxidation state of Fe within the
Otumotu Formation.

Concentrations of Fe2O3t are similar within both Greenland Group

metasediments and Otumotu Formation sandstones (diluted by quartz in breccia beds), which, due
to a Greenland Group provenance for Otumotu Formation detritus, is expected. However, within
the Otumotu Formation Fe predominantly exists as Fe 2O3; whereas within the Greenland Group,
Fe predominantly exists as FeO (table 4.2) (Nathan 1977). Thus, Greenland Group detritus that
constitutes the Otumotu Formation must have been oxidised subsequent to erosion.
Table 4.2: Concentrations of total, ferrous, and ferric Fe within Greenland Group metasediments and
Otumotu Formation sandstones. Fe concentrations for average Greenland Group metasediments and
Otumotu Formation sandstones are from Nathan (1976) and Nathan (1977), respectively.

Fe2O3t

FeO

Fe2O3

Average Greenland
Group metasediments

4.56

3.68

0.88

Otumotu Formation
sandstone

5.07

0.42

4.65

Previously, the Otumotu Formation has been interpreted as a fanglomerate that was derived
from and deposited in close proximity to steep Greenland Group terrain (Nathan 1977). Given
that the Otumotu Formation at the summit of Bald Hill comprises poorly-sorted, coarse, angular,
and largely-massive breccia beds of Greenland Group and vein quartz interbedded with angular
coarse-sandstone beds, a near source fanglomerate deposit seems likely.
In North Westland, the Hawks Crag Breccia, of the Pororari Group, is the northern equivalent
of the Otumotu Formation and also consists of Cretaceous aged near-source fanglomerates
derived from steep Greenland Group terrain (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977; Tulloch and
Kimbrough 1989). In North Westland, the Hawks Crag Breccia infills localised extensional half142

grabens that exist within the detached upper-plate of the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex
(Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). The concurrent formation of metamorphic core complexes and
deposition of the Hawks Crag Breccia occurred in response to the extensional tectonism
associated with the Early-Cretaceous post orogenic collapse that followed the Rangitata Orogeny
(Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Given its Early-Cretaceous age, the Otumotu Formation would
have also been deposited during this period of regional extension. Therefore, like the Hawks Crag
Breccia, the Otumotu Formation also likely infills localised extensional half-grabens/sedimentary
basins. Considering that nearby in the Maori Saddle area, detachment faulting associated with the
Maori Saddle Complex was actively deforming Mid- to Late-Cretaceous aged lamprophyre dykes
(see Chapter 5.2.3.4); such localised half-grabens/sedimentary basins infilled by Early- to LateCretaceous aged Otumotu Formation fanglomerates were likely formed within the actively
extending, detached, upper-plate of the Maori Saddle Complex.

4.4 Tauperikaka Coal Measures
Named after Tauperikaka Creek, the latest-Cretaceous aged Tauperikaka Coal Measures
comprise light-grey to white quartz sandstone with scattered bands of pebbles, interbedded with
thin dark-brown bands of carbonaceous mudstone and rare lenses of coal (figure 4.10) (Nathan
1977). The type section for the Tauperikaka Coal Measures is located immediately south of that
for the Otumotu Formation, at Otumotu Point (Nathan 1977). Only exposed at the type locality,
the basal contact of the Tauperikaka Coal Measures can be seen directly overlying the Otumotu
Formation at an unconformity (Nathan 1977).
Elsewhere, the Tauperikaka Coal Measures form a thin strip parallel to the coast from
Otumotu Point to Ship Creek, on the south western face of Bald Hill in the headwaters of Fox and
Coal Creeks as an elongate fault bounded segment, and to the north on either side of the Paringa
River (Evans 1937; Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977). Between Otumotu Point and Ship Creek the
Tauperikaka Coal Measures constitute part of the steeply dipping and overturned eastern limb of
the Coastal Monocline; however, near the Paringa River the Tauperikaka Coal Measures are either
flat-lying or dip gently seaward (Nathan 1977).
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Figure 4.10: Tauperikaka Coal Measures exposed at the Otumotu Point type section. Pictured are subvertically dipping beds (A), interbedded and cross-bedded pebbly-sandstone, sandstone, and
carbonaceous mudstone beds (B and C)

In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, Tauperikaka Coal Measures crop out in the headwaters
of Ship Creek, on the south face of Bald Hill. Here, a small segment is fault bounded to the
northeast and southwest by Tititira Formation and Porphyry Point Member, respectively, and to
the southeast and northwest by Greenland Group. A second fault bounded segment also exists
further downstream and is in contact with Porphyry Point Member at its northeastern extremity.
To the northwest and southeast, this fault bounded bock is inferred to be in fault contact with
Greenland Group metasediments. The southwestern extent of this second segment remains
undefined (see accompanying geological map). Where exposed within the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, the Tauperikaka Coal Measures consist of yellowish-grey sandstone with scattered
clasts of coal and carbonised organic material. Bedding within this indurated sandstone is subtle;
however, weathering of slightly less resistant layers reveals beds that dip steeply to the west
(figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Outcrop of Tauperikaka Coal Measures sandstone in the headwaters of Ship Creek. A)
Preferential weathering of less resistant layers has revealed the steeply dipping beds. B) A small
fragment of coal amongst sandstone beds.

Examination of the Tauperikaka Coal Measures’ constituent detrital mineralogy revealed that
the highly quartzose sediments were derived from a quartz-rich granitic source (Nathan 1977).
This is in contrast to the Otumotu Formation, which was almost entirely derived from local
Greenland Group (Nathan 1977). Nathan (1977) suggested that a deeply weathered granitic
source was located to the east or west of where the Tauperikaka Coal Measures were deposited.
Prior to displacement along the Alpine Fault, Fiordland would have been located east/northeast of
South Westland. Considering that granitoids and orthogneiss are abundant in Fiordland (Gibson
and Ireland 1996; Tulloch et al. 2009), a Fiordland provenance is preferred.

Within the

Tauperikaka Coal Measures, scattered coal seams, carbonaceous mudstone, and carbonised plant
material implies deposition in a non-marine, largely fluviatile and swampy environment. Thus,
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deposition in a swampy river plain bordered by a granitic and/or gneissic landmass to the east has
been inferred for the Tauperikaka Coal Measures.

4.5 Arnott Basalt
The Arnott Basalt, formerly Arnott Volcanics (Mutch and McKellar 1964), comprises a strip
of basaltic material that discontinuously crops out along the coast between Ship Creek and the
Moeraki River (Mutch and McKellar 1964; Nathan 1977; Phillips 2001).

Nathan (1977)

nominated the only known complete section of Arnott Basalt, exposed between Arnott Point and
Grave Creek, as the type locality.

4.5.1 Occurrence and Description
The Arnott Basalt conformably overlies the Whakapohai Sandstone, which in the uppermost
~5 m contains tuffaceous material that rapidly grades upwards into a 5-20 m thick layer of
reddish-brown basaltic tuff at the base of the Arnott Basalt (Nathan 1977). This basal layer of tuff
is overlain by subsequent black, columnar-jointed basalt flows, interbedded with volcanic
breccias, and layers of tuff (Nathan 1977). Within some of the volcanic breccia and tuff layers of
the Arnott Basalt, calcite and zeolite are abundant. Fossils also exist within tuff and volcanic
breccia layers, with foraminifera throughout and molluscs near the top of the formation; however,
such fossils are poorly preserved (Nathan 1977).
In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region two basaltic dykes were discovered hosted within the
Otumotu Formation. A very small dykelet <5 cm wide is exposed in a small creek on the south
face of Bald Hill at GR: 052074 and an isolated sub-circular outcrop ~5 m in diameter exists on
the northern face of Bald Hill, near the summit at GR: 049080. In addition to these two outcrops,
an isolated float boulder of Arnott Basalt was also found on a ridge to the east of Bald Hill.
In all cases the Arnott Basalt consists of black, very fine-grained, basalt littered with
amygdales that range in size from 0.05 mm to 20 mm. However, the Arnott Basalt exposed on the
northern face of Bald Hill also has lamprophyric affinities and contains abundant euhedral to
subhedral phenocrysts of titanaugite and kaersutite. In thin section, euhedral to subhedral, palepinkish titanaugite phenocrysts up to 2 mm in size are either partially or completely altered to
chlorite. Phenocrysts of kaersutite are relatively common and can reach sizes of up to 5 mm
(figure 4.12).

Typically, kaersutite phenocrysts feature reaction rims of plagioclase, which

indicate that kaersutite was no longer in equilibrium with the melt at the final stages of
crystallisation. Titanomagnetite also exists within the Arnott Basalt as phenocrysts up to 0.05 mm
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in size and within the fine grained groundmass. Throughout the Arnott Basalt plagioclase is
abundant, existing within the groundmass and as numerous micro-phenocryst laths. Amygdales
are common and are composed of either carbonate and/or zeolite.

Figure 4.12: Photomicrographs of the Arnott Basalt sample OU81540, from the north face of Bald Hill.
A) and B) show a phenocryst of titanaugite partially altered to chlorite. C) and D) show a kaersutite
phenocryst with a reaction rim of plagioclase. A) and C) are in cross-polarised light and B) and D) are
plane-polarised light.

4.5.2 Geochemistry
A single sample of Arnott Basalt (OU81540) was collected from an outcrop on the northern
face of Bald Hill, near the summit. The major element composition of OU81540 was measured
by XRF; whereas, the trace element composition was measured twice using LA-ICP-MS. For
details regarding the XRF and LA-ICP-MS analytical techniques used, the reader is referred to
Chapter 2.2.4.1.
The Arnott Basalt to the north of the summit of Bald Hill consists of hypersthene-normative
transitional basalt that is geochemically similar to the Arnott Basalt exposed along the coastal
section adjacent to the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region (Phillips 2001).

Compared to the

transitional Arnott Basalt samples analysed by Phillips (2001), the only significant difference in
major element composition exhibited by the Arnott Basalt from north of Bald Hill is a greater
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proportion of LOI volatiles (table 4.3). Such higher proportions of LOI volatiles can be attributed
to OU81540 being more weathered and/or the carbonate and zeolite infilling amygdales, which
Phillips (2001) removed prior to geochemical analyses.
Table 4.3: Major element compositions of transitional Arnott Basalt samples analysed by Phillips (2001)
compared to the transitional basalt sample from the summit of Bald Hill. Also included are the CIPW
normalised proportions of quartz (Q), nepheline (Ne), and hypersthene (Hy).

SiO2

OU65727
(Phillips 2001)
43.3

OU65731
(Phillips 2001)
43.18

OU65730
(Phillips 2001)
43.43

TiO2

3.88

3.72

3.72

3.60

Al2O3

16.49

14.05

14.01

14.61

Fe2O3t

12.69

13.24

13.04

12.31

MnO

0.24

0.33

0.31

0.17

MgO

4.98

7.71

7.64

5.77

CaO

10.75

12.11

12.31

8.65

Na2O

2.49

1.78

1.76

2.62

K 2O

1.70

1.10

1.12

0.77

P 2O 5

1.37

0.67

0.65

0.88

LOI

1.75

1.42

1.58

7.42

Total

99.74

99.31

99.57

99.48

Q

0

0

0

0

Ne

0

0

0

0

Hy

0.06

1.33

1.43

8.90

OU81540
42.76

OU81540 and the hawaiite, alkali, and transitional Arnott Basalt samples analysed by Phillips
(2001) also possess similar trace element compositions. On a primordial mantle-normalised
multi-element diagram, these samples exhibit similar trends: enriched in LILE and less so in
HFSE, giving rise to gently downward sloping trends with weak negative Cs, Rb, Ba, and K
anomalies; weak to strong negative Po and Sc anomalies; and very strong negative Cr and Ni
anomalies (figure 4.13). Like earlier analyses, OU81540 is also enriched in LREE and depleted in
HREE, resulting in steep negative trends on a MORB-normalised multi-element variation diagram
(figure 4.14). Such enriched LILE and LREE are characteristic of ocean island basalts and
continental basalts erupted in within-plate tectonic settings (Sun and McDonough 1989).
Additionally, OU81540 is again similar to the Arnott Basalt analysed by Phillips (2001) in
that it plots within field D of Pearce and Cann’s (1973) Zr-Ti-Y tectonic discrimination diagram
for basalts (figure 4.15). The fact that OU81540 plots within field D on this diagram indicates
that the Arnott Basalt at the summit of Bald Hill was erupted in a within-plate tectonic setting, as
was the Arnott Basalt exposed elsewhere in South Westland (Pearce and Cann 1973; Sewell and
Nathan 1987; Phillips 2001).
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Figure 4.13: Multi-element variation diagram normalised to primordial mantle comparing OU81540 to
Arnott Basalt samples analysed by Phillips (2001). Note that due to different analytical techniques
employed during this research, a larger suite of elements could be measured. Although the trace element
signatures of Arnott Basalt analysed by Phillips (2001) are only partially complete on this diagram, the
trace element signatures of OU81540 appear to trend in a similar manner.

Figure 4.14: Multi-element variation diagram normalised to MORB showing the incompatible trace
element signatures of OU81540.
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Figure 4.15: Tectonic setting for the Arnott Basalt after Pearce and Cann (1973). OU81540 is consistent
with Arnott Basalt analysed by Phillips (2001), plotting within the Within Plate Basalt Field (D). VAB =
Volcanic arc basalt; MORB = Mid ocean ridge basalt; and WPB = Within plate basalt. Note that the two
Arnott Basalt samples from Phillips (2001) that plot outside field D are more highly evolved Hawaiite
equivalents of the Arnott Basalt.

4.5.3 Discussion
Due to the poor preservation of fossils, the Arnott Basalt has not been dated directly (Nathan
1977). However, given the conformable contact with the underlying Whakapohai Sandstone and
a 61.4 ± 0.8 Ma age for the directly overlying Porphyry Point Member (Phillips et al. 2005), the
Arnott Basalt must have been erupted/deposited during the very latest-Cretaceous and EarlyPaleocene (Haumurian-Teurian).
Near the summit of Bald Hill, the small, isolated, sub-circular outcrop of Arnott Basalt
amongst Otumotu Formation fanglomerates has been interpreted here as a feeder dyke to a
volcanic vent similar to those that erupted the more voluminous Arnott Basalt flows, tuffs, and
breccias exposed along the coast, higher in the stratigraphic sequence. Dr J.J. Reed (in Nathan
1977) also identified several small circular intrusions of highly altered igneous breccia that crosscut the Otumotu Formation, at Otumotu Point. He tentatively identified these as lamprophyre
dykes; noting that due to the level of alteration, only an igneous texture could be recognised.
Given that the Arnott Basalt feeder dyke at the summit of Bald Hill has lamprophyric affinities,
similar Arnott Basalt intrusions could be easily misidentified as lamprophyre dykes if plagioclase
micro-phenocrysts were overlooked. Therefore, the possibility that the intensely altered mafic
intrusions at Otumotu Point are also Arnott Basalt feeder dykes, cannot be ruled out.
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Petrographic descriptions of the Arnott Basalt are provided by Nathan (1977) and Phillips
(2001). These authors describe euhedral to subhedral phenocrysts of clinopyroxene (titanaugite;
Nathan 1977), variably altered olivine, and titanomagnetite, set in a fine-grained groundmass
comprising labradorite plagioclase (An50-66), clinopyroxene, titanomagnetite, and apatite. Both
Nathan (1977) and Phillips (2001) describe plagioclase micro-phenocrysts within the Arnott
Basalt, which exist as small laths. Such petrographic descriptions are consistent with petrographic
observations made for the Arnott Basalt feeder dyke exposed near the summit of Bald Hill.
Hence, an Arnott Basalt association for the feeder dyke near the summit of Bald Hill is supported.
Like the Arnott Basalt exposed elsewhere in South Westland (Nathan 1977; Sewell and
Nathan 1987; Phillips 2001), the Arnott Basalt feeder dyke near the summit of Bald Hill consists
of hypersthene-normative transitional basalt with within-plate continental basalt geochemical
characteristics. This, combined with a Haumurian-Teurian age, suggests that it was emplaced
during the ongoing, Late-Creataceous to Early-Paleogene, crustal extension and continental rifting
that went on to separate New Zealand from Australia and produce the Tasman Sea (Nathan 1977;
Kamp 1986; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Gaina et al. 1998; Sutherland 1999; Spell et al. 2000).
This notion is supported by the fact that the Arnott basalt exists amongst a transgressive,
terrestrial-submarine sedimentary sequence (Nathan 1977).

4.6 Porphyry Point Member
Initially, the Porphyry Point Member was included as part of the Buttress Point Conglomerate
(Nathan 1977); however, Phillips et al. (2005) used U-Pb zircon dating to determine an age of ~61
Ma for the Porphyry Point Member, establishing it as separate from the Buttress Point
Conglomerate.
The Porphyry Point Member type section is located at the coast, north of and including
Porphyry Point (Phillips et al. 2005). At this locality the Porphyry Point Member comprises a 14
m thick sequence of tuff, volcanic conglomerates, and mass flow deposits that are interbedded
with arkosic sandstones of the Upper Tokakoriri Formation (figure 4.2) (Phillips et al. 2005).
Volcanic conglomerates of the Porphyry Point Member are typically very poorly sorted,
chaotic, clast to matrix supported, and are composed of pebbles and cobbles, lithic sandstone
lenses and blocks, tree stumps, and carbonaceous material set in a greyish-pink clay to coarsesandy matrix (Phillips et al. 2005). Volcanic clasts within the Porphyry Point Member are wellrounded and consist of basalt, trachyandesite, trachyte, and rhyolite (Phillips et al. 2005).
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Basaltic clasts within the Porphyry Point Member are petrographically and geochemically
identical to the underlying Arnott Basalt (Phillips et al. 2005). Although compositionally more
evolved, trachyandesite, trachyte, and rhyolite possess alkaline affinities and major and trace
element compositions that indicate they were erupted in a within-plate setting (Phillips et al.
2005). Thus, it is likely that all volcanic clasts constituting the Porphyry Point Member were
associated with the same and/or similar source volcanism that produced the Arnott Basalt (Phillips
et al. 2005).
The poorly sorted, chaotic, and clast to matrix supported nature of the Porphyry Point Member
indicates that it was deposited as a single or series of mass flow events (Phillips et al. 2005).
Well-rounded volcanic cobbles and pebbles were likely reworked in a fluvial or near shore
environment prior to deposition, which is supported by the presence of tree stumps, coal rafts, and
other carbonaceous material (Phillips et al. 2005).

Although carbonaceous material points

towards a sub-aerial or near shore depositional environment, localised bioturbation and glaucony
within beds of the Porphyry Point Member indicate that it was deposited in a marine setting; thus,
carbonaceous material was likely transported and deposited with mass flows (Phillips et al. 2005).

Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, a small segment of Porphyry Point Member exists
on the south face of Bald Hill in a tributary to Ship Creek. Here, the Porphyry Point Member
comprises well-rounded,
poorly-sorted,

matrix-

supported,

volcanic

conglomerates that dip
moderately

to

steeply

westward (figure 4.16).
Volcanic

clasts

of

variably weathered basalt,
trachyandesite,

trachyte,

and rhyolite are wellcemented in a grey to
greenish-grey and yellow,
sandy

matrix

(figure

4.17). On the south face
of Bald Hill the contacts
Figure 4.16: Steeply dipping volcanic conglomerate beds of the Porphyry
Point Member, exposed on the south face of Bald Hill in a tributary to
Ship Creek.
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between
Point

the

Porphyry

Member

and

surrounding rocks were not observed; however, at this location the Porphyry Point Member
appears to be completely fault bounded by sandstones and conglomerates of the Tauperikaka Coal
Measures to the northeast and southwest and by Greenland Group to the east and west (see
accompanying geological map).

Figure 4.17: Close-up view of volcanic clasts within a conglomerate bed of the Porphyry Point Member
set in a greenish-grey to yellow sandy matrix. This outcrop of Porphyry Point Member is located within a
tributary to Ship Creek, on the southern face of Bald Hill.
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4.7 Tititira Formation
In South Westland the Tititira Formation crops out discontinuously from Tititira Head to just
north of Milford Sound (Nathan 1978a).

The Tititira Formation is Mid-Miocene in age

(Lillburnian to Waiauan) (Nathan 1978a) and unconformably overlies the Awarua Limestone
(Sutherland et al. 1996). Based on work by Wellman (1955), Wellman and Wilson (1964), and
Mutch (1964), Nathan (1978a) has subdivided the Tititira Formation into the Kaipo (lower) and
Long Reef (upper) members. The Kaipo Member consists of a sequence of distal to proximal
turbidites, with beds of sandstone that grade into pelagic mudstone. Stratigraphically above the
Kaipo Member, the Long Reef Member consists of a diverse sequence of well-rounded
conglomerates, grit-stones, sandstones, and grey calcareous mudstones. Amongst deposits of the
Long Reef Member, rare large allochthonous olistoliths of limestone and basalt also exist within
the Tititira Formation (Nathan 1977, 1978a).
As a whole the Tititira Formation has been interpreted as a deep water sub-marine fan
sequence. Deposits of the Kaipo Member which grade upwards from pelagic mudstone through
distal and proximal turbidites represent the middle to outer portions of the fan; whereas the coarse
sandstones, conglomerates, and allochthonous olistoliths that form the Long Reef Member
represent the inner-fan and channel deposits formed from a combination of inertia-flows and
turbidity currents (Nathan 1978a).
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, deposits of Tititira Formation exist along the
middle reaches of Cole Creek between the Mistake and Grave Faults (Nathan 1977) and in a small
area on the southern face of Bald Hill. The small segment of Tititira Formation exposed on the
southern face of Bald Hill, in a tributary to Ship Creek, is completely fault bounded to the north
and northeast by Otumotu Formation, to the southwest by Tauperikaka Coal Measures, and to the
southeast by Greenland Group (see accompanying geological map). The Tititira Formation at this
locality consists of very hard dark-grey to black calcareous mudstone and well-cemented grey
sandstone that comprises several large randomly orientated olistoliths of Lower-Abbey Limestone
with intense stylolitic-banding (figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18: Large olistolith of lower-Abbey limestone featuring intense stylolitic banding hosted within
the Tititira Formation. This lower-Abbey Limestone olistolith is one of a few exposed in a tributary to
Ship Creek, on the south face of Bald Hill. Note that at this locality the stylolitic banding within the
Lower-Abbey Limestone is sub-horizontal; whereas a similar Lower-Abbey Limestone olistolith exposed a
short distance downstream features sub-vertically dipping stylolitic banding.

Throughout the middle reaches of Cole Creek, there is excellent exposure of the Tititira
Formation.

Here, the Tititira Formation predominantly comprises well-bedded, very-hard,

medium- to coarse-grained grey sandstone. Amongst sandstone beds, beds of pebbles, granules,
and grit-stone are also common and often exhibit grading (figure 4.19). Constituent clasts of
coarser grained beds consist of a variety of rock types including quartz, granite, greywacke, and
various other sandstone, mudstone, and volcanic lithologies from lower portions of the South
Westland stratigraphic sequence.

In the Cole Creek area, the Tititira Formation has been

internally folded and is structurally very complex. Tititira Formation beds exposed along the
middle reaches of Cole Creek range from shallowly- to steeply-dipping and/or overturned (figures
4.19 and 4.20). Typically, such beds dip to the northwest; however, where overturned, it is
common for Tititira Formation beds to dip to the southeast.
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Figure 4.19: Bed of Tititira Formation exhibiting pebbly granule/grit-stone grading into medium to
coarse grained sandstone. Grading of detritus indicates that the younging direction is to the southwest
and that the beds have been overturned.

Figure 4.20: Steeply dipping bed of Tititira Formation exhibiting a paleo-channel that has been cut into a
medium to coarse sandstone. The solid black line depicts the edges of the paleo-channel. The area below
the dashed line is covered by modern river gravels.
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Although less abundant, relatively thick, poorly-sorted, and massive to very weakly-bedded
conglomerate beds of the Tititira Formation are also common along the middle section of Cole
Creek. Such conglomerate beds are composed of well-rounded clasts that consist of the same
constituent lithologies as the above pebble, granule, and grit-stone beds (figure 4.21). The
majority of clasts within conglomerate beds of the Tititira Formation are less than 10 cm in
diameter; however, much larger boulder-sized clasts composed of lithologies from lower in the
stratigraphic sequence are also common.

Like the majority of the clasts composing the

conglomerates, boulder sized clasts are also well-rounded.

Figure 4.21: Poorly-sorted, massive to very weakly-bedded conglomerate of the Tititira Formation, with
well-rounded clasts of quartz, granite, greywacke, and sandstones, mudstones and volcanic clasts derived
from lower portions of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence.

Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Tititira Formation exposed along the middle
reaches of Cole Creek and on the southern face of Bald Hill appears to belong to the Long Reef
Member and outcrop characteristics are consistent with the depositional environment suggested
by Nathan (1978a). Pebble, granule, and grit-stone beds that grade into medium to coarse grained
sandstones are consistent with these beds being deposited by turbidite flows in an inner-fan
setting. The well rounded nature of clasts and boulders within conglomerates, suggests that prior
to deposition they spent time in a high energy, near shore environment.

Given that such

conglomerates are very poorly-sorted, massive- to very weakly-bedded, and have cut channels
into the underlying sandstone beds, it seems likely that they were deposited as a result of inertiaflows. Large olistostromal blocks of limestone and basalt that exist within the Tititira Formation
were also likely transported by such inertia-flows (Nathan 1978a).
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4.8 Quaternary Deposits
Quaternary deposits within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are widespread and for the sake
of this research, have been mapped as undifferentiated. In most parts, Quaternary deposits exist
unconformably overlying all other lithologies present. The Quaternary deposits within the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region comprise colluvium, fluvio-/fluvio-glacial alluvium, shallow-marine
terrace deposits, and rare glacial moraine.
Colluvium within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region typically exists as gravels and boulders
that form a thin and patchy veneer over much of the topography. Colluvium also commonly
infills small basins and forms fan deposits associated with paleo- and recent landslides. Such
detritus is typically derived from either the immediately underlying geology or a nearby local
source. In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, colluvium predominantly consists of Greenland
Group metasediments.
Modern alluvium deposits within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region predominantly exists at
low altitudes along valley floors where it forms river/creek beds and associated river terraces.
Alluvium deposits within small to moderate creeks in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are
predominantly composed of Greenland Group and more rarely, granitoids derived from local
Western Province sources. To the north and in the southeastern corner of the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region two substantial rivers, the Whakapohai River and the Waita River, respectively,
have deposited alluvium that predominantly consists of Greenland Group, high-grade Haast
Schist, and granitoids – including the Whakapohai Granite (Whakapohai River only), Maori
Saddle Granite, and the, Eastern Province, Haast Schist pegmatite dykes. These rivers originate
east of the Alpine Fault, high on the western face of the Mataketake Range, amongst Eastern
Province rocks. Thus, the Mataketake Range is likely the main source of Eastern Province highgrade Haast Schist and granitoid detritus within these alluvium deposits. Constituting much lower
proportions of alluvium in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is detritus derived from lithologies
of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence and lamprophyre dykes. Such detritus typically
exists concentrated in close proximity to its exposed source and becomes sparsely distributed with
increasing distance downstream.
In addition to alluvium deposits situated at low altitudes along the floors of modern river/creek
valleys, much older paleo-river/fluvio-glacial outwash deposits form terraces throughout the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region at moderate altitudes of 400-500 m asl (figure 4.22). As indicated by
well-rounded high-grade Haast Schist detritus that predominantly composes these paleoriver/glacial outwash terraces, such terraces were likely deposited by a substantially sized river
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system that originated east of the Alpine Fault amongst Haast Schist and drained westward, across
the Alpine Fault and Western Province, to the Tasman Sea. Considering that the Australian Plate
is moving at a rate of 27 ± 5 mm/yr to the northeast relative to the Pacific Plate (Norris and
Cooper 2000), the last substantially sized river system to have flowed through the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region would have been the Haast River.

Based on a 27 ± 5 mm/yr horizontal

displacement rate along the Alpine Fault and the current location of the Haast River, ~20 km
southwest of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Haast River would have drained through the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region at ~740 ka before present. Therefore, paleo-river/glacial-outwash
terraces at moderate elevations within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are likely ~740 ka in
age. At its current location, the Haast River is depositing alluvium at approximately sea level.
Assuming paleo-river terraces in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were also deposited at/near
sea level, ~400-500 m of uplift of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, at an average rate of ~0.61
mm/yr since ~740 ka (see Chapter 5.3.6), can account for the moderate elevations of these
terraces.
At Knights Point, the Knights Point Terrace is intersected by State Highway 6 and a sequence
of shallow-marine deposits is exposed in a road cutting (Cooper and Kostro 2006). These
shallow-marine sediments are in contact with, stratigraphically overlying, Arnott Basalt and
Whakapohai Sandstone at an angular unconformity, which appears to be a wave-cut erosion
surface (Cooper and Kostro 2006). Along the coast in South Westland, several other shallowmarine terrace deposits exist at similar elevations. Such terraces are of similar age and formed in
a similar manner and environment to the Knights Point Terrace (Nathan 1975b, 1977, 1978a;
Cooper and Kostro 2006).
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, on the western face of Bald Hill, Evans (1937) and
Landaus (1986) discovered glacial moraine occupying a small ridge that extends northward from
~GR: 046089 to ~GR: 049105. This small ridge was informally named the “Bearing Ridge” by
Landaus (1986). According to Landaus (1986), this deposit consists of an ~8 m thick sequence of
very poorly sorted glacial till, which hosts boulders up to 3 m in diameter. This glacial till
comprises clasts of Haast Schist, hydrothermal quartz veins, Greenland Group, granitoids,
Otumotu Formation, and some volcanics (most likely Arnott Basalt and/or Porphyry Point
Member) (Landaus 1986). At its base, this deposit is in contact with the Tititira Formation at an
unconformity (Landaus 1986). Unfortunately, due to difficulties accessing the Bearing Ridge,
this glacial moraine deposit was not visited during this research.
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Figure 4.22: Topographic map of the greater Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region showing elevation by contour
lines (grey) and gradational colours. Solid black lines indicate topographic plateaus. The bold black line
indicates a Haast Schist alluvium dominated terrace deposit that is partially overlain by a schist
overthrust nappe (Bartlett 1993).

West of the Southern Alps, glacial till and moraine are widespread and provide evidence for
multiple episodes of glaciation since 2.4-2.5 Ma (Suggate 1990).

In North Westland and

Northwest Nelson, a more complete glacial-interglacial sequence has enabled recognition of at
least 6 separate glaciations: the Ross Glaciation (2.6-2.4 Ma); the Porika Glaciation (2.2-2.1 Ma);
the Nemona, Waimaunga, and Waimea Glaciations (<400->50 ka); and the Otira Glaciation
(including the Kumara-21, -22, and -3 advances; 22.3-14 ka) (Nathan and Moar 1973; Suggate
1990). In South Westland, during the Otira Glaciation, glacial ice extended from the Southern
Alps to/slightly beyond the present day coastline and occupied the Moeraki River Valley and
Haast Plains (Wellman 1955; Suggate and Almond 2005). Although glacial ice occupied these
adjacent areas, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region itself was not overrun by advancing ice
(Wellman 1955). Therefore, glacial moraine deposits exposed at the Bearing Ridge must have
been deposited during an earlier glaciation.
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Chapter 5:

CRETACEOUS AND
CENOZOIC
STRUCTURAL
EVOLUTION

5.1 Introduction
The Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is a structurally complex part of South Westland. Within
the area, structures associated with Cretaceous extension and Cenozoic compression can be
identified (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977; Bartlett 1993; Cooper and Kostro 2006). In this chapter,
evidence for such tectonic events is presented and discussed with regards to the structural
evolution of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.

5.2 Cretaceous Structural Evolution
5.2.1 Introduction
During Cretaceous to Paleogene time, crustal extension that initiated shortly after the
Rangitata Orogeny resulted in the fragmentation of the Pacific Margin of Gondwana and
culminated with the termination of opening of the Tasman Sea at ~52 Ma (Nathan 1977; Gibson
et al. 1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Gaina et al. 1998; Sutherland 1999; Spell et al. 2000;
Mortimer 2004). Within Western Province rocks of the South Island of New Zealand, such
continental extension initially produced metamorphic core complexes and extensional complexes
with metamorphic core complex affinities (e.g. the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex, the
Fraser Complex, the Bonar Range, the Doubtful Sound metamorphic core complex, and the
Sisters shear zone in Stewart Island (Gibson et al. 1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989;
Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Jongens 2006a; Kula et al. 2007). In south eastern portions of the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region, aspects of the geology indicate that such Cretaceous extension has had
a significant influence, contributing to the formation of the Maori Saddle Complex: a poorly
exposed and structurally overprinted extensional complex with metamorphic core complex
affinities.
Metamorphic core complexes have only been recognised in the last 50 years and the processes
by which they form has been a topic of considerable controversy (Misch 1960; Davis and Coney
1979; Coney 1980; Crittenden 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Wernicke 1981, 1985, 1995; Armstrong
1982; Davis et al. 1986; Gans 1987; Wernicke and Axen 1988; Lister and Davis 1989; Hill et al.
1992; Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993). The typical geological and
structural characteristics of metamorphic core complexes have been summarised from the
literature and presented as a metamorphic core complex model for the Cretaceous evolution of the
Bald Hill area. As part of this model an overview of the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex has
been included, providing a Western Province New Zealand example of a metamorphic core
complex (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
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5.2.2 Metamorphic Core Complex Model
5.2.2.1 Characteristics and Geometry
The fundamental structural relationship of metamorphic core complexes is the presence of
brittlely deformed un-metamorphosed/low-grade metamorphic rocks in sharp contact with
severely strained tectonites, structurally overlying typically younger high-grade metamorphic and
plutonic rocks, juxaposed via a low angle décollement zone with normal dip slip characteristics
(Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Crittenden 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982;
Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis 1989).
Metamorphic core complexes can be divided into four separate structural tiers (Davis and
Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983). The deepest structural component consists of midto deep-crust high-grade metamorphic (metasedimentary and/or metaigneous) rocks that form a
tectonic basement (Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983). Very rarely do such basement rocks outcrop
in metamorphic core complexes (Davis 1983). Up sequence, tectonic basement rocks become
increasingly strained and transform into mylonitic tectonites (the second structural component)
(Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983).

These mylonitic tectonites are

characterised by shallow dipping foliations and uni-directional mineral and stretching lineations
(Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982). In many cases,
intensely mylonitized and distended sheet-like carapaces can be distinguished at the highest levels
of mylonitic tectonites (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983). Together, midto deep-crust high-grade metamorphic rocks, mylonitic tectonites, and carapace (where present)
form the metamorphic core of a metamorphic core complex (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980;
Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982). Such metamorphic cores typically exist at the centre of a
metamorphic core complex and are domal or arch-like in shape (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney
1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982)
Constituting the third structural component, all metamorphic core complexes feature a
relatively thin low angle décollement zone that separates the detached upper-plate from the lowerplate (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis
1989). Such décollement zones are typically regionally extensive structures; for example, the
Whipple décollement zone in western Arizona extends over 10,000 km2 and has accommodated at
least 40 km of relative displacement (Lister and Davis 1989). These décollement zones usually
post-date both the foliation of lower-plate rocks and normal faults within the upper-plate (Davis
and Coney 1979; Davis 1980; Lister and Davis 1989).

In outcrop, décollement zones are

characterised by strongly indurated mylonite, mylonitic-gneiss, and proto-mylonite/microbreccia
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± hematite, chlorite, and/or epidote alteration (Davis and Coney 1979; Davis 1980, 1983; Lister
and Davis 1989). On a microscopic scale, décollement zones of metamorphic core complexes
exhibit S-C fabrics and shear sense indicators that indicate normal-slip (i.e. upper-plate down)
(Lister and Davis 1989). Thus, décollement zones within metamorphic core complexes are large
scale, low-angle, normal faults, commonly referred to as detachment faults (Davis and Coney
1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis 1989).
The upper-most structural component of a metamorphic core complex consists of the detached
upper-plate, which rests atop the décollement zone (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis
1980, 1983; Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis 1989). Detached upper-plate rocks contrast
dramatically with those of the lower-plate, with the most obvious differences being metamorphic
grade and the style of structural deformation (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980,
1983; Armstrong 1982; Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis 1989). Despite the relative close
proximity of the upper and lower plates, upper-plate rocks are characterised by low-grade or a
complete lack of metamorphism (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983;
Armstrong 1982; Davis et al. 1986). The low-grade/absence of metamorphism in upper-plate
rocks suggests that they have only experienced shallow-crust regional metamorphic conditions;
whereas, high-grade rocks of the lower-plate experience metamorphism in the mid- to deep-crust
(Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982; Lister and Davis
1989). In addition to metamorphic grade, the crustal depths at which the upper and lower plates
are deformed also produce contrasting styles of structural deformation (Lister and Davis 1989).
During tectonic extension (see below) lower-plate rocks deform below the brittle-ductile
transition (Lister and Davis 1989). At such depths minerals within the rock (predominantly
quartz) behave in a crystal-plastic manner, enabling ductile flow (Chen and Molnar 1982; Sibson
1982, 1983).

As a consequence, any build-up of stress is relaxed and the rocks become

mylonitized (Chen and Molnar 1982; Sibson 1982, 1983; Lister and Davis 1989). In contrast,
upper-plate rocks experience deformation at crustal levels above the brittle-ductile transition and
therefore, are deformed brittlely (Chen and Molnar 1982; Lister and Davis 1989). As a result, the
upper-plate usually features numerous listric normal faults and associated domino-stacked fault
blocks, which are typically tilted towards the centre of the complex (top towards complex centre)
(Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982; Davis et al. 1986;
Lister and Davis 1989). Very rarely do such faults extend into/beyond the mylonitic décollement
zone and hence, must pre-date the décollement zone (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Davis
1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982; Lister and Davis 1989). During detachment, the formation of
normal faults and tilting of fault blocks creates numerous half grabens, which act as localised
sedimentary basins that become infilled with locally sourced detritus (Pashley 1966 (in Coney
1980); Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Although the detached upper-plates of metamorphic core
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complexes are allochthonous, they are not exotic: in all cases upper-plate rocks consist of the
normal country rocks that constitute the local geological sequence (Davis 1983).

5.2.2.2 Plutonism
In addition to high-grade metamorphic rocks, lower-plate rocks of metamorphic core
complexes also commonly comprise plutonic rocks (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980;
Crittenden 1980; Armstrong 1982; Hill et al. 1992; Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and
Thompson 1993). Despite clear spatial and temporal links between plutonism and metamorphic
core complex formation, the effects of plutonism were largely ignored in early metamorphic core
complex models (Coney 1980; Davis 1983; Wernicke 1981, 1985; Armstrong 1982; Davis et al.
1986; Wernicke and Axen 1988; Lister and Davis 1989). However, more recent studies have
recognised the significance of igneous intrusions and have suggested that plutonism may play a
vital role in metamorphic core complex development (Gans 1987; Hill et al. 1992; Lister and
Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993).
There are three ways in which syn-extensional plutonism may affect metamorphic core
complex formation: 1) the modification of local deviatoric stresses; 2) geothermal gradients that
affect crustal rheology; and 3) magmatic inflation of the mid-crust (Gans 1987; Hill et al. 1992;
Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993).
According to Anderson (1951), faults will develop in the crust at an angle of ~45º-75º to the
orientation of the greatest principal stress (σ1). Therefore, during extension when the vertical
lithostatic load is the greatest principal stress, normal faults should ensue at high angles
(Anderson 1951). However, during syn-extensional plutonism, intrusions occupy volume and
thereby accommodate extensional strain and reduce tension along the axis of least principal stress
(σ3) (i.e. increasing compression); meanwhile, the buoyancy of the intrusion exerts upwards force
on the overlying crust, opposing, and therefore reducing, lithostatic stress (Lister and Baldwin
1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993). Such perturbation of the local stress field may cause the
greatest principal stress to divert to much lower angles and possibly even to horizontal (i.e.
localised compression) (Parsons and Thompson 1993). As a result, faults that form at ~45º-75º to
the modified greatest principal stress will exist at low angles to the surface (figure 5.1) (Parsons
and Thompson 1993). Once a low-angle fault has formed, region-wide extension is likely to be
accommodated by slip along that discontinuity (Forsyth 1992). Thus, plutonism may provide the
stress heterogeneity required to initiate low-angle detachment faulting and the formation of
metamorphic core complexes (Parsons and Thompson 1993).
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In the absence of significantly pressurised pore fluid, the fracture strength of the crust
becomes progressively stronger with depth, until it reaches a maximum at the brittle-ductile
transition (Chen and Molnar 1982; Sibson 1982, 1983; Lister and Davis 1989). Below the brittleductile transition, elevated temperatures cause the rock to deform in a crystal-plastic manner and
any build-up of stress is quickly relieved by ductile flow (Sibson 1977, 1982, 1983; Chen and
Molnar 1982; Lister and Davis 1989). Typically, the brittle-ductile transition exists at 8-15 km
depth (Chen and Molnar 1982; Sibson 1982, 1983); however, syn-extensional plutonism that
accompanies metamorphic core complexes cause thermal pulses in the adjacent crust, which
temporarily produces steep geothermal gradients and elevation of the brittle-ductile transition to
shallower depths (figure 5.1) (Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993). As a
consequence, rocks that would otherwise deform brittlely are able to flow in a ductile manner.
Such ductile behaviour in the shallow crust promotes low-angle shearing and acts to facilitate the
development of large-scale detachment faults (Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson
1993). Deeper within the crust, thermal softening associated with syn-extensional plutonism
locally enhances mid-crustal mobility and promotes rapid uplift of the lower-plate (Lister and
Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993).

Figure 5.1: Diagrammatic cross-section of regionally extending crust that is being intruded by a pluton,
after Parsons and Thompson (1993). Crust above the brittle-ductile transition deforms brittlely; whereas,
below, deformation is ductile. Hence, normal faults do not cross the brittle-ductile transition. Near the
pluton, thermal weakening of the crust causes the brittle-ductile transition to exist at shallower levels. A)
Unaltered deviatoric stress in the brittle upper-crust where extension has produced steeply dipping
normal faults. B) A buoyant intrusion accommodates extensional strain and exerts pressure that opposes
lithostatic stress, causing stress heterogeneity. As a consequence, a low-angle detachment fault has
initiated in the regionally extending brittle upper-crust.

Early models of metamorphic core complex formation attribute the uplift of high-grade
metamorphic cores to isostatic rebound (Coney 1980; Davis 1983; Wernicke 1981, 1985;
Armstrong 1982; Davis et al. 1986; Wernicke and Axen 1988; Lister and Davis 1989). However,
in many cases it is difficult to explain such uplift by isostatic rebound alone (Gans 1987; Hill et
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al. 1992; Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and Thompson 1993). An alternative explanation is
that the intrusion and inflation of sill-like magma chambers in the mid-crust exerts upwards
pressure, causing uplift and doming of the overlying crust (Hill et al. 1992; Lister and Baldwin
1993). Given the spatial and temporal associations of most metamorphic core complexes with
plutonism, it seems likely that magmatic inflation is a common contributor to the uplift of highgrade metamorphic cores.

5.2.2.3 Tectonics
Early during the evolution of the metamorphic core complex concept, the tectonic significance
of these structures was highly controversial. Some interpreted metamorphic core complexes as
compressional features (Misch 1960; Armstrong and Hansen 1966; Price and Mountjoy 1970);
whereas, others argued that they are produced by extension (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980;
Crittenden 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Wernicke 1981, 1985, 1995; Armstrong 1982; Lister and
Davis 1989; Lister and Baldwin 1993). Given that metamorphic core complexes are characterised
by stretching lineations, boudinage, low-angle detachment faulting, listric normal faults, and
domino-stacked fault blocks, the modern consensus is that they are associated with crustal
extension (Armstrong 1982; Coney and Harms 1984; Wernicke 1985, 1995; Lister and Davis
1989; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Lister and Baldwin 1993). However, metamorphic core
complexes commonly exist in regions that experienced prolonged crustal convergence and
orogenesis immediately prior to extension (Armstrong 1982; Coney and Harms 1984; Tulloch and
Kimbrough 1989). Taking this into consideration, convergence and orogenesis may be important
with regards to metamorphic core complex development (Armstrong 1982; Coney and Harms
1984). Several authors have suggested that over-thickened crustal welts would be produced,
laterally supported by convergence; however, once such convergence ceased, lateral support
would diminish and the over-thickened crustal welts would become gravitationally unstable
(England 1982; Molnar and Chen 1983; Coney and Harms 1984). With sufficient topographic
head and lowering of the crustal viscosity by magmatic thermal softening, such over-thickened
crustal welts would collapse and extend laterally; thus, inducing metamorphic core complex
formation (Armstrong 1982; Coney and Harms 1984; Lister and Baldwin 1993; Parsons and
Thompson 1993).

5.2.2.4 The Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex
In the North Westland and Buller regions of New Zealand’s South Island, the geology of the
Paparoa Ranges is dominated by the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex (Tulloch and
Kimbrough 1989, Spell et al. 2000). In many ways the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex is
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similar to the metamorphic core complexes of western North America (Davis and Coney 1979;
Coney 1980; Crittenden 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982; Davis et al. 1986; Lister and
Davis 1989; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Thus, the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex
provides a Western Province New Zealand example of a typical metamorphic core complex.
Of the metamorphic core complex structural components defined by Davis (1983), only the
lower-plate mylonitic tectonites, décollement zone, and brittlely deformed upper-plate of the
Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex are exposed (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
At the centre of the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex, a high-grade metamorphic core
comprising paragneisses and orthogneisses of the Charleston Metamorphic Group (as defined by
Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989), forms a broad and elongate dome that is exposed between
Barrytown and Westport (figure 5.2).

Charleston Metamorphic Group paragneisses are

psammitic-pelitic, locally contain garnet and/or sillimanite, and are derived from a similar source
to that of Greenland Group metasediments (Nathan 1975a; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Ireland
1992).

Orthogneisses range in composition from two-mica granites to biotite-tonalites and

possess geochemical signatures typical of Karamea Granitoid, Separation Point Suite, and Rahu
Suite plutons (Kimbrough and Tulloch 1989; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Four separate U-Pb
zircon ages determined from widespread Charleston Metamorphic Group orthogneisses yield an
age of 114 ± 18 Ma (Kimbrough and Tulloch 1989); whereas, a Rb-Sr whole rock isochron age of
116 ± 6 Ma was determined for the Buckland Granite, the youngest known orthogneiss within the
Charleston Metamorphic Group (Graham and White 1990). Given that these plutons exhibit a
mylonitic fabric, these ages represent the maximum age of ductile deformation (Tulloch and
Kimbrough 1989).

Undeformed lamprophyre dykes and a pegmatite dyke that crosscuts

Charleston Metamorphic Group gneisses provide a minimum age for ductile deformation of 10880 Ma (Aronson 1968; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Spell et al. 2000; Sagar and Palin (in
prep.)). Allowing for strain partitioning, mylonitic fabrics exhibit a general increase in strain
towards the upper surface of the Charleston Metamorphic Group (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
Stretching lineations on foliation surfaces of Charleston Metamorphic Group mylonites
consistently trend north-northeast and south-southeast and plunge to the north and south (figure
5.2) (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
At its structural upper-limit, the Charleston Metamorphic Group is overlain by low-grade
Greenland Group metasediments and undeformed igneous intrusives at a sharp contact (Hume
1977; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).

With proximity to this contact both the Charleston

Metamorphic Group and structurally overlying low-grade rocks feature intense brecciation
(Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Heated by the uplifted metamorphic core, hydrothermal fluids
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that percolated along this contact have caused pervasive hydrothermal alteration and produced
quartz-chlorite-carbonate-magnetite ± precious metal-sulphide mineral assemblages (Tulloch and
Kimbrough 1989; Tulloch 1995).

On the basis of strong S-C relationships in Charleston

Metamorphic Group mylonites and the juxtaposition of lithologies with dramatically contrasting
metamorphic grades, this contact has been interpreted as a low-angle detachment fault (Tulloch
and Kimbrough 1989).
Ordovician-aged, low-grade, greenschist facies, pelitic-psammitic, and locally contact
metamorphosed metaturbidites of the Greenland Group; predominantly Cretaceous-aged Rahu
Suite, but also Cretaceous-aged Separation Point Suite and Paleozoic-aged Karamea Granitoids;
and terrestrial sediments of the Pororari Group compose the detached upper-plate of the Paparoa
Metamorphic Core Complex (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Within the upper-plate, Greenland
Group and granitoid rocks do not exhibit the ductile deformation that is characteristic of their
Charleston Metamorphic Group paragneiss and orthogneiss equivalents. Instead, the upper-plate
features numerous listric normal faults and half-grabens that formed as a consequence of
extension (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Half grabens within the upper-plate were infilled with
locally derived non-marine mudstones, vitric tuff, sandstones, and coarse fanglomerates (Hawks
Crag Breccia) of the Pororari Group, which were tilted subsequent to deposition by ongoing
detachment faulting (Nathan 1978b, c; Laird 1988; Nathan et al. 1986; Tulloch and Kimbrough
1989). Lamprophyre dykes that were emplaced during the Late-Cretaceous (80-86 Ma), exist in
similar orientations to listric normal faults (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Waight et al. 1998c).
Together, listric normal faults, the structure of the Pororari Group, and lamprophyre dykes
indicate northeast-southwest extension, which is consistent with that indicated by stretching
lineations and S-C fabrics within lower-plate mylonites (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
Preceding the formation of the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex, prolonged convergence
associated with the Rangitata Orogeny resulted in the formation of a crustal welt and the
generation of Separation Point Suite magmatism (Waight et al. 1998a, Muir et al. 1995, 1998;
Laird and Bradshaw 2004). During Early- to Mid-Cretaceous time, a change in tectonic regime
caused a shift from convergence to extension (Waight et al. 1998a; Laird and Bradshaw 2004).
Initially during such extension, late stage Separation Point Suite magmas continued to be
emplaced at depths as shallow as 8 km and temporally overlapped with Rahu Suite magmatism
that intruded the mid-crust at depths of 19-23 km (Tulloch and Challis 2000). Given the timing
and emplacement depths of Separation Point Suite and Rahu Suite magmas, it is possible that
Separation Point Suite magmas may have perturbed local stress fields within the shallow crust and
instigated the development of low-angle detachment faults.
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Figure 5.2: Geological map of the Paparoa Range, detailing the geology of the Paparoa Metamorphic
Core Complex, after Tulloch and Kimbrough (1989; and references therein). Note that kinematic
indicators yield opposing transport directions for the detached upper-plates that exist either side of the
high-grade Charleston Metamorphic Group core. The cross-section line A-A’ refers to cross-section show
in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Cross-section of the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex, drawn parallel to the direction of
extension along the section line A-A’ (figure 5.2), after Tulloch and Kimbrough (1989). The geology
legend is the same as that used in figure 5.2 and there is no exaggeration of the vertical scale.

In contrast, Rahu Suite magmas would have thermally weakened the mid-crust and enhanced
ductile flow.

With a low-angle detachment fault initiated, continued northeast-southwest

extension resulted in the displacement of low-grade upper-plate rocks and the exhumation of a
high-grade Charleston Metamorphic Group core (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Uplift of the
metamorphic core was driven by an isostatic imbalance and possibly by mid-crustal magmatic
inflation associated with Rahu Suite plutonism. Ductile deformation occurred subsequent to the
intrusion of the Buckland Pluton but ceased prior to emplacement of undeformed lamprophyre
and pegmatite dykes; whereas, the lamprophyre dykes, tilted Pororari Group deposits, and
fracturing near the upper-surface of the Charleston Metamorphic Group indicate that brittle
detachment of the upper-plate continued for some time afterwards (Tulloch and Kimbrough
1989). Coal measures that unconformably overlie both the upper- and lower-plates of the Paparoa
Metamorphic Core Complex indicate that all deformation associated with detachment faulting had
finished by latest-Cretaceous-Eocene time (Laird 1988; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989).
Elsewhere in the Westland Region, other extensional complexes with metamorphic core
complex affinities exist within Western Province rocks near Lake Brunner (Frazer Complex) and
at the Bonar Range (Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Jongens 2006a). Like the Paparoa Metamorphic
Core Complex, these complexes feature high-grade paragneisses and orthogneisses in contact with
low-grade Greenland Group metasediments (Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Jongens 2006a), via large
scale detachment faults (Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Jongens 2006a). As a consequence of Cenozoic
compression across the nearby Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary, these complexes
have been substantially deformed, which has added complexity to their structural geometry and
evolution. Nonetheless, these extensional complexes have been interpreted as the deformed
remnants of metamorphic core complexes (Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Jongens 2006a).
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5.2.3 The Maori Saddle Complex
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, aspects of the geology resemble features that are
common to the extensional Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex, Fraser Complex, and Bonar
Range (Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Jongens
2006a). Such features suggest that the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region may also have experienced
metamorphic core complex formation. However, like the Fraser Complex and Bonar Range, the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region exists in close proximity to the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific
plate boundary and features a strong Cenozoic structural overprint (Rattenbury 1987, 1991;
Kimbrough et al. 1994a; Jongens 2006a). As a consequence, it is difficult to confidently attribute
such pre-Cenozoic structures to metamorphic core complex formation; therefore, the term
extensional complex with metamorphic core complex affinities is preferred and the name Maori
Saddle Complex is considered appropriate.
Like metamorphic core complexes, the Maori Saddle Complex comprises three main
structural elements: a lower-plate; an upper-plate; and a décollement zone. Together, these three
components suggest that the Maori Saddle Complex formed by processes akin to metamorphic
core complex formation. Below, each of these three main structural elements has been described
and their significance discussed with regard to the structural evolution of the Maori Saddle
Complex. Additionally, lamprophyre dykes that crop out near Maori Saddle (Bartlett 1993) and
are significant in regards to deciphering the Maori Saddle Complexes structural evolution have
also been discussed.

5.2.3.1 Lower-Plate Rocks
Lower-plate rocks of the Maori Saddle Complex that are exposed in the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region consist of high-grade, mylonitic, paragneiss of the Cattle Track Gneiss. Based on
analogous geochemical characteristics and a similar detrital zircon age spectrum, the Cattle Track
Gneiss represents a mylonitized amphibolite-facies equivalent of the Greenland Group (see
Chapter 2.3).
In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Cattle Track Gneiss crops out southwest of Wrong
Creek on the Haast-Paringa Cattle Track (GR: 130058) and, according to Bartlett (1993),
immediately southwest of Maori Saddle (GR: 097035) (see accompanying geological map).
Based on the locations of Cattle Track Gneiss outcrops with respect to outcrop of mylonite in
Wrong Creek and the upper-Waita River and Greenland Group float and outcrop nearby on the
Haast Paringa Cattle Track, the Cattle Track Gneiss has been inferred to be in contact with low172

grade Greenland Group rocks across an intermediate mylonitized décollement zone. At this fault
contact, the Cattle Track Gneiss forms the footwall.
Despite being derived from the same source material and existing at the same crustal level, the
Cattle Track Gneiss possesses a considerably higher metamorphic grade (sillimanite zone) than
the adjacent Greenland Group (chlorite zone) (see Chapter 2). In order for the Cattle Track
Gneiss to have been metamorphosed to such higher grades, it must have been subjected to greater
pressure-temperature conditions, deeper within the crust. During extension (see below), the Cattle
Track Gneiss existed below the brittle-ductile transition and therefore, any build-up of stress was
quickly relieved by ductile flow, resulting in the formation of a mylonitic fabric; whereas, the
adjacent Greenland Group existed above the brittle-ductile transition and deformed brittlely.
Hence, the mylonitic fabric of the Cattle Track Gneiss is compatible with deeper levels within the
crust. In order for the Cattle Track Gneiss to be in contact with Greenland Group, the Cattle
Track Gneiss must have been uplifted from the mid-crust and tectonically juxtaposed against
Greenland Group rocks. Given that the association of high-grade mylonitic rocks in tectonic
contact with low-grade brittlely deformed rocks is characteristic of metamorphic core complexes
(Davis and Coney 1979; Coney 1980; Crittenden 1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982;
Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis 1989) and that equivalent rocks of the Paparoa Metamorphic
Core Complex exhibit the same contact relationship (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Spell et al.
2000), it seems plausible that the Cattle Track Gneiss may have been uplifted as a metamorphic
core.

5.2.3.2 Décollement Zone
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Maori Saddle Complex décollement zone
outcrops in two areas: the headwaters of the Waita River (GR: 094033 and GR: 092034) near
Maori Saddle and in Wrong Creek (GR: 134057) (see accompanying geological map). At these
locations the décollement zone consists of intensely foliated mylonite, with abundant short
wavelength crenulations and less common isoclinal folds (figure 5.4). In Wrong Creek, the
orientation of the mylonitic foliation varies between 065/42ºSE and 046/36ºSE. At this outcrop,
the contacts with the adjacent rocks are not exposed; however, based on outcrop nearby, the
footwall is inferred to consist of Cattle Track Gneiss and the hanging wall, Greenland Group. In
the Waita River, décollement zone mylonites show considerable variation in orientation, ranging
between 113/83ºS and 040/65ºSE. Bartlett (1993) also shows variable orientations for mylonitic
shear zones in this area. At GR: 094033 (OU81542), outcropping mylonite dips steeply to the
south (113/83ºS) (figure 5.5). A short distance downstream at GR: 092034 (OU81543), such
mylonite dips moderately to the south (070/62ºS). At GR: 092034 the mylonitic décollement
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zone is in contact with the structurally overlying Maori Saddle Granite, which is hosted within
Greenland Group metasediments. Where this contact is exposed, over a distance of ~2 metres, the
Maori Saddle Granite becomes progressively more strained with proximity to the décollement
zone, from relatively undeformed granite to intense mylonite that forms part of the décollement
zone itself (see Chapter 3.2.2). Together, the Maori Saddle Granite and Greenland Group form
the hanging wall of the structure. Given that Cattle Track Gneiss exists immediately northeast of
this outcrop (Bartlett 1993), the Cattle Track Gneiss has been inferred as the footwall lithology.
Décollement zone mylonites consist of foliated leucocratic and mesocratic bands.

Thin

section analyses revealed that leucocratic bands predominantly comprise quartz, feldspar,
muscovite, biotite, epidote, and apatite ± carbonate.

Coarse quartz crystals have been

recrystallised to undulose extinction grains, extensively broken down into sub-grains, and
elsewhere largely recrystallised into mylonitic quartz ribbons (figure 5.6). Feldspar typically
exists as fractured and/or rotated porphyroclasts set in a quartz-rich mylonitic matrix. Where
altered, feldspar has been replaced by epidote and muscovite and in some cases has been
completely pseudomorphed. Thin and elongate biotite crystals are aligned parallel to mylonitic
quartz ribbons, forming a well-developed foliation. Carbonate exists as an alteration product, in
small patches and veinlets. The compositions of such leucocratic mylonite bands appear to
resemble felsic granitoids and/or quartz-rich metasediments (e.g. Greenland Group psammites).
Mesocratic mylonite bands are more mafic in composition and therefore, are likely to be derived
from more mafic protoliths such as granodiorites and/or Fe-Mg rich metasediments (e.g.
Greenland Group pelites). In addition to mylonitic quartz ribbons and rotated and/or fractured
feldspar, epidote, muscovite, and apatite porphyroclasts, mesocratic bands also comprise
significant proportions of biotite, actinolite, and chlorite ± clinopyroxene, hornblende, magnetite,
limonite, and carbonate (figure 5.7). Clinopyroxene and hornblende exist as fractured and rotated
porphyroclasts, where hornblende has been partially altered to chlorite and actinolite. Within
mesocratic bands, long and thin biotite crystals exist anastomosing between mylonitic quartz and
fractured/rotated feldspar porphyroclasts. Such biotite crystals are aligned parallel to the strong
mylonitic fabric. The chloritization of biotite is a major source of chlorite in mesocratic mylonite
bands. In some instances, opaque magnetite constitutes significant proportions of the rock,
existing as thin veinlets and elongate blebs that are aligned roughly parallel to the foliation.
Consistent with a more iron-rich mineralogy, limonite exists as an alteration product, forming
small patches and veinlets.
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Figure 5.4: Décollement zone mylonites exposed in Wrong Creek. A) Close view showing foliated light
and dark bands. B) Short wavelength crenulations. C) Foliated mylonite folded into an isoclinal fold.

Figure 5.5: Steeply dipping décollement zone mylonites exposed in the headwaters of the Waita River,
southeast of Maori Saddle.
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Figure 5.6: Photomicrographs of a leucocratic mylonite band: OU81543. A) Plane polarised light. B)
Cross polarised light with a sensitive tint plate inserted. Note that images A and B are of slightly
different areas of the slide. Scale bars are included.
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Figure 5.7: Photomicrographs of a mesocratic mylonite band OU81544. A) Plane polarised light. B)
Cross polarised light. Scale bars are included.
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Orientated thin sections were made from samples of décollement zone mylonites from Wrong
Creek (GR: 134057, OU81545: Sm = 064/36ºSE) and from the headwaters of the Waita River
(GR: 094033, OU81542: 113/83ºS; and GR: 092034, OU81543: Sm = 070/62ºS). Based on
internal S-C fabrics, décollement zone mylonites in Wrong Creek appear to have a reverse (top
up) sense of shear (figure 5.8). Thus, upper-plate Greenland Group rocks override lower-plate
Cattle Track Gneiss. In contrast, décollement zone mylonites from the Waita River possess
winged, fractured, and rotated porphyroclasts that indicate normal (top down) shearing (figure
5.9). Again, upper-plate Greenland Group rocks are situated above lower-plate Cattle Track
Gneiss (figure 5.10).

Figure 5.8: Photomicrograph of an orientated thin section of OU81545 illustrating the S-C fabrics (in blue
and green, respectively) and the direction of shearing. A scale bar is included.

Although shear sense indicators within décollement zone mylonites in Wrong Creek and the
Waita River yield contrasting senses of displacement, it can be argued that these outcrops are
separate outcrops of the same structure. At both locations, décollement zone mylonites appear
remarkably similar in both hand specimen and thin section and the structural contact relationships
are identical: Cattle Track Gneiss forming the footwall and Greenland Group forming the hanging
wall. Given that post-formation deformation has resulted in the folding of décollement zone
mylonites (i.e. small scale crenulations and isoclinal folds and large scale variations in foliation
orientations), it is likely that such folding is responsible for the décollement zone indicating the
converse type of faulting at one of these outcrops (figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.9: Photomicrograph of an orientated thin-section of OU81543. A large winged feldspar
porphyroclast is at the centre of the image and several smaller winged feldspar porphyroclasts surround
it. Inset A is a photomicrograph of the large feldspar porphyroclast with the sensitive tint plate in,
emphasizing the porphyroclast and deformation tails. Inset B shows a diagrammatic overlay illustrating
each component of the winged porphyroclast. As shown by inset B, the feldspar porphyroclast (white)
and deformation tails (grey) form a σ-type mantled porphyroclast that indicates top to the south shearing
(Passchier and Simpson 1986). Additionally, quarter mats (yellow) also support top to the south shearing
(Passchier and Simpson 1986). A scale bar is included.

Of the décollement zone outcrops, that exposed in Wrong Creek seems the most likely to have
been tilted to indicate the wrong sense of displacement. In order for low-grade Greenland Group
to be thrust over high-grade Cattle Track Gneiss, Greenland Group must have existed at lower
crustal levels than the Cattle Track Gneiss. Therefore, a prior episode of Cattle Track Gneiss
exhumation would be necessary. Throughout Westland there is little evidence supporting such an
event; however, there is substantial evidence supporting high-grade gneiss exhumation, and
juxtaposition against low-grade Greenland Group, by displacement along low-angle normal faults
during metamorphic core complex formation (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Kimbrough et al.
1994a; Spell et al. 2000; Jongens 2006a). Hence, the folded décollement structure in the Bald
Hill-Maori Saddle region was most likely a normal fault, as indicated by outcrop in the Waita
River.
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Figure 5.10: Three-stage diagrammatic cross-section showing how a low-angle décollement zone
separating upper- and lower-plate rocks can be folded so that shear sense indicators (bold arrows) yield
opposite senses of displacement for two separate outcrops of the same structure. A) A low-angle
detachment fault separates upper- and lower-plate rocks. B) The low-angle detachment fault, upper-,
and lower-plates have all been folded into an anticline. As a consequence, shear sense indicators within
the right limb now indicate thrust faulting; whereas, normal faulting is still indicated within the left limb,
but the dip of the low-angle detachment fault has increased. C) Erosion has removed the top half of the
anticline, thereby creating two separate outcrops of the same structure and exposing lower-plate rocks
that form the footwall.
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5.2.3.3 Upper-Plate Rocks
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, rocks that form the upper-plate of the Maori Saddle
Complex consist of Greenland Group metasediments, Devonian granitoids hosted within the
Greenland Group, and fanglomerate-breccia deposits of the Otumotu Formation.
Throughout the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Greenland Group exhibits very little
variation and comprises interbedded, indurated, and folded psammites and pelites that were
regionally metamorphosed to low-grade greenschist facies at relatively shallow crustal depths (see
Chapter 2.2). Nowhere in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region have upper-plate Greenland Group
rocks been metamorphosed to higher grades. Likewise, Devonian granitoids that are hosted
within Greenland Group country rocks also show no evidence of high-grade metamorphism (see
Chapter 3.2 and 3.3). Therefore, upper-plate Greenland Group and granitoid rocks that form the
hanging wall of the décollement structure exposed in Wrong Creek and the Waita River indicate
that substantial tectonic displacement must have occurred in order for them to have been
juxtaposed against mid- to deep-crust Cattle Track Gneiss.
Typically, upper-plate rocks of metamorphic core complexes are characterised by numerous
normal faults, half grabens, and near source sedimentary deposits (Davis and Coney 1979; Coney
1980; Davis 1980, 1983; Armstrong 1982; Davis et al. 1986; Lister and Davis 1989). Within the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, there is an abundance of faults; however, it is impossible to
differentiate between those that developed during the formation of the Maori Saddle Complex,
those that developed before, and, given the proximity to the present day plate boundary, those that
developed afterwards. Far more informative, are the near source fanglomerate deposits of the
Otumotu Formation. The Otumotu Formation is practically identical to the Hawks Crag Breccia
(see Chapter 4.3) and like the Hawks Crag Breccia (Wellman 1955; Nathan 1977), the Otumotu
Formation occurs in association with high-grade mylonitized gneisses, Greenland Group
metasediments, and a low-angle detachment fault (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989). Thus, it seems
likely that the Otumotu Formation is closely associated with the Maori Saddle Complex and that it
too in-fills extensional half grabens that formed within the detached upper-plate of a metamorphic
core complex or extensional complex with metamorphic core complex affinities.
In addition to implying extension and brittle failure within the upper-plate, the Otumotu
Formation also provides constraint on the age of the Maori Saddle Complex. During extension
and half graben formation, deposition of Otumotu Formation detritus would have been occurring
simultaneously. As a consequence, the Early- to Late-Cretaceous age determined for the Otumotu
Formation (Raine 1984), indicates that the Maori Saddle Complex was actively extending during
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Cretaceous time. Considering that the Western Province experienced an episode of post-orogenic
collapse and metamorphic core complex formation immediately following the Rangitata Orogeny
during the Mid- to Late-Cretaceous (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Spell et al. 2000; Laird and
Bradshaw 2004), an Early- to Late-Cretaceous age for the Maori Saddle Complex is consistent
with the structural evolution of New Zealand.

5.2.3.4 Lamprophyre Dykes
Within the Maori Saddle area at the southern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region,
alkaline camptonitic-lamprophyre dykes crosscut the upper- and lower-plates of the Maori Saddle
Complex, but do not crosscut the mylonitic décollement zone (Bartlett 1993). Given these
crosscutting relationships, lamprophyre dykes in the Maori Saddle region must have been
emplaced prior to or concurrent with detachment faulting. Unfortunately, an age has not been
determined for these lamprophyre dykes directly; instead, Bartlett (1993) inferred a Mid- to LateCretaceous age, based on physical and geochemical similarities with alkaline camptoniticlamprophyre dykes exposed elsewhere in Westland (Adams and Nathan 1978). Assuming a Midto Late-Cretaceous age for lamprophyre dykes in the Maori Saddle area is correct; detachment
faulting associated with the formation of the Maori Saddle Complex must have been active during
the Mid- to Late-Cretaceous.

5.2.4 Summarised Cretaceous Structural Evolution
The Maori Saddle Complex consists of an extensional complex with metamorphic core
complex affinities. Although it is very poorly exposed and has a more complex geometry, the
Maori Saddle Complex shares several common aspects with the Paparoa Metamorphic Core
Complex (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Spell et al. 2000). Likewise, the Maori Saddle Complex
is of similar age to the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Spell
et al. 2000; Sagar and Palin (in prep.)). Thus, the two complexes are likely to have evolved
similarly. The Maori Saddle Complex would have also formed in a similar time and manner to
metamorphic core complexes in Fiordland (Gibson et al. 1988). Prior to displacement along the
Alpine Fault, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region would have existed immediately west of
Fiordland and constituted part of a belt of crust that underwent extension and metamorphic core
complex formation during Cretaceous time (Gibson et al. 1988; Laird and Bradshaw 2004) (figure
5.11).
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Figure 5.11: Simplified geological map of the South Island of New Zealand showing the approximate
position of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region prior to being displaced along the Alpine Fault. Note that
the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region existed west of Fiordland.

Prior to the formation of the Maori Saddle Complex, prolonged crustal convergence and
orogenesis associated with the Rangitata Orogeny produced an over-thickened crustal welt
(Waight et al. 1998a, Muir et al. 1995, 1998; Laird and Bradshaw 2004). A shift to tectonic
extension immediately afterwards induced orogenic collapse (Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989; Spell
et al. 2000; Laird and Bradshaw 2004). During such extension, heterogeneity in the stress field
resulted in the formation of a low-angle detachment fault.

Thus, Maori Saddle Complex

formation had commenced. With on-going extension, detached upper-plate Greenland Group and
granitoid rocks continued to be displaced along the décollement zone and the lower-plate Cattle
Track Gneiss was progressively unroofed. Driven by isostatic rebound and possibly mid-crustal
magmatic inflation, the hotter and more buoyant Cattle Track Gneiss was exhumed to shallow
crustal levels where it became juxtaposed against low-grade Greenland Group and granitoid
rocks.
During formation of the Maori Saddle Complex, the Cattle Track Gneiss existed below the
brittle-ductile transition and therefore, was able to accommodate extension by deforming in a
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ductile manner. Consequently a mylonitic fabric was produced. In contrast, detached upper-plate
Greenland Group and granitoid rocks existed above the brittle-ductile transition and as a result,
extensional normal faults and half grabens developed. Such extensional half grabens acted as
localised sedimentary basins, which became infilled with near-source fanglomerate deposits of the
Otumotu Formation.
Shortly after half graben development and Otumotu Formation deposition, detachment
faulting along the Maori Saddle Complex décollement zone ceased.

As indicated by the

gradationally strained Maori Saddle Granite-décollement zone contact exposed in the Waita
River, brittle shearing did not continue along the décollement structure after ductile shearing had
finished. This contrasts with the behaviour of the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex (Tulloch
and Kimbrough 1989). Although detachment faulting and Maori Saddle Complex formation had
ceased, region-wide crustal extension was on-going and consequently, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region continued to subside, enabling deposition of the South Westland Cretaceous-Neogene
stratigraphic sequence (see Chapter 4.2) (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Stock and Molnar 1982; Kamp
1986; Gaina et al. 1998; Laird and Bradshaw 2004).

5.3 Cenozoic Structural Evolution
5.3.1 Introduction
During Cenozoic time, following orogenic collapse, regional extension, the creation of the
Tasman Sea, and development of the Challenger Rift System, Western Province rocks of New
Zealand’s South Island entered a new phase of orogenesis: the Kaikoura Orogeny (Molnar 1975;
Suggate 1978; Stock and Molnar 1982; Kamp 1986; Gaina et al. 1998). With a change in plate
motion, the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary propagated through New Zealand
(Molnar 1975; Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Cooper et al. 1987; Kamp 1991). Extending along
much of the length of the South Island, offsetting basement terranes by ~480 km (Wellman 1955),
the Alpine Fault is the dominant structure in South Westland; however, it is not the only structure.
The processes associated with the formation and ongoing evolution of the Alpine Fault have
produced subsidiary structures that form a significant part of the South Westland and Bald HillMaori Saddle regions’ geology (Cotton 1956; Nathan 1977; Nathan et al. 1986; Kamp et al. 1992;
Sircombe and Kamp 1998).
Below, the structural architecture of South Westland and the subsidiary structures that exist
within and around the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are described and discussed. Likewise, a
brief overview of the Alpine Fault and its evolution is provided.
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As a result of ongoing

transpression across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary, the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region continues to be uplifted (Cooper and Kostro 2006). The nature and evolution of
such uplift is also described and discussed below. Finally, taking all Cenozoic structures into
consideration, the Cenozoic structural evolution of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is
summarised.

5.3.2 Structural Architecture of South Westland
The structural architecture of South Westland is dominated by structures associated with
transpression across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary. As a consequence of
reverse oblique strike-slip displacement along the Alpine Fault, Eastern Province rocks have been
thrust over the Western Province (Norris et al. 1990; Cooper and Norris 1994; Norris and Cooper
2003), causing lithospheric loading and flexure of the Australian Plate, resulting in the formation
of the South Westland Basin (Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998). The South Westland
Basin consists of an asymmetric foreland basin that exists offshore and runs parallel to the coast
from Hokitika to Milford Sound (Nathan 1977; Nathan et al. 1986; Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe
and Kamp 1998). Towards the south, the South Westland Basin becomes progressively deeper
with proximity to the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary (Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe
and Kamp 1998) (figure 5.12).
Situated at the eastern edge of the South Westland Basin, a 10-20 km wide belt of uplifted
Western Province basement separates the basin from the Alpine Fault (Kamp et al. 1992;
Sircombe and Kamp 1998). Since uplift began, this belt of Western Province has been uplifted
~5-6 km along a northeast-southwest trending, possibly inverted, steeply dipping reverse fault
situated at the base of the uplifted belt’s western edge (Nathan et al. 1986; Kamp et al. 1992;
Sircombe and Kamp 1998). This reverse fault was interpreted by Nathan et al. (1986) as the
southern extension of the Hohonu Fault in North Westland. In addition to this major fault, several
subordinate northeast-southwest trending fault zones of the South Westland Fault Zone also exist
within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and adjacent coastal section, segmenting it into a series
of fault slices (Gair and Gregg 1962; Young 1968; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Nathan et al. 1986; Kamp
et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998). West of the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate
boundary, the majority of crustal shortening normal to the Alpine Fault has been accommodated
by thrusting along the main, western-most reverse fault (Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp
1998); however, the intermediate, subordinate fault zones to the east have also accommodated
some component of crustal shortening (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Nathan et al. 1986).
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Prior to and concurrent with crustal shortening and reverse faulting, relatively soft deposits of
the Cretaceous-Neogene South Westland stratigraphic sequence were deposited over Western
Province Greenland Group basement rocks (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and
Kamp 1998). Due to uplift of the 10-20 km wide belt of Western Province, such strata have been
folded into a regional-scale monocline, known as the Coastal Monocline (Cotton 1956; Nathan
1977, 1978a; Nathan et al. 1986; Kamp et al. 1992) (figure 5.13).

Although the Coastal

Monocline is macroscopically a relatively simple structure, folding of the Cretaceous-Neogene
South Westland stratigraphy during and prior to its formation, has resulted in significant internal
complexity (Cotton 1956; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Nathan et al. 1986; Kamp et al. 1992).

Figure 5.12: Map of the South Island of New Zealand showing the key tectonic features, including the
metamorphic zones of the Haast Schist Group, and the South Westland Basin located offshore from the
western coastline (after Kamp et al. 1992). As illustrated by the shaded areas, the depth (in km) of
basement rocks within the South Westland Basin increases southward towards the Alpine Fault.
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Figure 5.13: Generalised geological map of the area between the Haast and Paringa Rivers, South
Westland, with a cross-section through the area to the southwest of Paringa River, after Kamp et al.
(1992). The generalised cross-section illustrates how ~5-6 km of uplift along the steeply dipping reverse
fault at the base of the uplifted belt of Western Province has folded the Cretaceous-Neogene South
Westland stratigraphy to form the Coastal Monocline. The generalised geology has been compiled by
Kamp et al. (1992), from Mutch and McKellar (1964), Nathan (1977, 1978a), and Nathan et al. (1986).
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5.3.3 Cenozoic Fault Zones
Together the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and adjacent coastal segment west of Mistake
Creek form an area that comprises a section across the 10-20 km wide belt of uplifted Western
Province. Within these areas, significant fault zones divide the region into a series of fault slices
(Nathan 1977). Largely based on work by Gair and Gregg (1962 (in Nathan 1977)) and Young
(1968), Nathan (1977) mapped such fault zones within the coastal section as the Arnott Fault,
Grave Fault, Bullock Fault, and Mistake Fault. With exception of the Bullock Fault, each of these
fault zones juxtaposes rocks of the Cretaceous-Neogene South Westland stratigraphic sequence
against Greenland Group basement along the entire/majority of the faults’ lengths (Nathan 1977).
In order for this to be possible, displacement along these faults is required. Although vertical
displacement is evident, there is little evidence elucidating the magnitude of horizontal
displacement. On aerial photographs and topographic maps these fault zones form prominent
northeast-southwest trending lineaments. Likewise, abrupt changes in the flow directions of small
streams can also be seen where they intersect such fault zones.
To the east of the coastal section, within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, three additional
northeast-southwest trending fault zones are inferred to crosscut the geology and to have
accommodated crustal shortening normal to the Alpine Fault. Here, these fault zones have been
informally named the Mathias Fault, Diamond Fault, and Wrong Fault (see accompanying
geological map).
In the northwest of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Mathias Fault forms a strong
lineament that runs roughly parallel to Mathias Creek and traverses Bald Hill ~500 m east of the
summit. Along the northern portion of Mathias Fault, Greenland Group basement rocks form
both the hanging-wall and footwall of the structure. Consequently, the lithological differences
across the fault are subtle. Northwest of Mathias Fault, Greenland Group rocks typically exhibit
only weakly developed hornfelsic textures or none at all; whereas, southeast of Mathias Fault,
hornfelsic textures are well developed throughout Greenland Group basement rocks (see Chapter
2.2.2). This suggests that Greenland Group rocks to the southeast of Mathias Fault existed in
closer proximity to the source of contact metamorphism (Whakapohai Granite) and therefore,
most likely existed at greater depths within the crust. Hence, the southeastern side of Mathias
Fault has been uplifted relative to the northwestern side. Further along Mathias Fault towards
Bald Hill, the sense of displacement along the fault is more obvious. At the summit of Bald Hill,
Otumotu Formation that forms part of the northwestern fault slice has been juxtaposed against
Greenland Group rocks of the southeastern fault slice; thus, supporting uplift on the southeastern
side of the fault. Immediately south of the Bald Hill summit, the Mathias Fault intersects a series
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of faults where beds of the Cretaceous-Neogene South Westland Stratigraphic Sequence have
been displaced against Otumotu Formation and Greenland Group basement; most likely due to an
earlier episode of faulting. Consequently, this small, internally faulted, fault slice has been
captured as part of the larger fault slice that forms the hanging wall block of the Mathias Fault
(see accompanying geological map).
Further east, the Diamond Fault dissects the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, running
along/parallel to Deep Creek and Long Gully, crossing the Whakapohai River, and extending at
least as far north as Rocky River. The trace of the Diamond Fault has largely been inferred from a
prominent lineament and several small streams that have had their flow paths deflected. Along
the entire length of the Diamond Fault, Greenland Group rocks have been displaced against more
Greenland Group rocks ± Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes. Thus, the sense of displacement
is again not obvious. Nonetheless, relative uplift has been inferred to have occurred on the
southeastern side of the fault. Within the southeastern fault slice, several Whakapohai Granite
pegmatite dykes and a Whakapohai Granite stock are hosted within Greenland Group basement.
Although the fault slice northwest of the Diamond Fault features well developed hornfelsic
textures, no Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes are exposed. Given that the frequency of
Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes increases with proximity to the Whakapohai Granite stock
(see Chapter 3.3.2), the lack of Whakapohai Granite pegmatite dykes within the fault slice to the
northwest suggests that at the time the Whakapohai Granite was emplaced, these Greenland
Group rocks were too distant to have been intruded; and were possibly at shallower crustal depths.
Hence, the southeastern fault slice must have been uplifted. In support of uplift on the southeast
side of the Diamond Fault, Quaternary terrace deposits that cap the hills north of the Whakapohai
River and east of the Diamond Fault, at ~500 m above sea level, exist ~100 m higher than those
that cap the hills on the west side of the Diamond Fault. Assuming that both of these terraces
form part of the same ~740 ka old deposit (see Chapter 4.8), the fault slice to the southeast of the
Diamond Fault must have been uplifted ~100 m relative to the north western fault slice.
At the eastern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Wrong Fault exists within
500 m to 1 km of the Alpine Fault and runs roughly parallel to it from southwest of Maori Saddle,
across Wrong Creek, and onwards in a northeasterly direction. Like the Fraser Fault of the Fraser
Complex (Rattenbury 1987, 1991; Kimbrough et al. 1994a), the Wrong Fault postdates and
crosscuts an extensional complex with metamorphic core complex affinities. In the Bald HillMaori Saddle region the Wrong Fault is separate from the Maori Saddle Complex. Maori Saddle
Complex upper-plate, décollement zone, and lower-plate rocks all constitute the narrow fault slice
situated between the Wrong Fault and the Alpine Fault. Given that the Cattle Track Gneiss
(lower-plate of the Maori Saddle Complex) formed at greater crustal depths than the Greenland
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Group and that the Cattle Track Gneiss only crops out southeast of Wrong Fault (see
accompanying geological map), the fault slice to the southeast of Wrong Fault must have been
uplifted relative to the fault slice to the northwest.

5.3.4 Folding and the Coastal Monocline
In South Westland, Cretaceous-Neogene deposits that form the South Westland stratigraphic
sequence were deposited above Greenland Group basement rocks prior to the uplift of a 10-20 km
wide belt of Western Province (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp
1998). As a consequence of such uplift, the Cretaceous-Neogene deposits that were draped over
the steeply dipping reverse fault at the western edge of this uplifted belt have been folded to form
the Coastal Monocline (Cotton 1956; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Kamp et al. 1992). The Coastal
Monocline is composed of a relatively flat lying lower-limb that forms the South Westland Basin,
a vertical limb comprising the steeply dipping Cretaceous-Neogene strata along the coastal section
adjacent to the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, and a mostly eroded upper-limb with only
remnants of relatively flat lying Otumotu Formation (Cotton 1956; Nathan 1977; Kamp et al.
1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998).

Although the Coastal Monocline is a relatively simple

structure, the Cretaceous-Neogene deposits that constitute it, have themselves been folded and
faulted and are internally very complex (Cotton 1956; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Kamp et al. 1992).
In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, internal complexity is evident within the Tititira
Formation and Otumotu Formation. The Tititira Formation exists between the Mistake Fault and
the Grave Fault and outcrops frequently along the length of both Cole Creek and Fox Creek. Beds
of the Tititira Formation dip moderately- to steeply in a northwesterly direction. However, graded
beds and paleo-river channels preserved within the Tititira Formation midway up Cole Creek
(GR: 036105), indicate younging towards the southeast (see Chapter 4.7). Hence, such beds have
been overturned. Given the structural simplicity of the Coastal Monocline, it is difficult to
explain how Tititira Formation beds became overturned during such folding. Instead it seems
more likely that beds of the Tititira Formation were internally deformed immediately prior to the
formation of the Coastal Monocline.
At the summit of Bald Hill, the Otumotu Formation forms the remnants of the uplifted, gently
inclined, and mostly eroded upper limb of the Coastal Monocline (Nathan 1977; Kamp et al.
1992). As suggested by the inferred Otumotu Formation-Greenland Group contact that crosses
the topographic contours at low angles (see accompanying geological map), the Otumotu
Formation as a whole dips gently to the northwest. Although beds of the Otumotu Formation
consistently dip northward throughout the deposit, they exhibit considerable variation in dip
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magnitude.

With increasing distance north of the Bald Hill summit, the dip of Otumotu

Formation beds progressively diminishes from steeply dipping to moderately- and shallowlydipping. Assuming that the Otumotu Formation is upright, such variation in dip indicates that it
has been folded into a broad and shallow syncline/monocline with an axial hinge trending eastsoutheast/west-northwest, roughly perpendicular to that of the Coastal Monocline (see Chapter
4.3.1).

Like the structural complexity of the Tititira Formation, internal folding within the

Otumotu Formation is best explained by folding that occurred separate to that of the Coastal
Monocline.
In addition to folding associated with the Coastal Monocline and the Cretaceous-Neogene
South Westland stratigraphy, Cenozoic folding is also apparent at the eastern extremity of the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Exposed in Wrong Creek and the Waita River, décollement zone
mylonites of the Maori Saddle Complex exhibit small-scale folding (crenulations) and large-scale
folding (variable strike orientations and dip directions) that suggest the entire Maori Saddle
Complex has been folded subsequent to its formation. Given the proximity of the Maori Saddle
Complex to the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary, it seems likely that Cenozoic
wrench faulting along the Alpine Fault has caused significant deformation of the Maori Saddle
Complex.

5.3.5 The Alpine Fault
At its eastern edge, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region is bounded by the Alpine Fault.
Although this major tectonic structure does not constitute part of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle map
area, the tectonic processes associated with its formation and ongoing displacement have had a
profound influence.
In the South Island of New Zealand the Alpine Fault is the principal manifestation of the
modern Australian-Pacific plate boundary. Forming a remarkably linear/curvilinear fault trace,
the Alpine Fault passes up the western side of the South Island, onshore from Milford Sound,
northeast (at ~055º), to Hokitika where it splays into the Marlborough Fault System. Along its
length, the Alpine Fault dips moderately- to steeply-southeast and extends to a depth of ~25 km
(Norris et al. 1990; Davey et al. 1995). Relative to the Australian Plate, the Pacific Plate is
moving at a rate of 38 ± 2 mm/yr on a bearing of 251º (De Mets et al. 1994) which translates to
35.5 ± 1.5 mm/yr of plate motion approximately parallel to the Alpine Fault and 10 ± 1.5 mm/yr
of convergence (Norris and Cooper 2000). Of this relative plate motion, 27 ± 5 mm/yr is
accommodated along the Alpine Fault by reverse oblique dextral strike-slip displacement (Norris
and Cooper 2000).

Since its inception, strike-slip followed by reverse oblique strike-slip
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displacement along the Alpine Fault has offset rocks of the South Island by ~480 km; whereas,
~70-90 km of crustal shortening has occurred normal to the Alpine Fault (Wellman 1955; Walcott
1998; Allis 1986; Kamp 1986; Norris et al. 1990; Cooper and Norris 1994). Such transpression
has resulted in the uplift and exhumation of the hanging-wall Eastern Province amphibolite facies
Haast Schist, from 20-25 km deep (Cooper 1972, 1980; Kamp et al. 1989; Grapes and Watanabe
1994; Grapes 1995; Norris and Cooper 2003). Although 27 ± 5 mm/yr worth of transpression is
accommodated along the Alpine Fault, the bulk of the movement happens during individual cyclic
fault ruptures where ~8-10 m of strike slip displacement and 1-2 m of vertical offset occurs at one
time, approximately every 300 years, producing powerful M7-M8 earthquakes (Sutherland and
Norris 1995).
Following the breakup of Gondwana and continental rifting associated with the Challenger
Rift System, Late-Oligocene Pacific-wide tectonic reorganisation instigated predominantly strikeslip plate motion, which resulted in the formation of the Alpine Fault (Molnar 1975; Stock and
Molnar 1982, 1987; Kamp 1986, 1991). As suggested by 20-25 Ma carbonatitic lamprophyre
dykes that intruded along tension fractures and Reidel shears that initiated within Eastern
Province Haast Schist during dextral wrench faulting (Cooper et al. 1987); and a 25 Ma
extrapolated age for the beginning of horizontal displacement, based on Stock and Molnar’s
(1982, 1987) Southwest Pacific Plate rotation parameters (Kamp 1991), movement along the
Alpine Fault was underway by the beginning of Miocene time (Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987;
Cooper et al. 1987; Kamp 1991).

Initially, such movement along the Alpine Fault was

predominantly by dextral strike-slip displacement, with an important component of extension
(Cooper et al. 1987; Chamberlain et al. 1995). Prior to 19.5 Ma, the Pacific Plate’s pole of
rotation was situated to the northeast of its current position, within the vicinity of 55º-58º latitude
and 180º-187º longitude; however, subsequently and relatively abruptly, this pole of rotation was
relocated a substantial distance southwestward, to within the vicinity of 60º-61º latitude and 179º183º longitude (Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Walcott 1998) (figure 5.14).
By ~15 Ma, the Pacific Plate’s pole of rotation was situated so that the relative plate motion
across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary became oblique and transpression
became more pronounced with time (Walcott 1979, 1998; Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987). During
the last 9.8 Ma the continued southward migration of the Pacific Plate’s pole of rotation caused
the relative plate motion to become increasingly oblique (Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Walcott
1998). Transpression, as a consequence of oblique relative plate motion, caused strike-slip
displacement along the Alpine Fault to become reverse oblique strike-slip and as a result,
exhumation of the Eastern Province began (Cooper 1980; Cooper et al. 1987; Chamberlain et al.
1995). Since uplift was initiated, Eastern Province amphibolite facies Haast Schist has been
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exhumed from 20-25 km depth (Cooper 1972, 1980; Kamp et al. 1989; Grapes and Watanabe
1994; Chamberlain et al. 1995; Grapes 1995; Norris and Cooper 2003). As a result of the
increasing oblique component to displacement, uplift of the Eastern Province along the Alpine
Fault has become more rapid: 2.3-2.5 mm/yr from ~5.5 Ma to ~1 Ma and 6.2 mm/yr from ~1 Ma
to present (average rates determined from the Mt Cook area) (Kamp et al. 1989). East of the
Alpine Fault, exhumation rates decrease exponentially with distance from the Alpine Fault, as
does the metamorphic grade of the Haast Schist (Cooper 1972, 1980; Kamp et al. 1989; Grapes
and Watanabe 1994; Chamberlain 1995; Grapes 1995). Hence, uplift along the Alpine Fault is
strongly asymmetric.

Figure 5.14: Map of present day New Zealand showing the trace of the Australian-Pacific plate boundary,
after Walcott (1998). Relative to the Australian Plate, the Pacific Plate rotates anticlockwise about the
current (NUVEL 1) pole of rotation (black circle). Five previous rotation poles dating back to 17.5 Ma are
represented by black squares labelled 1-5 in increasing age order. Anticlockwise rotation about poles 3-5
resulted in plate motion that was sub-parallel to the Alpine Fault; whereas, rotation about poles 1-2
induced plate motion that was more oblique. Thus, relocation of the rotation pole between pole 3 and pole
2 would have induced a significant increase in transpression across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific
plate boundary prior to 5.89 Ma.
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5.3.6 Uplift of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle Region
Reverse oblique strike-slip displacement along the Alpine Fault since the Late-Miocene has
resulted in uplift on either side of the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary (Cooper
1972, 1980; Kamp et al. 1989, 1992; Grapes and Watanabe 1994; Grapes 1995; Cooper and
Kostro 2006). East of the Alpine Fault, Eastern Province rocks that form the hanging wall block
have been uplifted 20-25 km and are continuing to be uplifted at a rate of ~6.2 mm/yr (Cooper
1972, 1980; Kamp et al. 1989; Grapes and Watanabe 1994; Grapes 1995; Norris and Cooper
2003). West of the Alpine Fault, Western Province rocks that constitute the footwall block have
only experienced ~5-6 km of uplift since Late-Miocene time (Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and
Kamp 1998); however, like the hanging wall block, uplift of the Western Province is ongoing
(Cooper and Kostro 2006).
Situated at Knights Point, ~1.5 km northeast of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Knights
Point Terrace consists of a 123 ± 7 ka, 11 m thick, sub-horizontal shallow marine beach deposit
that unconformably overlies steeply dipping Whakapohai Sandstone and Arnott Basalt (Cooper
and Kostro 2006). Despite being deposited in a beach environment at sea level, the Knights Point
Terrace currently exists at an altitude of 113 m (Cooper and Kostro 2006). This modern elevation
of the Knights Point Terrace is a result of ongoing uplift at a rate of 0.86 mm/yr (Cooper and
Kostro 2006).
Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, Quaternary terrace deposits cap hills in the
northeast and east of the area, at ~400 m and ~500 m elevation, respectively (see accompanying
geological map). These Quaternary terraces have been inferred as paleo-river terraces and/or
glacial outwash deposits that were deposited at ~740 ka, when the Haast River drained through
the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region prior to being displaced along the Alpine Fault (see Chapter
4.8). Consequently, they have experienced ~617 ka more uplift than the Knights Point Terrace.
Given their inferred age and ~400 m and ~500 m elevations, the average uplift rates of these
Quaternary terraces must have been ~0.54 mm/yr and ~0.68 mm/yr, respectively; which equates
to an average rate of 0.61 mm/yr for the entire Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region since ~740 ka.
Given this average rate of uplift and the age variation between the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
terraces and the Knights Point Terrace, a theoretical difference in altitude can be calculated (i.e.
617 ka x 0.61 mm/yr). This calculation predicts that 376 m of altitude should separate the
Knights Point Terrace and the terraces in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, assuming that the
inferred age for the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region terraces is correct.
separating these terraces is ~387 m.
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The actual altitude

The above uplift rate for the paleo-river/glacial outwash terraces in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region is an average rate for the period ~740 ka to present. Based on the Knights Point Terrace,
the last 113 m of uplift in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region occurred since 123 ± 7 ka, at an
average rate 0.86 mm/yr (Cooper and Kostro 2006). Therefore, during the period ~740 ka to 123
± 7 ka, the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was uplifted ~287-387 m (an average of 337 m) at an
average rate of 0.55 mm/yr (i.e. 337 m ÷ 617 ka). Thus the average rate of uplift in the Bald HillMaori Saddle region has accelerated from 0.55 mm/yr (~740 ka to 123 ± 7 ka) to 0.86 mm/yr (123
± 7 to present) (Cooper and Kostro 2006). Such increased rates of uplift are likely a result of
increasingly oblique displacement along the Alpine Fault (Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Kamp et
al. 1989; Walcott 1998).

5.3.7 Summarised Cenozoic Structural Evolution
Following orogenic collapse and metamorphic core complex formation associated with the
Mid- to Late-Cretaceous breakup of Gondwana, the Western Province continued to undergo
regional extension (Nathan 1977, 1978a; Stock and Molnar 1982; Tulloch and Kimbrough 1989;
Kamp 1986; Gaina et al. 1998). Such extension was ongoing until Early-Miocene time, which
enabled sea floor spreading and the creation of the Tasman Sea by ~52 Ma and continental rifting
that produced the Challenger Rift System (Stock and Molnar 1982; Kamp 1986; Gaina et al.
1998). At 28.5 Ma, the East Pacific Rise began to subduct below the North American continent,
causing Pacific-wide tectonic reorganisation (Atwater 1970; Kamp 1991). This major tectonic
event caused changes in the trends of the Hawaii and Louisville hot-spot volcano chains; induced
tectonic reorganisation of spreading along the Antarctic-Pacific spreading ridge; and induced
propagation of the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary through New Zealand (Stock
and Molnar 1987; Lonsdale 1988; Kamp 1991).
Initially, plate motion across the Australian-Pacific plate boundary was transtensional and
displacement along the Alpine Fault was by relatively pure strike-slip motion (Cooper et al. 1987;
Chamberlain et al. 1995). During such time, tension fractures and Riedel shears formed within
the Haast Schist, which enabled the intrusion of 20-25 Ma carbonatitic lamprophyre dykes
(Cooper et al. 1987). Subsequent to 19.5 Ma, the Pacific Plate’s pole of rotation migrated
southwestwards (Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Walcott 1998). Consequently, plate motion
across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary became more oblique and displacement
along the Alpine Fault transformed from relatively pure dextral strike-slip to reverse oblique
dextral strike-slip (Molnar et al. 1975; Walcott 1979, 1998; Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Cooper
et al. 1987).
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Newfound reverse oblique strike slip displacement along the Alpine Fault after ~15 Ma
(Molnar et al. 1975), which became more pronounced after 9.8 Ma (Stock and Molnar 1982,
1987), induced uplift and thrusting of the Eastern Province over the Western Province (Cooper
1972, 1980; Cooper et al. 1987; Kamp et al. 1989; Grapes and Watanabe 1994; Grapes 1995;
Chamberlain et al. 1995; Walcott 1998; Norris and Cooper 2003). Meanwhile, a 10-20 km wide
belt of Western Province that forms the footwall block to the Alpine Fault also began to be
uplifted, but at a much slower rate (Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998; Cooper and
Kostro 2006). Transpression and uplift across the Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary
resulted in crustal shortening and lithospheric loading of the Australian Plate, which in turn
induced plate flexure and enabled the formation of the South Westland Basin (Allis 1986; Kamp
et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998; Walcott 1998).
Along the eastern edge of the South Westland Basin, uplift of the 10-20 km wide belt of
Western Province via a steeply dipping reverse fault (possibly a reactivated normal fault) caused
overlying deposits of the South Westland stratigraphic sequence to be folded into the regional
scale, internally complex, Coastal Monocline (Cotton 1956; Nathan 1977, 1978a; Nathan et al.
1986; Kamp et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998). Due to ongoing transpression and uplift, the
geology of the Coastal Monocline and Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was segmented into fault
slices by a series of northeast-southwest trending fault zones (Gair and Gregg 1962; Young 1968;
Nathan 1977, 1978a).
West of the Alpine Fault, since the Late-Miocene, Western Province greenschist facies
Greenland Group ± amphibolite facies gneiss has been uplifted from at least 5-6 km deep (Kamp
et al. 1992; Sircombe and Kamp 1998). Such uplift is on-going and in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle
region continues at a rate of 0.86 mm/yr (Cooper and Kostro 2006). Due to increasingly oblique
displacement along the Alpine Fault (Stock and Molnar 1982, 1987; Kamp et al. 1989; Walcott
1998), uplift in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region accelerated from 0.55 mm/yr, between ~740 ka
to 123 ± 7 ka, to 0.86 mm/yr, between 123 ± 7 ka and present (Cooper and Kostro 2006).
Likewise, adjacent to the east of the Alpine Fault, in the Mt Cook area, uplift also accelerated,
from 2.3-2.5 mm/yr between ~5.5 Ma and ~1 Ma, to 6.2 mm/yr between ~1 Ma and the present
(Kamp et al. 1989).
At present, the Alpine Fault is the dominant structure of the South Westland and Bald HillMaori Saddle regions. Since its inception, the Alpine Fault has displaced basement terranes in
New Zealand’s South Island by ~480 km and accommodated ~70-90 km worth of crustal
shortening (Allis 1986; Walcott 1998). Reverse oblique dextral strike-slip displacement along the
Alpine Fault is ongoing and the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region continues to be transported to the
northeast at a rate of 27 ± 5 mm/yr, relative to the Pacific Plate (Norris and Cooper 2003).
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Chapter 6:

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Basement: Metasediments
6.1.1 Greenland Group
 Greenland Group metasediments are the dominant lithology exposed in the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region. Such Greenland Group rocks are physically and geochemically consistent
with those exposed elsewhere in New Zealand and constitute part of an extensive belt of
uniform Greenland Group rocks that intermittently crop out from Northwest Nelson to
Southern Fiordland, forming the westernmost exposed portion of the Western Province
Buller Terrane.
 In the Bald Hill-Maori saddle region, the Greenland Group consists of a thick turbidite
sequence comprising interbedded psammites and pelites that are composed of immature
polycyclic quartz-rich detritus. Such detritus was deposited in close proximity to its source
at a passive continental margin and was likely derived from a lower-greenschist facies
metasedimentary continental crust source, which may have initially consisted of a firstcycle active continental margin deposit.
 Subsequent to deposition, during the Greenland tectonic event at 395-438 Ma, Greenland
Group metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were regionally metamorphosed
at lower greenschist facies conditions (~350-430 ºC temperature and ~4-5 kbar pressure).
As a consequence, the clay-rich matrix of the rock recrystallized to chlorite and
sericite/phengite and a penetrative foliation developed.
 The majority of the Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
have been contact metamorphosed and the regional metamorphic fabric has been
overprinted by hornfelsic biotite ± andalusite ± completely/partially pseudomorphed
cordierite. With the inferred biotite isograd passing through the middle of the Mathias
Creek Valley, northwest of the Mathias Fault, and somewhere within the unmapped area
southwest of Arnott Hill, between the Mathias and Diamond Faults, contact metamorphism
within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region extends >7 km from the only exposed plutonic
heat source, the Whakapohai Granite. The extent of this contact aureole is far greater than
what is typical of contact metamorphosed Greenland Group rocks elsewhere in New
Zealand (<2 km from the plutonic heat source).

Thus, hornfelsed Greenland Group

metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region likely form a <2 km thick roof to a
large, predominantly concealed Whakapohai Granite pluton or several smaller plutons, of
which only the Whakapohai Granite is exposed.
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 Due to Greenland Group metasediments comprising only a minor component of K-feldspar,
the majority of the hornfelsic biotite within hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments in
the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were likely formed as a consequence of the
dephengitization of muscovite, at temperatures >430 ºC. Localised outcrops of andalusite
and completely/partially pseudomorphed cordierite indicate that temperatures within the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were heterogeneous during contact metamorphism and
locally exceeded ~450-550 ºC. In addition to locally elevated temperatures, andalusite and
completely/partially pseudomorphed cordierite porphyroblasts indicate that contact
metamorphism occurred at <3 kbar pressure, equivalent to <10 km depth.

Hence,

Greenland Group metasediments in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were contact
metamorphosed at upper-Albite-Epidote hornfels facies to lower-hornblende hornfels facies
conditions.

6.1.2 Cattle Track Gneiss
 The Cattle Track Gneiss is a newly defined unit that exists between the Wrong and Alpine
Faults at the southeastern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. The Cattle Track
Gneiss consists of a poorly exposed, amphibolite facies, mylonitic paragneiss that has been
uplifted from the mid-crust and juxtaposed against low-grade greenschist facies Greenland
Group metasediments across an intensely mylonitized and folded décollement zone. The
Cattle Track Gneiss forms the footwall to this structure.
 The Cattle Track Gneiss exhibits a U-Pb zircon age spectrum with significant age peaks at
450-550 Ma, 650 Ma, 800-1200 Ma, and minor peaks and individual ages between 1600
and 3000 Ma, which is typical of Greenland Group metasediments and Greenland Group
derived high-grade paragneisses exposed elsewhere in Westland and Fiordland. Likewise
the Cattle Track Gneiss is geochemically similar to Greenland Group metasediments from
the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. Hence, the Cattle Track Gneiss is likely to be a highgrade paragneiss-equivalent of the Greenland Group or derived from identical source rocks.
 Based on the youngest age indicated by detrital zircons within the Cattle Track Gneiss, the
Cattle Track Gneiss protolith was deposited subsequent to 450-550 Ma. Such a deposition
age is consistent with that of Greenland Group metasediments.
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6.2 Basement: Igneous
6.2.1 Maori Saddle Granite
 The Maori Saddle Granite is a small pluton exposed in the Maori Saddle area, at the
southeastern extremity of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. The Maori Saddle Granite is
hosted within Greenland Group metasediments and is in contact with the intensely
mylonitized and folded décollement zone exposed in the headwaters of the Waita River,
forming the hanging wall of the structure.
 The Maori Saddle Granite consists of a mesocratic, calc-alkaline, peraluminous, S-type
granite/monzogranite, which was generated by the two-component mixing of mantle-like
mafic and (predominantly) Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss-like metasedimentary
end-members.

The Maori Saddle Granite has undergone a relatively low degree of

fractionation and consequently, its inherited geochemical signatures remain similar to those
of its Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss metasedimentary source rocks.
 U-Pb zircon ages determined for the Maori Saddle Granite indicate that the Maori Saddle
Granite was emplaced at 384 ± 3.5 Ma, ~8 Ma prior to the oldest known S-type pluton of
the Karamea Granitoids, the Kakapotahi Granite (376 Ma) of the Karamea Suite. This,
combined with subtle geochemical differences, suggests that the Maori Saddle Granite is
separate from the S-type plutonic suites that constitute the Karamea Granitoids and has
more similarities with S-type plutonic rocks in Eastern Tasmania. Likewise, having been
emplaced at the western limit of the Karamea Granitoids prior to the breakup of Gondwana,
there is also a spatial correlation between the Maori Saddle Granite and S-type plutonic
rocks in Eastern Tasmania. Based on its broadly similar Paleozoic age and its proximity to
other Karamea Granitoid plutons, the Maori Saddle Granite should be included as a
constituent of the Karamea Granitoids, but recognised as separate from the plutonic suites
previously defined by Tulloch et al. (2009).
 Maori Saddle Granite magmatism was generated as a consequence of convergence at the
paleo-Pacific margin of Gondwana. Continental collision and crustal thickening during the
Tabberabbean Orogeny induced partial melting of the mafic lower-crust, producing I-type
magmatism.

A small component of I-type magma interacted with metasedimentary

Greenland Group/Cattle Track Gneiss-like continental crust and produced the S-type Maori
Saddle Granite. Such I- and S-type magmatism acted to preheat the crust in preparation for
the voluminous Karamea Suite magmatism that later ensued.
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6.2.2 Whakapohai Granite
 The Whakapohai Granite is a newly defined unit that consists of a substantially sized stock
exposed in the middle reaches of the Whakapohai River and as numerous pegmatite dykes
that crosscut Greenland Group metasediments between the Diamond and Wrong Faults.
The Whakapohai Granite consists of a highly fractionated, leucocratic, calc-alkaline, and
peraluminous S-type granite/monzogranite that possesses geochemical characteristics
typical of Karamea Suite plutons. Thus the Whakapohai Granite is most likely a constituent
of the Karamea Suite and was likely generated at 376-375 Ma, 369-368 Ma, or 354-340 Ma,
in a similar way to other Karamea Suite plutons: during episodic extension associated with
slab rollback/abandonment or a one-off delamination event at the convergent East
Gondwanan continental margin, subsequent to the Tabberabbean Orogeny.
 Being the only exposed pluton to exhibit an association with the expansive contact aureole
in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Whakapohai Granite must either be a large pluton
that is predominantly concealed within 2 km of the surface below much of the Bald HillMaori Saddle region, or the only exposed pluton of several to have intruded the Bald HillMaori Saddle region and exist with 2 km of the surface.

6.2.3 Lamprophyre Dykes
 Two groups of lamprophyre dykes exist within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region: ALbranch lamprophyre dykes that are exposed in the Maori Saddle area and may be associated
with the Mid- to Late-Cretaceous Westland Swarm; and CAL-branch lamprophyre dykes
that crop out forming an en echelon array near the Whakapohai River-Munro Mistake
confluence and midway up Mistake Creek.
 CAL-branch lamprophyre dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region were generated as a
consequence of subduction and were emplaced during an episode of tectonic extension.
Subduction coinciding with extension last occurred in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region
during the Mid-Paleozoic when plutonic rocks of the Karamea Granitoids were emplaced;
therefore, CAL-branch lamprophyre dykes in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region are likely
Mid-Paleozoic in age and are separate from any of the lamprophyre dyke swarms exposed
elsewhere in New Zealand.
 Mid- to Late-Cretaceous aged Westland Swarm AL-branch lamprophyre dykes in the Maori
Saddle area crosscut all components of the crystalline basement in the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region, except the intensely mylonitized and folded décollement zone.
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These

lamprophyre dykes provide constraint on the maximum age of detachment faulting as they
must have intruded prior to or during mylonitic shearing.

6.3 South Westland Stratigraphy
6.3.1 Otumotu Formation
 In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the Otumotu Formation occupies an area of ~1 km 2 at
the summit of Bald Hill and overlies Greenland Group basement rocks at an unconformity.
The Otumotu Formation consists of an Early- to Late-Cretaceous aged, gently folded and
gently dipping, fanglomerate composed of interbedded breccias and sandstones derived
from locally sourced Greenland Group metasediments and granitoid intrusives/pegmatite
dykes.
 Otumotu Formation fanglomerates were deposited in close proximity to their Greenland
Group source rocks.

These are interpreted to have infilled localised half-

grabens/sedimentary basins that formed within the actively extending upper-plate of the
Maori Saddle Complex, during Mid- to Late-Cretaceous region-wide tectonic extension.

6.3.2 Arnott Basalt
 Transitional basalt dykes with lamprophyre affinities that cross-cut the Otumotu Formation
at the summit of Bald Hill consist of feeder dykes to the Arnott Basalt exposed along the
coast between Ship Creek and the Moeraki River. Arnott Basalt tuff, basalt flows, and
volcanic breccia deposits that exist amidst transgressive sediments, higher in the South
Westland stratigraphic sequence, were erupted/deposited in a within-plate, submarine
setting in latest-Cretaceous to Early-Paleocene time, during region-wide tectonic extension.

6.3.3 Other Cretaceous-Neogene Deposits
 Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the only other Cretaceous-Neogene deposits of
the South Westland stratigraphic sequence observed were the Tauperikaka Coal Measures,
the Porphyry Point Member of the Tokakoriri Formation, and the Tititira Formation. These
deposits are all hosted within an internally faulted narrow fault slice on the southern face of
Bald Hill, bound to the east by the Mathias Fault. Additionally, the internally structurally
complex, moderately- to steeply-dipping and overturned, Tititira Formation is also exposed
throughout the middle reaches of Cole Creek, where it forms part of the vertical limb of the
Coastal Monocline.
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6.3.4 Quaternary Sediments
 Quaternary sediments are widespread in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region and
unconformably overly all other lithologies, aside from a Haast Schist overthrust nappe near
Maori Saddle. Such Quaternary deposits consist of locally derived modern colluvium and
alluvium; paleo-shallow-marine terraces; and predominantly Eastern Province derived
paleo-river/glacial outwash terraces and glacial moraine.
 Paleo-river/glacial outwash terraces in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region have been uplifted
to ~400-500 m asl and were most likely deposited at ~740 ka, when the substantially sized
Haast River flowed through the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region prior to ~20 km of offset
along the Alpine Fault.
 The Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was not overrun by glacial ice that extended to/slightly
beyond the present day coast line during the Otira Glaciation. Therefore, glacial moraine
preserved west of the Bald Hill summit at the Bearing Ridge, must have been deposited
prior to 22.3 ka, during an earlier glaciation.

6.4 Cretaceous and Cenozoic Structural Evolution
6.4.1 Cretaceous Structural Evolution: Maori Saddle
Complex
 In the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, sillimanite-zone, amphibolite-facies, mylonitic
tectonites of the Cattle Track Gneiss; intense, intermediate, décollement zone mylonites;
and brittlely deformed, chlorite-zone, lower-greenschist facies Greenland Group
metasediments and Otumotu Formation fanglomerates, constitute the lower-plate, low-angle
detachment fault, and upper-plate, respectively, of an extensional complex with
metamorphic core complex affinities, named here the Maori Saddle Complex.
 Following the Rangitata Orogeny, a change in the tectonic regime from compression to
extension resulted in the collapse of an over-thickened crustal welt and the formation of a
low-angle detachment fault. Displacement along this low-angle detachment fault extended
upper-plate Greenland Group metasediments, created half-grabens/localised basins that
were infilled with locally-sourced Otumotu Formation fanglomerates, and unroofed and
exhumed high-grade Cattle Track Gneiss mylonitic tectonites from the mid-crust.
 Early- to Late-Cretaceous aged Otumotu Formation fanglomerates that were deposited
during the formation of the Maori Saddle Complex and Mid- to Late-Cretaceous aged AL203

branch lamprophyre dykes that were emplaced in the Maori Saddle area prior to/during
detachment faulting indicate that the Maori Saddle Complex formed during Mid- to LateCretaceous time. Thus, like the Paparoa Metamorphic Core Complex in North Westland,
the Maori Saddle Complex formed during the initial stages of the separation of Gondwana.
 Due to its proximity to the active Alpine Fault Australian-Pacific plate boundary, the Maori
Saddle Complex features a strong Cenozoic structural overprint and consequently, its
geometry has been made considerably more complex.

6.4.2 Cenozoic Structural Evolution
 Cenozoic structural deformation in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was concenrtated
during post ~15 Ma oblique dextral strike-slip transpression across the Alpine Fault
Australian-pacific plate boundary. Uplift of a 10-20 km wide belt of Western Province
rocks between the Alpine Fault and a steeply dipping, reactivated, reverse fault within
concealed basement rocks below the present day coastline has resulted in the formation of
the Coastal Monocline; of which, the Otumotu Formation at the summit of Bald Hill forms
the almost flat lying upper-limb and the steeply dipping/overturned strata of the CretaceousNeogene South Westland stratigraphic sequence along the coastal section form the vertical
limb. In addition to the Coastal Monocline, crustal shortening and uplift of this belt of
Western Province rocks in South Westland also produced the northeast/southwest trending
Arnott, Grave, Bullock, and Mistake Faults that crosscut the geology along the coastal
section adjacent to the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region.
 Three additional major fault zones exist crosscutting the geology of the Bald Hill-Maori
Saddle region: the Mathias, Diamond, and Wrong Faults. Across each of these fault zones,
the fault slice to the southeast has been uplifted relative to that northwest of the fault.
Consequently, towards the southeast of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, rocks from
progressively deeper within the crust have been uplifted, exposing a greater area of
hornfelsed Greenland Group metasediments (Mathias-Diamond Fault slice), the
Whakapohai Granite stock and pegmatite dykes (Diamond-Wrong Fault slice), and the
lower-plate-décollement zone-upper-plate contact of the Maori Saddle Complex (WrongAlpine Fault slice). The extent of lateral displacement (if any) along these faults remains
unknown.
 Within the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, ~740 ka paleo-river terraces exist at ~400 and
~500 m asl. At Knights Point, the 123 ± 7 ka, paleo-marginal-marine, Knights Point
Terrace exists at 113 m asl. As determined from the Knights Point Terrace, the Bald Hill204

Maori Saddle region has been uplifting at a rate of 0.86 mm/yr since 123 ± 7 ka. Based on
the age average altitude of paleo-river terraces in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region, the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region was uplifted at an average rate of ~0.55 mm/yr for the period
~740 ka to 123 ± 7 ka. Hence, uplift of the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region has accelerated
since ~740 ka. Such accelerated uplift is likely due to increasingly convergent oblique
dextral strike slip displacement along the Alpine Fault.
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Appendix 1

SAMPLE SUMMARY

Table 1i: Summary of samples from the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region that were analysed during this research.

OU81539

Coordinates
East
North
(NZMG)
(NZMG)
2205213
5707438

OU81540

2204903

5708018

OU81541

2213085

OU81542

2209429

OU81543

Sample
ID

Analysis Type
Lithology

Comments

Thin-section

Geochemistry

U-Pb Date

Arnott Basalt

y

-

-

Arnott Basalt

y

y

-

5705898

Cattle Track Gneiss

y

-

y

5703379

Dècollement zone mylonite

y

-

-

Waita River: Orientated 113/83˚S

2209215

5703428

Dècollement zone mylonite

y

-

-

Waita River: Orientated 070/62˚S

OU81544

2209215

5703428

Dècollement zone mylonite

y

-

-

OU81545

2213407

5705773

Dècollement zone mylonite

y

-

-

Wrong Creek: Orientated 046/36˚E

OU81546

2213220

5705818

Dècollement zone mylonite

y

-

-

Haast-Paringa Cattle Track: weathered

OU81547

2213220

5705818

Dècollement zone mylonite

y

-

-

Haast-Paringa Cattle Track: weathered

OU81548

2208074

5712331

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81549

2207921

5712189

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81550

2206854

5710972

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81551

2206744

5710373

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81552

2206600

5709870

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81553

2206646

5709725

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81554

2206383

5709472

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81555

2206337

5709399

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81556

2206362

5709236

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81557

2206063

5708414

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81558

2205862

5708397

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81559

2205941

5708492

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81560

2204598

5707717

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81561

2207183

5712389

Greenland Group

-

y

-

OU81562

2203000

5710312

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81563

2202865

5710137

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81564

2208622

5709260

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81565

2208141

5709095

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81566

2205984

5709592

Greenland Group

y

y

-
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Table 1i Continued

OU81567

Coordinates
East
North
(NZMG)
(NZMG)
2206730
5710788

OU81568

2207389

OU81569
OU81570

Sample
ID

Analysis Type
Lithology

Comments

Thin-section

Geochemistry

U-Pb Date

Greenland Group

y

y

-

5711389

Greenland Group

y

y

-

2208486

5711827

Greenland Group

y

y

-

2202885

5704298

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81571

2203917

5703729

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81572

2208747

5707984

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81573

2208704

5707913

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81574

2208485

5707441

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81575

2209316

5707194

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81576

2208948

5707477

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81577

2207939

5707864

Greenland Group

y

y

-

OU81578

2208900

5703460

Greenland Group

y

-

-

OU81579

2206965

5711876

Lamprophyre Dyke

y

y

-

Weathered

OU81580

2208485

5709248

Lamprophyre Dyke

y

-

-

Float Boulder

OU81581

2208514

5710184

Lamprophyre Dyke

y

y

-

OU81582

2208487

5710244

Lamprophyre Dyke

-

y

-

OU81583

2208953

5710432

Lamprophyre Dyke

y

y

-

OU81584

2209156

5703414

Maori Saddle Granite

y

y

y

OU81585

2205761

5708208

Otumotu Formation

y

-

-

Float Boulder

OU81586

2205404

5707647

Otumotu Formation

-

y

-

Sandstone bed

OU81587

2204982

5707909

Otumotu Formation

-

y

-

Breccia Bed

OU81588

2208476

5707553

Whakapohai Granite Peg.

y

-

-

OU81589

2209518

5707109

Whakapohai Granite Peg.

y

-

-

OU81590

2209550

5707092

Whakapohai Granite Peg.

y

-

-

OU81591

2209598

5707063

Whakapohai Granite Peg.

y

-

-

OU81592

2210452

5707484

Whakapohai Granite Stock

y

y

-
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Table 2i: Major and trace element geochemical data for metasedimentary basement lithologies in the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All major element oxide concentrations are reported in wt% and all trace
element concentrations are reported in ppm. bdl = below detection limit.
Sample ID
Lithology
SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
t
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
LOI
Total
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
As
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Sb
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Pb
Th
U
Psammite/P
elite
SiO2/Al2O3
SiO2K2O/Na2O

OU81550
Greenland
Group
67.07
0.74
15.70
5.61
0.04
2.67
0.42
0.27
4.91
0.24
2.45
100.13
13.07
4349.70
95.63
101.33
32.60
55.45
72.23
150.52
22.49
8.31
191.00
40.84
54.12
196.11
11.64
bdl
1.05
10.06
604.84
107.09
91.87
23.98
95.56
19.48
3.51
15.64
2.10
11.08
2.18
4.17
0.69
4.81
0.64
5.36
0.93
50.93
22.12
17.03
3.85

OU81560
Greenland
Group
77.27
0.53
10.75
3.69
0.04
1.83
0.97
1.44
2.03
0.13
1.72
100.40
9.31
3025.64
60.23
67.12
30.06
36.08
17.07
70.40
13.50
Bdl
82.63
109.67
22.83
264.59
7.87
1.12
0.48
3.54
334.87
34.40
62.81
7.31
26.11
4.23
1.02
4.08
0.61
4.23
0.79
2.52
0.54
2.41
0.34
6.90
0.74
66.10
15.29
13.21
2.69

OU81561
Greenland
Group
78.33
0.53
10.71
3.80
0.07
1.40
0.16
1.06
2.38
0.15
1.98
100.58
9.14
3193.61
62.04
70.62
27.11
43.89
11.83
87.98
12.96
16.34
99.29
47.34
30.30
172.92
7.95
bdl
2.05
5.21
273.72
35.26
62.81
7.93
29.55
4.90
1.06
5.64
0.72
5.20
1.18
2.88
0.41
2.90
0.33
4.83
0.68
51.59
7.03
12.46
2.55

OU81564
Greenland
Group
63.60
0.66
17.63
6.67
0.05
2.87
0.20
0.30
5.29
0.15
2.82
100.24
15.44
3871.82
113.41
116.40
29.00
62.24
12.79
105.00
23.43
63.81
214.62
65.15
24.41
104.18
10.72
bdl
bdl
12.53
602.23
38.89
67.49
7.58
28.60
5.86
1.01
3.49
0.73
4.56
0.82
1.96
0.47
2.57
0.32
2.56
0.90
37.87
30.58
14.11
2.17

OU81565
Greenland
Group
50.99
0.85
23.08
9.05
0.06
4.57
0.36
0.38
6.13
0.15
3.67
99.30
17.61
4787.64
146.29
136.81
31.32
67.38
59.22
133.77
28.07
6.68
261.42
53.16
35.50
119.12
12.93
1.47
bdl
15.86
744.65
50.42
91.31
10.88
40.67
7.66
1.07
5.71
1.34
6.47
1.18
4.05
0.67
3.86
0.48
2.87
1.02
25.01
31.62
19.92
3.43

OU81566
Greenland
Group
75.86
0.54
10.60
3.63
0.07
1.50
1.32
1.03
2.62
0.25
3.15
100.58
5.68
3179.22
62.24
72.21
20.34
35.60
10.02
81.77
15.06
9.83
114.90
59.85
23.17
225.49
8.26
0.85
1.07
5.64
321.15
36.19
67.16
8.03
27.63
5.68
0.96
3.61
0.72
4.10
0.88
2.38
0.35
2.07
0.37
5.86
0.79
38.62
5.53
12.61
2.34

Pelite

Psammite

Psammite

Pelite

Pelite

Psammite

4.27

7.19

7.31

3.61

2.21

7.16

48.88

75.86

76.08

45.97

34.86

73.32
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Table 2i Continued.
Sample ID
Lithology
SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
t
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
LOI
Total
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
As
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Sb
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Pb
Th
U
Psammite/P
elite
SiO2/Al2O3
SiO2K2O/Na2O

OU81567
Greenland
Group
72.02
0.68
13.00
4.76
0.04
2.36
1.23
1.16
2.82
0.21
1.98
100.26
11.55
4035.68
80.05
91.24
27.85
45.49
9.39
90.03
15.02
Bdl
118.72
88.55
34.00
199.91
10.68
Bdl
0.69
5.09
329.92
52.00
81.43
10.69
43.78
9.02
1.60
7.27
0.98
7.21
1.59
2.94
0.59
3.03
0.42
5.21
0.82
50.73
18.42
14.47
2.90

OU81568
Greenland
Group
78.18
0.53
10.31
3.68
0.04
1.75
1.22
1.71
1.81
0.18
1.07
100.48
7.50
3139.24
66.86
74.37
41.17
33.56
19.84
76.13
12.53
11.12
90.04
91.06
23.90
218.60
8.24
bdl
26.23
5.11
254.03
36.05
63.45
7.40
26.67
4.92
1.06
4.47
0.78
3.49
0.80
2.15
0.40
2.69
0.35
6.22
0.82
94.26
13.27
12.26
2.67

OU81569
Greenland
Group
56.89
0.85
18.56
8.54
0.07
4.12
1.35
1.15
5.15
0.14
2.69
99.50
15.20
4895.58
121.87
119.46
28.64
68.95
10.87
124.18
20.92
82.17
229.25
145.00
31.67
179.32
13.08
1.09
bdl
14.50
525.70
49.92
89.05
10.30
39.69
7.41
1.55
6.44
1.02
6.27
1.32
3.20
0.56
3.80
0.50
5.23
1.05
19.61
26.95
19.58
3.56

OU81570
Greenland
Group
66.06
0.77
14.87
5.95
0.06
2.68
1.26
1.04
3.54
0.20
3.65
100.07
bdl
4521.10
101.45
109.81
25.52
63.20
38.10
96.81
20.38
9.66
159.46
39.49
32.23
186.82
10.95
bdl
bdl
7.28
457.12
50.99
88.83
10.46
40.88
10.04
1.65
6.98
1.04
7.42
1.24
3.02
0.47
3.05
0.54
4.67
0.89
26.72
8.83
16.02
4.18

OU81571
Greenland
Group
59.14
0.74
19.40
7.62
0.06
3.86
0.23
0.32
4.43
0.11
4.16
100.09
13.53
4387.30
132.61
125.37
26.63
62.51
34.14
122.90
27.63
bdl
162.05
42.90
34.96
110.32
12.56
bdl
bdl
5.90
688.08
56.64
84.48
11.18
45.76
6.43
1.32
7.43
1.12
6.19
1.41
4.09
0.49
3.55
0.53
3.17
0.98
29.33
18.68
17.30
3.68

OU81572
Greenland
Group
71.26
0.64
13.03
5.46
0.07
2.77
1.10
1.22
3.12
0.18
1.57
100.40
14.38
3834.74
78.86
97.44
33.98
50.61
20.16
93.32
14.80
bdl
142.20
96.75
32.26
203.73
9.34
bdl
0.63
7.65
360.80
54.25
79.18
10.88
41.55
8.82
1.66
8.51
0.94
6.68
1.28
3.40
0.42
3.64
0.47
6.09
0.86
59.98
27.03
13.96
2.79

Psammite

Psammite

Pelite

Pelite

Pelite

Psammite

5.54

7.58

3.07

4.44

3.05

5.47

69.59

77.12

52.41

62.66

45.30

68.70
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Table 2i Continued.
Sample ID
Lithology
SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
t
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
LOI
Total
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
As
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Sb
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Pb
Th
U
Psammite/P
elite
SiO2/Al2O3
SiO2K2O/Na2O

OU81574
Greenland
Group
63.18
0.75
16.65
6.30
0.06
3.31
1.14
0.89
4.38
0.17
2.57
99.39
14.37
4533.93
147.83
104.42
28.82
58.26
30.66
114.78
21.76
16.59
308.51
73.19
25.54
157.33
10.99
bdl
0.44
125.09
534.67
41.51
73.64
8.38
32.28
4.90
0.94
5.74
0.82
4.39
0.99
2.31
0.35
2.31
0.47
4.31
0.95
40.13
27.60
14.27
3.62

OU81575
Greenland
Group
71.50
0.61
12.64
4.55
0.04
2.38
1.94
1.67
2.67
0.18
1.77
99.96
bdl
3669.05
85.05
89.18
39.83
60.90
22.31
76.44
12.99
bdl
123.72
132.40
24.19
170.61
9.34
bdl
bdl
7.50
416.05
41.87
74.90
8.24
35.93
6.90
1.40
4.66
0.99
4.06
1.04
2.59
0.45
2.10
0.27
4.67
0.63
71.51
21.26
14.03
2.28

OU81576
Greenland
Group
58.97
0.68
19.06
7.95
0.06
4.03
0.45
0.64
5.09
0.08
2.68
99.68
9.49
4016.76
128.88
126.18
28.12
74.21
109.65
116.96
23.98
9.71
220.55
56.69
22.31
101.38
12.16
bdl
0.55
17.69
633.11
41.53
70.91
8.90
31.30
5.19
1.12
4.21
0.60
4.25
0.89
2.36
0.28
2.45
0.41
3.24
0.86
26.84
29.18
15.64
3.14

Pelite

Psammite

Pelite

3.79

5.66

3.09

58.26

69.90

51.02
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OU81577
Greenland
Group
55.55
0.83
20.63
7.48
0.05
3.75
0.57
0.19
7.25
0.14
3.19
99.64
19.05
4620.51
139.75
120.41
23.76
61.35
6.21
119.02
29.60
bdl
251.05
34.92
23.32
115.89
12.60
bdl
0.44
12.34
781.97
37.96
66.81
7.64
29.84
5.58
1.00
4.97
0.73
3.79
0.92
2.61
0.42
2.66
0.38
3.64
1.05
18.03
10.01
16.85
3.94
Pelite
2.69
17.39

Table 2ii: Major and trace element geochemical data for igneous basement lithologies in the Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All major element oxide concentrations are
reported in wt% and all trace element concentrations are reported in ppm. bdl = below detection limit. Normative proportions of minerals determined using the
simplified CIPW norm calculation are included.
Sample ID

OU81579

OU81581

OU81582

OU81583

46.76

OU81584
Maori Saddle
Granite
70.21

OU81592
Whakapohai
Granite Stock
75.12

Lithology

Lamprophyre Dyke

Lamprophyre Dyke

Lamprophyre Dyke

Lamprophyre Dyke

SiO2

50.38

47.46

45.46

TiO2

1.09

1.39

1.43

1.32

0.62

0.05

Al2O3

14.96

t
Fe2O3

13.53

11.94

12.93

13.66

14.35

MnO

8.03

8.97

10.96

9.90

4.63

0.86

0.12

0.12

0.15

0.15

0.06

0.02

MgO

7.00

8.49

13.12

12.13

2.06

0.19

CaO

4.83

7.12

8.74

8.68

1.99

0.69

Na2O

3.14

1.13

1.49

2.02

1.25

2.49

K2O

2.41

2.45

1.61

1.74

4.87

5.27

P2O5

0.36

0.47

0.31

0.38

0.05

0.14

LOI

6.79

7.90

3.98

3.35

0.69

1.03

Total

99.12

99.02

99.18

99.38

100.09

100.21

Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
As
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Sb
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Pb
Th
U
Simplified CIPW
norm
qz
an
ab
or
cs
ne
lc
kp
ilm
ru
mt
hm
ap
co
en*
fs*
wo
fo
fa
total
ASI
Na2O+K2O
Na2O+K2O-CaO
K2O/Al2O3
Fe2O3t/SiO2
V/Cr
Nb/Pb

21.62
6284.64
200.62
356.83
35.15
117.05
35.07
85.57
16.18
23.60
63.67
232.40
19.54
139.93
8.61
1.65
1.51
1.61
558.85
30.33
49.13
5.78
22.37
4.82
1.28
4.04
0.65
3.73
0.77
2.39
0.31
2.25
0.37
3.37
0.52
13.42
7.03
7.58
1.30

24.30
7677.01
217.14
784.84
48.61
285.81
59.44
86.55
15.30
11.92
112.70
602.18
22.63
156.84
9.85
2.33
0.29
42.20
761.40
37.81
63.35
7.99
30.66
6.85
1.84
5.65
0.72
4.14
0.93
2.52
0.33
2.06
0.35
3.42
0.52
8.04
12.63
8.27
1.69

28.58
7804.93
234.47
774.64
57.55
307.11
46.21
76.66
13.07
7.05
48.29
502.55
24.32
118.21
8.64
bdl
bdl
6.72
517.70
31.06
45.90
6.80
31.02
5.86
1.80
6.08
0.86
4.61
0.99
2.25
0.40
1.83
0.29
3.09
0.52
23.53
5.61
4.93
0.87

15.63
7290.58
206.88
701.23
48.76
266.94
51.06
92.80
13.94
bdl
56.08
625.30
21.06
134.39
9.10
bdl
0.40
2.65
708.15
33.69
55.62
6.82
29.23
4.92
1.72
5.52
0.61
4.28
0.87
1.79
0.30
2.24
0.26
3.15
0.60
9.97
15.78
7.16
1.36

bdl
3726.91
80.19
75.36
34.94
39.24
9.23
93.71
16.00
bdl
183.19
154.58
13.52
207.18
10.00
bdl
0.76
3.78
784.45
56.23
99.47
10.50
36.26
6.40
1.37
4.28
0.59
2.84
0.42
1.28
bdl
0.93
0.19
5.80
0.80
71.76
30.57
22.27
2.86

6.86
656.31
16.10
22.00
30.92
21.27
6.70
108.44
21.01
3.47
213.50
47.30
8.58
35.73
7.03
0.70
3.86
12.14
102.91
14.60
26.44
2.88
10.86
2.94
0.27
2.28
0.43
1.87
0.24
0.58
0.13
0.92
0.15
1.71
0.63
77.51
80.39
5.87
16.43

1.31
19.78
26.81
14.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.09
0.00
3.71
0.00
0.86
0.00
17.59
4.77
1.04
0.00
0.00
92.33
1.53
5.55
0.72
0.16
0.16
0.56
1.22

3.66
24.85
9.66
14.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.67
0.00
3.46
0.00
1.12
0.00
21.35
6.30
3.42
0.00
0.00
91.11
1.36
3.58
-3.54
0.18
0.19
0.28
0.78

0.00
21.31
12.71
9.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.74
0.00
3.99
0.00
0.74
0.00
14.90
3.87
8.75
12.64
3.62
94.86
1.05
3.10
-5.64
0.13
0.24
0.30
1.54

0.00
21.21
17.20
10.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.52
0.00
3.85
0.00
0.91
0.00
12.07
2.86
8.44
12.85
3.35
95.62
1.10
3.76
-4.92
0.13
0.21
0.30
0.58

36.01
9.54
10.57
28.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.18
0.00
2.40
0.00
0.12
2.83
5.13
2.22
0.10
0.00
0.00
98.84
1.70
6.12
4.13
0.36
0.07
1.06
0.33

38.81
2.50
21.03
31.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.33
3.62
0.47
0.41
0.03
0.00
0.00
98.89
1.75
7.76
7.07
0.37
0.01
0.73
0.09

* Undifferentiated.
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Table 2iii: Major and trace element geochemical data for the Otumotu Formation and Arnott Basalt, of the Cretaceous-Neogene stratigraphic sequence, exposed in the
Bald Hill-Maori Saddle region. All major element oxide concentrations are reported in wt% and all trace element concentrations are reported in ppm. bdl = below
detection limit. Normative proportions of minerals determined using the CIPW norm calculation are included for the Arnott Basalt.
Sample ID
OU81586
OU81587
Lithology
Otumotu Formation: Sandstone Otumotu Formation: Breccia
SiO2
77.94
80.79
TiO2
0.72
0.52
Al2O3
11.17
9.99
t
Fe2O3
5.47
3.26
MnO
0.00
0.01
MgO
0.41
1.20
CaO
0.02
0.02
Na2O
0.24
0.26
K2O
2.42
2.46
P2O5
0.06
0.08
Loi %
2.70
2.63
Total
100.66
100.70
Sc
6.62
7.14
Ti
4064.06
2988.00
V
76.70
64.73
Cr
88.75
65.03
Co
24.59
26.65
Ni
34.10
39.86
Cu
17.11
21.50
Zn
46.08
81.72
Ga
13.89
13.00
As
11.31
bdl
Rb
106.34
104.51
Sr
21.81
19.46
Y
32.85
18.95
Zr
560.12
157.46
Nb
10.63
7.90
Mo
bdl
bdl
Sb
1.36
1.12
Cs
4.88
5.62
Ba
305.54
249.14
La
62.17
26.19
Ce
109.49
43.85
Pr
12.19
5.36
Nd
45.67
21.74
Sm
8.07
3.25
Eu
1.10
0.66
Gd
5.76
3.48
Tb
0.84
0.60
Dy
6.20
3.52
Ho
1.14
0.66
Er
3.00
2.08
Tm
0.53
0.25
Yb
3.02
1.68
Lu
0.52
0.26
Hf
13.51
4.17
Ta
0.67
0.59
W
60.35
86.04
Pb
9.10
16.67
Th
23.36
9.46
U
1.79
1.68
Simplified CIPW norm
qz
an
ab
or
cs
ne
lc
kp
ilm
ru
mt
hm
ap
co
di
hy
ol
en*
fs*
wo
fo
fa
total
* Undifferentiated.
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OU81540

17.54
19146.25
274.59
76.18
35.25
46.82
30.54
112.67
18.62
5.90
27.16
672.94
29.96
290.97
60.67
2.63
0.38
1.84
284.31
58.29
105.63
12.78
52.80
10.82
3.00
8.93
1.17
6.54
1.21
3.06
0.50
2.54
0.41
6.39
3.75
8.44
5.34
7.09
1.81

OU81540 (duplicate)
Arnott Basalt
42.76
3.60
14.61
12.31
0.17
5.77
8.65
2.62
0.77
0.80
7.42
99.47
15.02
16987.87
237.21
67.55
32.42
46.56
38.56
100.84
17.01
25.73
29.98
728.38
27.37
251.07
52.96
bdl
bdl
2.39
264.39
52.62
95.64
11.22
49.98
8.21
3.43
6.73
1.13
6.49
0.99
3.09
0.50
2.51
bdl
5.04
3.73
7.32
5.71
8.54
1.81
0.00
25.96
22.29
4.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.87
0.00
5.23
0.00
1.90
0.00
10.01
8.90
8.95
14.19
4.78
5.26
0.18
0.07
91.30

Appendix 3

U-TH-PB ZIRCON
GEOCHRONOLGY

Table 3i: U-Th-Pb isotope data for sample OU81541.
Measured isotope ratios
and 1 (%) internal errors
Spot Pb*
U
atomic
No. (ppm) (ppm) Th/U

10
04
07
14
06
20
15
25
02b
19
17
16
08b
13
18
09
29b
05
24
08a
29a
02a
30
21
01
28
27b
27a
12
26
22
11b
03b
11a
23
03a

90.5
103.8
88.0
64.2
106.3
37.6
63.7
19.2
33.5
89.7
104.5
134.7
101.2
145.0
26.5
59.9
32.0
88.4
96.9
84.9
42.3
22.8
54.6
33.9
53.4
78.9
29.7
24.7
150.0
70.1
341.3
111.3
101.0
92.9
111.5
42.0

1731
1613
1250
884
1395
452
704
208
352
835
1031
1311
929
1303
208
469
240
647
626
543
255
135
306
168
280
424
123
83
437
197
1061
209
223
161
179
44

0.00
0.01
0.21
0.13
0.07
0.43
0.59
0.47
0.19
0.53
0.23
0.18
0.36
0.01
0.14
0.15
0.26
0.12
0.47
0.37
0.38
0.26
0.28
0.49
0.29
0.18
0.64
0.68
0.52
0.70
0.05
1.18
0.20
0.72
0.50
1.69

Corrected ages
and 1 absolute internal errors (Ma)

206Pb
238U

±

207Pb
235U

±

207Pb
206Pb

±

206Pb
238U

±

207Pb
235U

±

207Pb
206Pb

±

206Pb
238U

±

0.05724
0.06986
0.07223
0.07560
0.07978
0.07970
0.08448
0.08852
0.09850
0.10042
0.10310
0.10599
0.10767
0.12035
0.13150
0.13290
0.13340
0.14203
0.14732
0.15290
0.16191
0.16927
0.17663
0.18926
0.18899
0.18960
0.21822
0.26167
0.31232
0.31412
0.33066
0.41643
0.43387
0.47260
0.53123
0.59928

0.4
1.9
1.0
1.3
0.9
1.1
1.1
0.9
1.8
1.1
1.0
0.6
1.4
1.1
0.9
1.0
1.3
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.4
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.6
2.1
1.6
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.8
1.4
0.8
1.4

0.4301
0.5872
0.5560
0.6643
0.8045
0.6734
0.6436
0.7571
0.8400
0.7838
0.8459
0.8939
0.9840
1.7010
1.2544
1.4090
1.2039
1.3892
1.3421
1.6108
1.5085
1.6395
1.7966
1.9763
1.9283
1.9312
2.2812
2.9007
4.5565
4.4495
5.8131
8.5769
8.6969
9.8220
11.586
12.315

1.5
4.2
2.7
5.7
3.4
3.2
3.6
3.3
4.6
3.2
2.3
1.5
3.4
2.6
3.1
2.3
3.6
2.2
2.2
2.3
3.3
3.7
2.6
2.5
2.1
1.9
5.9
4.0
1.3
2.1
0.9
1.8
2.1
2.5
1.4
2.8

0.0545
0.0610
0.0558
0.0637
0.0731
0.0613
0.0553
0.0620
0.0619
0.0566
0.0595
0.0612
0.0663
0.1025
0.0692
0.0769
0.0655
0.0709
0.0661
0.0764
0.0676
0.0702
0.0738
0.0757
0.0740
0.0739
0.0758
0.0804
0.1058
0.1027
0.1275
0.1494
0.1454
0.1507
0.1582
0.1490

1.4
3.8
2.5
5.6
3.3
3.0
3.4
3.2
4.2
3.0
2.0
1.3
3.1
2.4
3.0
2.0
3.4
2.1
2.0
2.1
3.1
3.5
2.5
2.3
1.9
1.8
5.6
3.7
1.1
1.9
0.7
1.6
1.9
2.0
1.1
2.5

0.02415
0.08907
0.02365
0.03275
0.07180
0.02869
0.02321
0.02726
0.02512
0.03169
0.03324
0.03350
0.03101
0.18363
0.05241
0.03972
0.04761
0.05573
0.04299
0.04465
0.04359
0.04806
0.05891
0.05703
0.05336
0.05435
0.06492
0.07829
0.09674
0.08170
0.11244
0.11282
0.11010
0.16434
0.14089
0.12817

9.1
11
3.1
8.5
6.0
2.4
2.4
2.6
3.7
3.2
2.7
2.1
3.3
4.1
6.7
2.9
3.7
4.1
1.8
2.3
3.8
3.8
2.1
2.0
2.3
2.2
4.2
3.0
1.5
2.3
3.1
2.7
2.4
3.7
1.7
1.9

358.7
433.7
447.7
466.1
485.4
491.8
525.0
548.0
607.2
615.0
632.4
649.2
657.6
728.0
793.7
803.7
804.5
852.8
891.8
921.5
970.7
1012.3
1046.5
1119.0
1119.0
1121.5
1265.6
1502.7
1750.7
1769.4
1840.5
2244.0
2324.5
2464.7
2756.8
3152.4

1.5
7.9
4.6
5.9
4.5
5.5
5.8
4.7
10.5
6.6
6.3
3.6
8.9
7.4
6.7
7.8
9.7
6.6
6.0
7.3
8.5
12.7
8.1
9.6
9.2
6.5
24.7
21.5
10.9
13.0
8.9
18.0
16.1
32.2
17.9
36.9

362.1
447.8
437.7
480.4
478.4
464.2
572.8
573.5
651.6
578.9
611.5
643.6
718.6
967.5
798.4
897.4
751.7
845.3
886.7
990.9
983.8
1005.4
1008.0
1104.7
1113.5
1105.1
1202.4
1368.5
1705.2
1793.4
1943.8
2337.3
2322.2
2262.4
2582.6
2901.3

4.5
16.2
13.4
26.2
19.7
23.2
24.7
20.6
22.2
23.2
12.3
8.1
22.2
17.3
25.3
14.0
24.0
15.1
15.9
17.3
23.9
25.4
19.4
20.4
17.3
17.3
57.9
38.3
19.5
34.8
9.1
28.8
21.2
59.6
16.3
32.4

383.5
520.7
380.0
545.1
447.4
340.3
753.3
680.2
803.8
435.7
537.8
624.9
901.5
1561
811.3
1133
603.6
827.6
882.6
1153.5
1008.2
994.7
929.9
1080.6
1103.4
1074.3
1079.6
1174.3
1656.6
1814.6
2055.8
2407.8
2317.4
2098.0
2453.5
2744.5

4.5
16.5
11.5
28.3
18.4
17.7
29.4
22.8
23.6
18.2
10.2
7.4
24.3
20.5
25.1
14.3
19.7
14.2
15.3
17.9
23.5
23.7
17.8
19.1
16.1
16.5
52.7
33.7
18.4
34.2
7.8
27.5
19.8
56.5
14.3
28.8

All errors are 1, * = radiogenic component only, a = shallow age zone, b = deep age zone, d = ≥ 10% discordant.
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Selected age
6*/38
-7*/35
%
Spot
and 1
concord- common MSWD
absolute
ance(%)
206Pb
207Pb external error
207Pb
±
206Pb
(Ma)
235U
±
99
97
102
97
101
106
92
96
93
106
103
101
92
75
99
90
107
101
101
93
99
101
104
101
100
101
105
110
103
99
95
96
100
109
107
109

0.02
0.39
0.19
0.64
2.07
0.96
-1.10
-0.02
-0.49
0.12
0.15
0.07
-0.34
0.72
0.36
-0.07
0.64
0.50
-0.28
-0.22
-0.61
-0.24
0.43
0.03
-0.27
-0.16
0.05
0.15
0.46
-0.93
0.07
-0.70
-0.24
2.23
-0.17
-4.41

2.02
4.54
3.25
1.49
1.69
2.35
2.78
5.00
3.28
1.57
2.79
2.48
3.46
1.92
1.11
5.00
2.07
5.00
2.15
1.29
1.26
1.98
1.65
2.38
2.67
2.36
2.29
1.67
1.57
1.50
1.05
2.63
2.02
2.18
0.94
1.02

358.7
433.7
447.7
466.1
485.4
491.8
525.0
548.0
607.2
615.0
632.4
649.2
657.6
d
793.7
803.7
804.5
852.8
891.8
921.5
970.7
1012.3
1046.5
1119.0
1119.0
1121.5
1265.6
1174.3
1656.6
1814.6
2055.8
2407.8
2317.4
d
d
d

7.8
12.1
10.6
11.5
11.2
11.8
12.6
12.5
16.7
14.6
14.8
14.3
16.6
18.2
18.8
19.7
19.3
19.9
20.9
22.3
25.0
23.7
25.7
25.5
24.7
36.5
38.5
68.6
80.1
82.4
100
94.6

Table 3ii: U-Th-Pb isotope data for sample OU81584.
Spot Pb*
U
atomic
No. (ppm) (ppm) Th/U
27b
28
02
17
13
15
30
06b
24
11
19
12
18
26
07b
16
05b
04
09
07a
10b
05a
22
14
23b
06a
21
20b
20a
08
27a
03
10a
25
23a
29b
29a
01

45.2
50.4
20.4
50.0
52.5
19.4
29.2
92.8
81.3
21.1
26.7
20.5
67.8
26.0
86.0
17.3
95.5
6.5
26.3
147.3
30.0
48.9
51.5
25.6
27.6
54.3
36.3
74.4
57.8
32.5
12.3
16.8
19.5
111.4
46.4
56.2
58.1
285.8

862
915
334
838
885
337
491
1547
1398
349
408
305
1034
417
1060
250
1468
95
375
1342
441
678
732
363
370
684
454
742
513
242
79
111
109
557
213
198
148
638

0.05
0.04
0.40
0.28
0.17
0.11
0.15
0.13
0.03
0.08
0.32
0.39
0.30
0.10
0.42
0.49
0.12
0.12
0.15
1.88
0.03
0.38
0.14
0.14
0.06
0.31
0.07
0.56
0.60
0.31
0.75
0.43
0.30
0.41
0.45
0.51
0.82
0.04

Measured isotope ratios
and 1 (%) internal errors
206Pb
238U
0.05576
0.05940
0.05979
0.06024
0.06143
0.06108
0.06238
0.06283
0.06298
0.06434
0.06523
0.06542
0.06573
0.06602
0.06904
0.06646
0.06856
0.07155
0.07228
0.07538
0.07267
0.07142
0.07327
0.07414
0.07857
0.07905
0.08493
0.09413
0.10358
0.13295
0.13742
0.14428
0.17589
0.19280
0.20607
0.25883
0.33090
0.45287

±

207Pb
235U

±

207Pb
206Pb

±

Corrected ages
and 1 absolute internal errors (Ma)
208Pb
232Th

±

206Pb*
238U

±

207Pb*
235U

±

1.7 0.4966 6.2 0.0646 6.0 0.04452 8.9 346.9
6.0
363.0 27.0
0.8 0.4723 3.0 0.0577 2.9 0.02657 4.8 371.2
2.8
380.4 10.1
1.5 0.4421 5.3 0.0536 5.0 0.01715 4.3 375.0
5.4
402.4 18.6
0.7 0.4508 2.2 0.0543 2.1 0.01847 2.2 377.2
2.7
383.9
9.1
0.9 0.4652 3.3 0.0549 3.1 0.02359 4.9 381.7
3.3
362.2 13.3
1.0 0.4610 3.3 0.0547 3.2 0.01838 4.6 382.5
3.6
388.8 11.2
0.7 0.4633 2.5 0.0539 2.4 0.01880 3.2 390.5
2.8
391.6
8.7
0.8 0.5099 2.5 0.0589 2.4 0.02385 2.8 391.7
3.0
395.6 10.1
1.1 0.4423 3.4 0.0509 3.2 0.02648 9.9 393.1
4.0
365.0 10.9
1.3 0.4925 5.1 0.0555 5.0 0.02349 8.4 400.9
5.1
393.2 18.8
0.9 0.5095 3.1 0.0566 3.0 0.02024 2.3 407.7
3.4
419.8 12.0
1.0 0.4999 3.4 0.0554 3.2 0.02071 2.5 408.5
4.0
407.8 13.5
0.9 0.5158 2.7 0.0569 2.6 0.02065 2.5 411.3
3.6
418.9 11.3
0.9 0.4764 2.9 0.0523 2.8 0.02187 3.6 411.9
3.7
391.6 10.5
0.8 0.5601 2.6 0.0588 2.5 0.05447 117 414.4
6.0
170.2 88.1
1.1 0.5480 3.7 0.0598 3.5 0.01995 3.0 416.3
4.5
457.2 18.4
0.7 0.5135 2.2 0.0543 2.0 0.02150 2.8 427.9
3.1
419.8
8.3
1.9 0.5841 7.3 0.0592 7.0 0.03161 8.6 442.1
8.1
428.4 30.3
1.4 0.5844 3.7 0.0586 3.4 0.03450 4.0 445.5
6.0
399.3 18.4
1.0 0.5774 3.3 0.0556 3.1 0.02505 2.1 445.5
7.8
291.7 1109
2.0 0.5776 6.3 0.0576 6.0 0.06863 7.7 448.2
8.9
403.9 26.2
1.3 0.5124 4.8 0.0520 4.6 0.01789 4.5 448.7
6.2
487.9 30.2
1.1 0.5740 3.5 0.0568 3.3 0.02744 4.2 453.4
4.7
441.2 16.4
1.1 0.5731 3.0 0.0561 2.8 0.02392 3.9 461.0
4.9
458.8 13.2
2.1 0.8714 8.4 0.0804 8.1 0.07714 7.4 478.5
9.9
529.0 46.0
1.0 0.6263 3.3 0.0575 3.1 0.02556 2.8 488.2
4.8
484.9 16.0
1.3 0.6856 3.9 0.0585 3.7 0.04008 5.9 523.2
6.5
494.8 17.9
1.1 0.7571 3.0 0.0583 2.8 0.02625 2.8 582.3
6.1
630.4 16.9
1.1 0.8828 3.5 0.0618 3.3 0.03360 2.2 635.6
6.9
607.0 24.8
2.0 1.3174 5.4 0.0719 5.0 0.04214 3.3 801.8 14.9 839.9 34.0
1.4 1.5001 5.7 0.0792 5.5 0.04213 2.4 831.4 11.4 922.2 41.6
1.7 1.4746 5.6 0.0741 5.3 0.05469 3.6 854.8 14.1 789.9 50.1
1.3 1.7132 4.5 0.0706 4.3 0.06329 5.3 1037.0 12.7 941.6 40.1
1.3 2.0633 2.3 0.0776 1.9 0.05284 2.5 1137.2 13.2 1179.2 19.1
1.9 3.0023 4.1 0.1057 3.6 0.07332 4.0 1196.8 21.6 1310.4 53.3
2.1 3.2733 3.5 0.0917 2.8 0.09398 3.2 1461.1 28.4 1327.1 42.0
1.1 4.8090 3.2 0.1054 3.0 0.10265 2.0 1840.4 19.7 1715.0 50.1
1.1 13.6940 1.9 0.2193 1.5 0.10326 7.8 2408.4 22.3 2731.9 18.1
pooled age (N = 6 of 38, MSWD = 1.44, 2absolute external error)

207Pb*
206Pb*
470.1
436.9
553.7
422.4
234.4
426.4
398.0
421.6
189.4
348.1
487.5
405.6
na
274.0
rd
670.7
378.1
353.3
144.3
rd
160.8
670.7
373.7
448.2
753.7
462.5
368.0
797.2
513.8
938.0
1151.9
609.0
725.7
1248.0
1508.5
1116.2
1578.7
2979.8

±
32.6
10.9
23.0
9.5
8.9
11.5
8.5
10.3
5.9
16.6
13.0
13.0
7.4
23.9
7.2
25.3
7.3
11.3
37.6
13.9
12.4
58.3
14.9
13.5
19.0
21.4
34.4
46.2
41.0
33.2
17.4
54.7
35.5
47.5
15.0

6*/38
%
-7*/35
Spot
common
concordMSWD
206Pb
ance(%)
96
98
93
98
105
98
100
99
108
102
97
100
98
105
244
91
102
103
112
153
111
92
103
100
90
101
106
92
105
95
90
108
110
96
91
110
107
88

0.99
0.25
-0.61
-0.12
0.49
-0.07
-0.10
0.44
0.13
0.25
-0.03
0.07
0.06
0.07
4.49
-0.26
0.02
0.68
1.16
2.65
1.00
-1.20
0.33
0.02
1.95
0.15
0.55
-0.89
0.50
0.18
0.12
1.63
0.82
-0.53
1.37
1.68
0.87
-0.07

2.30
1.59
5.00
2.26
1.79
5.00
5.00
2.16
2.08
2.05
1.98
2.06
2.44
2.11
2.00
2.21
2.68
1.48
2.71
3.42
1.94
2.01
2.25
2.55
2.23
2.61
2.12
2.75
1.90
2.70
1.38
2.55
16.43
1.34
3.70
2.96
5.54
2.62

Selected
age and 1
absolute
external
error (Ma)
pl
371.2
d
377.2
d
382.5
390.5
391.7
d
400.9
i
i
i
d
rd
d
i
i
d
rd
d
d
i
i
d
i
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
384.7

8.4
8.4
8.9
8.8
8.8
9.9

8.8

All errors are 1, * = radiogenic component only, d = discordant, i = inherited, pl = presumed Pb loss, rd = reversely discordant, a = shallow age zone, b = deep age zone.
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Appendix 4

ZIRCON
CATHODOLUMINESCENCE

Figure 4i: Cathodoluminescence images of zircon grains from OU81541 with locations of LA-ICP-MS spot
analyses indicated by numbered red dots. Scale bars are included.
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Figure 4i Continued.
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Figure 4ii: Cathodoluminescence images of zircon grains from OU81584 with locations of LA-ICP-MS spot
analyses indicated by numbered red dots. Scale bars are included.
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Figure 4ii Continued.
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